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-4Pi4lEAL CONSTRAINTS TO
ECONOMIC INDIGENISATION

SAFES TRUST

that in Southern Africa, after such a bitter struggle
emancipation and the deaths of thousands of people in the
should be debating the issue of indigenisation. Worse still,

It does appear strange

Parece estranho que na

for national

emancipafäo nacional e depois da morte de milhares de pessoas nesse
processo, estejamos hoje a discutir o problema da africanizgäo. Pior
ainda, que esta questao pennane^a tSo contenciosa em tais sociedades
como a 2^rabia e o Zimbabwe, polfticamente independentes hä jd
muito tempo. O que é ainda mais embara90so é que nesta era, o debate
em curso seja menus sobre o conirole dos negros ou africam:a(;äo da
economia do que sobre a sua promo9äo e discrimina^do positiva.
Mas depois. tudo isto é reflexo da fraquezaque é inerente da nossa
situa^ao pos-colonial, particulamiente a heranja colonial, com a sua
estrutura econömica projectada a servir os interesses de uma minoria
branca privilegiada. Porexemplo. no Zimbabwe, aestrutura econömica

process, we
that the matter remains

so

contentious in societies, such

as

Zambia and

(politically) independent for a long time.
Worst still, and therefore so embarrassing to any African in this day and
age, that the current debate should be less about black control or
indigenisation of the economy than about black advancement or affirmative

Zimbabwe, that have been

action.
But then, all this is but

a

reflection of the inherent weakness of our post-

particularly the legacy of the inherited state with its
economic structure that was so designed to cater for a small and privileged
White minority. For example, in Zimhahwe, the inherited economic and
social structure is one in which only four percent of the population owned
90 percent of the wealth. Largely sustained to this day by a combination
of the constitutional/legal framework that was the transition from Rhodesia
to Zimbabwe, and the incapacity of the post-colonial state to effect any
fundamental transfomiation of the settler colonial-type economy, this
means that, in general, the White population in Zimbabwe continues to
enjoy a standard of living that would be the envy of the average citizen in
the developed world. The Whites might wish to deflect such attention
from themselves by reference to the equally small number of Blacks who
have since graduated to that status. But this cannot adequately detract
from the fact of the continuity of the settler colonial-type economic and

colonial situation,

social structure in Zimbabwe. Likewise in South Africa: the standard of

living of the average White person stands seventh (7th) in the world, just
Spain; while that of the average Black person is one-hundred-andtwenty-fourth {124th) after Congo (Brazzaville). The other fact is that the
recent transitional arrangements concluded in South Africa simply ensure
that this economic and social structure will remain largely intact for the

behind

foreseeable future.

Somehow, most of the protagonists of indigenisation måjor affirmative
action appear

to have overlooked the point that the central goal of White
particular was to create these tiny enclaves of

settler colonialism in

developed society in Africa, but at the direct expense of the colonised
majority. Any Black person is justified in being angry at the legacy of
settler colonialism, particularly when its consequences continue to live
with us far beyond the formal end of it. But it should become quickly
obvious that no amount of political rantings about economic indigenisation
and/or affirmative action is going to solve the problem until we face
squarely the fundamental question; How to institute a system that will
expand an economic base that has remained largely moribund in size and
therefore unable to cope with the growing demands for the democratisation
of the economy.

the resolution of the Land Question,

particularly the
farming sector that remains to this day
90 percent White, is a major priority within such a process. But unless the
call for economic indigenisation is about these fundamental questions, it
will remain a very limited and short-sighted strategy, concerned more
about a few Blacks graduating into the little White enclave than about the
broader issues of economic growth and development, and the quest for a
national economy.□
Of

course,

democratisation of a commercial
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Africa austral, depois da luta

tenaz pela

social herdadado colonialismo é uma em que apenas quatro por cento

90 por cento da riqueza do pais. Mantida até hoje
larga medida pela combinagäo de uma estrutura constitutcional/
legal que foi a transi^do da Rodésia para o Zimbabwe, e a incapacidade

da popula^äo detém
em

doestado pos-colonial derealiz.arqualquerlransforma9äo fundamental

tipo de economia colonial, esta situagao significa que, em geral, a
popula^ao branca do Zimbabwe continua a desfirutar de um padräo de
vida que seria da inveja do cidadao comum no mundo desenvolvido.
Os brancos poderao pretender desviar a nossa atengäo referindo-se ao
semelhante pequeno grupo de negros que tenham graduado para esse
estatuto. Mas isto näo nos pode desviar do facto da continuidade do
t ipo de estrutura econömica e social colonial no Zimbabwe. Do mesmo
modo na Africa do Sul: o m'vel de vida da média dos brancos estd em
setimo lugar no mundo. depois da Espanha: enquanto o dos negros estä
em 124® lugar depois do Congo. O outro facto é que o recente processo
de transigäo na Africa do Sul simplesmente assegura que esta estrutura
econömica e social continuara era larga medida inalteravel dentro de
um future proximo.
De qualquer modo, a maioria dos protagonistas da afficanizgäo e/ou
discrimina^ao positiva pareccm ter descurado o ponto de que o
objective central do coloniali.smo branco em particular era o de criar
estes pequenos enclaves de sociedade desenvolvido em Africa, mas
em detrimento da maioria colonizada. Qualquer negro tern razao de
estar furioso quanto ao legado do colonialismo, particularmente
quando as suas consequencias continuam a viverconosco muito para
atém do seu fim formal. Mas deverå torhar-se rdpidamente öbvio que
nenhuma quantidade de palavreado politico sobre a qfricanizagåo
econömica e/ou discrimina^åo positiva ira resolver o problema até
que enfrentemos directamente a questäo: como institucionalizar um
sistema que ira alargar a base econömica que durante muito tempo
esteve morribunda era tamanho e portanto incapaz de enfrentar a
crescente exigencia para a democratiza^ao da economia.
Claro que, a resolu^ao da Questäo da Terra, particularmente a
deniocratiza^ao de um sector comercial da agricultura que continua
até hoje 90 por cento branco. é uma grande priorid,ade dentro desse
processo. Mas amenosque achamada pwi&&africaniza(;ao econömica
seja sobre estas questSes fundamentais, ela continuarä a ser uma
esuatégia muito limitada e de pouca visao, preocupada mais com um
punhado de negros a graduarem-se para o pequeno enclave branco do
que as mais amplas questöes de crescimento econömico e de
do

desenvolvimento

e a

necessidade de

uma

economia nacional.Li
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Nelson Mandela In 1960. The president

LETTERS

of that

organisation was Albert Luthuli, a
prince trom KwaZulu, who became the

first leader of
there were winners in the midst of all that

misery and suffering — those who
supplied the guns to both warring parties.
But the losers are not only those who
or

has

for any

administration,

HANDS OFF CUBA

he is

today. No country in the world,

however small

POLITICIANS RESPONSIBLE FOR
ETHNIC VIOLENCE

as it may be, would want
to take instructions from a government

As you correctly put it, ethnic violence
is a result of manipulation by

of another

unscrupulous politicians for their own
selfish
objectives.
Since time
immemorial, people of different “tribes",
races and classes have lived together,
inter-married and even spoke the same
languages for too many years. All of a
sudden, they pick up guns, machettes,

conflict does not lie in confrontation,
and will not be found by the Americans

Malawi

RWANDA TRAGEDY: SHAME TO
AFRICANS

country.

The solution to the current US-Cuba

trying to destroy Cuba. As champions of
freedom and democracy, they should
let the Cubans make a choice of what

system they want to maintain in their
country.
The Cubans who

trying to leave
because of their
opposition to the political system in their
country, but due to the extensive
suffering caused by the US blockade.
are

not

doing

ore

so

Clement Koffman

coalition governmentby Gift Siso(SAPEM
Vol.

7, No. 9, June 1994) is a
misrepresentation of facts. No matter
how strongly felt the need to highlight

the perceived ethnic chauvinism in the

party concerned,

some

basic facts

no one was there to put
out the flames. The result: More than

should

halt

accuracy. Oliver Tambo did not take

million dead, over two million

suffering in refugee camps. Of

course.

up

correspondent, that since Sexwale's'
surname

The

X

has an X, then it must be Xhosa.

in

the

old

northern

Sotho

orthography is pronounced in almost j
the same way as a g in Setswana and
Afrikaans, it is a partially devoiced palatal.
fricative. It is not

a

lateral click

as

in

Xhosa.

Secondly, Joe Modise is
conveniently left out in the listing of,
military office bearers.
VuyisaQunta

;

Harare

Zimbabwe

DHLAKAMA DISCREDITING
DEMOCRACY
Dhlakama'scalls for an agreement on a

government of national unity (or
reconciliation) prior to the October
elections in Mozambique is a travesty of
the democratic system in the name of i
which he worked to destroy the basic ;
socio-economic tabric of Mozambican

i

1992, stipulates that there should be
The supposed analysis of the currents in
the senior party of the South African

a

taking

with President Chissano on October 4,

did not take the appropriate action to

deflagrated,

I

society. The peace agreement he signed

ETHNIC CHAUVINISM IN THE ANC

but when the crisis

am

Namibia

to all of us Africans. The fact that the UN

the contlict,

nor

Windhoek

The tragedy of Rwanda is a great shame

stop the slaughtering of civilians should
not relieve us from a sense of guilt for
our inability to act promptly and
decisively. What African leaders did
was to support one side or the other in

of the parties in the current^

cudgels to refute allegations of ethnicity j
as a factor in their thinking. I am however,
\
appalled first at the assumption of your ■

that has radicalised Fidel Castro to what

Blantyrc

nation
building
throughout its existence, I hold no brief

Ben Mwanza

United States government, through its
stern opposition to the Cuban revoiution,

Ernest Chikware

cultivated

camps in Tanzania and Zaire; it is the
whole continent of Africa.

Bill Clinton should realise that it is the

each other.

Having served only in the Black
Consciousness Movement (BCM) which

butchered in the hills of Rwanda,
those now languishing in Refugee

Zambia

clubs and spears, and start slaughtering

1963. Tambo was only installed as
President General four years later.

were

Lusaka

:

a liberation movement to
be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in

over

the

have

been

checked

for

leadership of the ANC from

internationally observed elections in
Mozambique, and that the winning party
forms the government. Is it that on
second thoughts, Dhlakama has realised
that he is incapable ot winning and
therefore trying to create a niche for
himself? It is the likes of Dhlakama and
his Angolan fellow, Savimbi who help to
discredit the democratic process in
Africa.
Susan Nalle
Buffalo. New York
USA

J

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, PO. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include writer's full name and address and may be edited for purposes of
clarity or space.
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IS INDIGENISATION POSSIBLE
IN THE SUB-REGION?
Fernando Goncalves

Marginal economic activity is the only area Africans can

A

afford

FTER years of championing the
cause of state intervention in the

meaningless without real economic

being put in place in order to ensure that

pursuing the policies

power,
Privatisation,

indigenisation and
affirmative action now dominate the
economic vocabulary across the continent,
and concrete policies and structures are

disadvantaged and marginalised, get into

economy and

ofsocialism, many governments in Africa
are now

beginning to realise that their

countries’

political independence is

Sapem August. 1994

those who in the past have been economically

the mainstream of their countries’

economic

activities,
But just

what is meant by indigenisation.
.5

i

COVER STORY

is another story. Conferences, workshops
and seminars have been taking place

throughout the continent, where

a number
developed
indigenisation can

of ideas and theories have been
and debated on how best

be achieved.
has been muted in the form affirmative

action, the need to expropriate large tracks
of land from white minorities and distribute

products which included
canned fish and vegetables.
The legacy of colonialism in many African
countries has left all major economic
activities virtually in the hands of foreign

prospective black entrepreneurs,
government concessions on new indigenous

multinationals,

business ventures, etc. In a nutshell.

independence.

to

Indigenous is euphemism for African, and
indigenisation is synonymous with
economic

protectionism in favour of
Africans, involving some limited form of

positive discrimination.
At the radical end of the

debate,

indigenisation is often seen as a programme
that should involve nationalisation of foreign
owned properties without compensation.
The issue of indigenisation, controversial
as it
may seem to be, derives from centuries
of colonialism, where the indigenous people
have largely been denied access to
meaningful business ventures, which have
generally continued to be the preserve of the
white minorities that ruled these countries.

During the colonial era, economic activity
was mainly dominated
by a variety of
colonial companies which exploited natural
resources on

behalf of the colonial powers
own these territories. In the

that claimed to

former federation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland, the most dominant business
concern

was

the British South African

Company and its subsidiaries, which were
mainly concerned with mining and
agricultural activities.
The company held the region’s exclusive
mining rights, and all those involved in
mining activities were required to surrender
almost 50 percent of their proceeds.
Indigenous Africans were generally
barred from engaging in any meaningful
business, and in the

case

of the former

Portuguese colonies of Angola and
Mozambique, even shopkeepers had to be
white. In Mozambique, for example, the
Portuguese colonial authorities virtually
destroyed the entire tradition of peasant
farming by enforcing a system of
compulsory production of cotton in order to
supply the textile industry in Portugal.
6

L

designed to protect the
Portuguese wine industry, Portugal imposed
a ban on wine production in
Mozambique.
In turn, the colony had to import from
Portugal wines, textiles, and a variety of
as a measure

other finished

Elsewhere on the continent, indigenisation

them

And

or

under the control of

a

handful of whites who remained after
In

Zimbabwe, only 1,5 percent of capital
ownership income accrues to Africans, while
40 percent of salaries and wages remain
within the white community, who constitute

only two percent of the country's population.
In the early days of independence, many
governments on the continent believed that
their countries’ economic

performance was

be better served

a greater state

to

by

intervention in the economy and the

capitalist programme which they were here
to fight and remove,’’ says Mercy
Zinyama,
executive director of the Zimbabwe

Indigenous Business Development Centre
(IBDC).
The IBDC

was

established in

1990,

to

lobby government and assist aspirant
indigenous business people to establish
themselves.
Never in the

history of the continent has
indigenisation been so
proficiently put across as it is today. “If you
the issue of

want the economic cake to grow by a natural
multiplication of new businesses emerging,
and old ones expanding, you have to reexamine the situation,” says Zinyama.
The most common form of indigenisation

has been the establishment of an affirmative
action

programme, through which
indigenisation lobbies call on governments
to restrict areas of economic
activity by
foreign investors.
Indigenous lobbyists are also calling for
preferential terms of borrowing from
financial institutions, tax holidays and
exemption of import duty on capital goods.

placement of committed nationals in
strategic positions of management in
companies which overnight were turned
into parastatals.
Great emphasis was also placed on
indigenisation of the public service. In
Zimbabwe, for example, 93 percent of top
positions in the public service were
indigenised by 1989, barely ten years after
independence.
The majority of African leaders followed
Kwame Nkrumah’s teaching on the need to
conquer the political kingdom first. Some
openly professed the socialist ideology,
melted it with self-styled humanism.
Another group claimed to be building a
mixed-economy, while others were outright
capitalists. What they failed to recognise
was the crucial role of an
indigenous, selfsustaining and booming economic private

deprive them of loans, even
though blacks account for 70 percent of all
banks’ deposits, while their borrowing level
is only two percent. The IBDC in Zimbabwe
believes that the entry point for the
indigenisation process would be African
technocrats working for multinational
corporations and whose job satisfaction can
no longer be enhanced, as
they do not own
those companies. But the problem with them
is that if they were to leave their jobs to start
businesses, they would have to give up a
number of attractive perks such as company
cars, company subsidized mortgages and

sector.

school fees for their children.

In

some

cases,

frustrated indigenous

In

Zimbabwe,

would-be

entrepreneurs contend that financial
institutions

According to the IBDC, if these people
to forfeit their jobs and become
independent entrepreneurs, then a number

entrepreneurs have blamed socialist policies

were

pursued by their governments as the main
reason why the realisation of the need for
indigenisation had come later than desired.

of incentives, which would include

“When

they

our

government came to power,

talking of socialism, and that
they were not interested in the
emergence of a black elite coming from
capital ownership activities, because they
thought that they were part and parcel of the
were
that

meant

black

a

three-

year tax holiday, sales tax
businesses operating at a

exemption for
certain level,
borrowing from financial institutions for
indigenous businesses kept at five percent,
and customs duty exemption on capital
equipment would have to be provided.
But a lot of questions have been raised in
Sapem August. 1994
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relation to the issue of indigenisation,
views varying

with

in accordance with the social

the white business

community.” Resources

should be channelled for the creation of a

interest group. According to the
IBDC executive director, “it has to be an

black middle class, she added

adoption of an affirmative action that
recogni.ses that there are anomalies in the
existing economic system.”

it

strata or

But for

senior executive with the

one

Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries

(CZI), which represents predominantly
white established companies, indigenisation
is

an

“extremely dangerous concept”, as it
a particular group in society (the

makes

blacks) believe that it is entitled to more

privileges.
He added that contrary to

the widely held

belief that there is some merit in the

programme, indigenisation can only
detrimental to the development of

be
the

economy, as those excluded from it may .see
no reason for competitiveness, while by the
same

token, those meant to benefit from it

may see themselves as natural beneficiaries
and hence no need to work hard.

again.st discrimination,
why we should be
discriminating against others,” the executive
“We

fought

and there is

wars

no reason

said.

But IBDC officials maintain that

unless

indigenous entrepreneurs are brought into
activity,
industrial development in Zimbabwe will
remain uncompetitive due to its present
capital intensive and monopolistic nature.

the mainstream of economic

Indigenous entrepreneurs also dismiss

allegations from their white counterparts
that indigenisation will .scare away foreign
inve.stment. According to Zinyama, it costs
more than US$10 000 for an established big
company to create one job, while it takes
US$375 for
create

the

a

same

small business venture to

job.

She also states that the current level of
investment in Zimbabwe, which

is just over

US$31 million annually constitutes only
percent of what is necessary to alleviate
existing unemployment, which means
therefore, that there will still be room for

one

all the

foreign capital to invest in the country.
Joyce Kazembe, of Women in Law in
Southern Africa (WILSA), an organisation

championing women’s legal rights, says
that “over the years, whites have created a
very close net amongst themselves, as all
economic activities
Sapem August. 1994

were

biased towards

critiques of indigenisation dismiss
simply as a vehicle by post-independence
emerging bourgeoisies to further enrich
themselves through state patronage. They
argue that because most African politicians
are now openly advocating forfree enterprise
and the promotion of “indigenous
capitalism”, it is only appropriate that the
indigenous business lobby will seek closer
ties with the state bureaucracy, as political
Other

Ironically, the indigenisation drive has
backing of the World Bank, which
calls for a more open door economic policy
that attracts foreign investment as an engine
for economic growth.
According to Kapil Kapoor, the World

the full

Bank resident economist in Zimbabwe,

indigenisation is “critical” in order to ensure
a

greater

country’s

participation of Africans in the
economy.

But in

spite of public pronouncements
indigenisation does not clash with the
present drive to woo foreign investors or
that

connections become vital to facilitate the

with the current economic reforms, the

approval of business ventures and in
accessing some of the funds set aside to
advance indigenous business interests.
They also point out that in those countries
where indigenisation has been attempted,
the programme has failed to create a wide
economic base from which the majority
population could benefit. Unemployment,
which indigenisation often purports to be
fighting to eradicate, is still rampant in
Zaire, Kenya, Nigeria and Ivory Coast, where
“indigenisation” has simply managed to
enrich the pockets of a few.

reality is that foreign investors will try to
impo.se their will on African governments.
Because foreign investors are understood
to bring in foreign currency to the already
debt-trapped African nations, it is unlikely

But in Zimbabwe, the government sees

that

governments will go

beyongd

electioneering rhetoric and do anything
that would make foreign investors look
away. After all, these governments will
have to

spend

local business

more money

assisting their

people than benefiting from

tbeir existence.
When asked in

televised

a

recent

nationally

the
Zimbabwe would continue
with its programmes of acquiring land from
the whites and multinational companies.
programme

whether

indigenisation as the only way forward, and
1990IBDC recommendation
that at least 70 percent of the country’s
economy should have been indigenised by
the year 2010, through a programme that
does not include expropriation.
Apart from legislating against nonAfricans participating in certain economic
activities, the Zimbabwean government last
year committed over US$15,3 million to
support indigenous entrepreneurs, a facility
which was upgraded to US$50 million for
1994/95, in addition to US$3,75 million
earmarked for the Small Enterprises
Development Corporation (Sedco).
But the existing disparity of participation
levels in business by both the public and
private sectors in Zimbabwe will make the
government goals of indigenisation an
arduous task to accomplish. Statistics show
that through parastatals, the government
controls ten percent ofthe country ’ s business

government in

activities, while multinationals lead with 40

Companies that had been nationalised are
gradually being privatised, and are often
bought by foreign business interests. In

has adopted the

percent, and local whites with 30-35 percent.
That leaves individual African entrepreneurs

crowded within the remaining

15-20 percent

share of the economic cake,

unlikely to change in 20 years.

a

situation

President Robert Mugabe replied that some
of the whites who owned the country’s large
estates were

also Zimbabweans, and added:

“we cannot cry for foreign investment and
at the same time be seen to be kicking out

bringing in investment.”
Quayle
recently warned that South Africa may lose
potential private American investment if it
went ahead with its indigenisation

those who

are

Former US Vice-President Dan

programme, as investors were nervous about

policies that discriminate between
themselves and their local counterparts.

indigenisation gains
post-independence era are being

In fact, some of the
of the

reversed
with

as

African nations steam ahead

World Bank and International

Monetary Fund (IMF) sponsored economic
reforms.

those countries where stock markets exist,

shares are increasingly being
acquired by foreign companies, as

company

7
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indigenous incomes continue to dwindle in

avenue

face of the

and

inherent in
the economic reforms currently being
implemented in their countries.
Indigenisation, particularly its affirmative
action component, may also clash with the
provisions of the new General Agreement
on

austerity

measures

Trade and Tariffs

(GATT), which

stipulate that importers can boycott goods
produced under protective measures, such
as tax concessions,
duty exemptions, etc.
There is a growing sense that economic
indigenisation may not only be inevitable,
but also necessary if African nations are to
achieve the real liberation that they have
sought to achieve for the past three decades.
With new investment codes being developed
in most of Africa which allow foreign
companies to remit up to 100 percent of
their profits, thus draining out the very same
foreign exchange that they are supposed to
bring in, indigenous enterprises can be the
only viable alternative to stop the flight of
capital.
But for indigenous enterprises to be able
to

effect that transformation

indigenisation

more

and make

acceptable

as

the

towards economic emporwement

dependence reduction, there will be

need for them to be able to stand

and reduce their

own

emphasis

on

their

on state

patronage.
In that sense,

indigenisation needs

hand in hand with

a

to go
number of actions

which may include state assistance in the
form of managerial training, and the creation
of

an

environment in which governments

facilitate, rather than seek
economic

to

control

activity.

Because

of

its

centuries of colonialism have been

exploited and discriminated against, that
they should not seek to replace their
oppressors, that they should have no right to
economic emancipation, using the same
methods that foreigners and white minorities
used to get to where they are?^

LESOTHO: INDIGENOUS

what is evident

the ground, there
people salvaging
the economy from where it is now,” says
the manager of the Business Advisory and
account

on

is a great potential of these

Promotion Services (BAPS),
Moeketsi.

Mabatloung

Lesotho’s industrial

development is
large predominance of
foreign owned firms in the large scale
industrial sector and an indigenous enterprise
characterised

sector

all

ingredients,
indigenisation becomes a highly charged
political issue, that any argument standing
in its way becomes reactionary. But with
emotions running too high, it is also easy for
people to lose sight ofrationality, and simply
call for the replacement of white capitalists
by black ones with the state as the provider.
How do you tell a majority of blacks who
over

building help and direction. Taking into

not

by

a

with lots of basic needs which have

been

effectively addressed

to by policy
appropriate interventions.
There is also a predominance of the
informal sector as revealed by the recent
gemini nationwide survey of the small .scale
enterprises (SSES) in the country, which
gives an idea of the make up of informal
and other

sector

for the first time.

It shows that the number of SSES

was

103,000 with
and

160,0(X)employment capacity,
incidentally noted large scale enterprises

which accounted for 0.4

percent of the

enterprises surveyed. Most of these were
not locally owned.
According to the survey, SSE activity in
the country is reasonably widespread, with
30 percent of all households depending on it.
Eighty percent of them are found in rural
areas and as would be
expected, women
own 72 percent of them and account for 67
percent of the work force in SSES. The
trades average age was seven,

PARTICIPATION, GOOD

a

half years

and

one

and

with three quarters less than 10

years,

MEDICINE FOR THE ECONOMY

BAPS

was

increase of

established

to

encourage

the

indigenous investment in

Lesotho.

KENEILOE PHITS’ANE
AILINTS’I Lefosa

frequents a
particular place every morning
in the city, where he spends all
day sitting, hoping a “good Samaritan”
will come along to offer him a piece of job

R

to enable him to

get some money.

Since his retrenchment

at one

firms, he has spent close to
without

of the local

seven years

job. But what he is not aware of is
that he is an asset to the country and can help
improve its underdeveloped economy.
He is fully equipped with skills on
carpentry and plumbing, and his plight,
together with that of thousands of
8

I

a

Specifically, BAPS among the many,
coordinates and assists support and advisory

unemployed Basotho, is

a

worrying factor.

Ever since 1988 when Railint'i lost his

job, he has visited a number of institutions
seeking assistance to start a business of his
own,

albeit in vain.

Railint’i is among the many Basotho who
are victims of lack of essential
pillars of

development such as access to credit and
strong advisory and support organisations.
Although their participation in
entrepreneurship has been mediocre, the
present rate at

booming, is

which the informal

sector

is

a promising sign.
“What all these people need is confidence

organisations in the country, and acts as a
focal point for entrepreneurs for subsequent
referral to the network of support and
advisory institutions. BAPS is also
responsible for matching the demands of
larger foreign-owned companies with what
can realistically be supplied by
indigenous
entrepreneurs.

Although no figures are available on how
indigenous participation in businesses
can boost the country’s economy, BAPS is
surprised at the level of inquires it gets from
Basotho who have medium scale projects in
much

mind.
*T feel that the

potential for micro and
Sapem August. 1994
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small scale entrepreneurs

is high. If we put

down the matrix of assistance and credits

required we can expect a substantial response
from Basotho”, she said.
Many questions

come up

when it

comes

to Basotho private sector development

which
large in employment tenns.
The gemini study tells that only 7.1 percent
received credit assistance and only 15
percent got technical assistance. It remains
to be seen whether these matrix of things
required can be put together to stimulate the
sector so that more wealth and jobs can be
is comparatively

created, and whether Basotho
this

as a

medium

to

can

look

on

long tenn task and stay

with it for

longer.
Up to now since the struggle to build up a
strong economy began since independence,
it is evident that Basotho private sector may
More support

well be the best chance Lesotho has to
some

is at around 35 percent.
But if the development

of the Basotho
private sector is to become a priority, a
couple of initiatives will need to be taken.
These include increa.se of annual budget for
the concerned ministry, that government
and relevant ministries reinforce policy
towards the sector and be prepared to have
it at the forefront when policies are being
contemplated. The 1994/95 annual budget
is M519.5 million
trade and

(US$ 144,3 million), with

industry ministry allocated M17.2

million.
Insofar

as

and access to financial assistance is what men like this need

of its

pressing economic
problems, particularly unemployment which

answer

credit

and formal sectors

access
are

for both informal

concerned, steps are

These include among

the many, the
Enterprise
Development
Lesotho
(BEDCO),
Corporation
Basotho

Manufacturers Association (LMA), Women
in Business

(WIB), Lesotho Chamber of
(LOIC) and the

Industrialisation Centre

Lesotho Distance Teaching Centre

(LDTC).
Cognisant of the weaknesses of these
institutions and their inability to deliver
services to the sector, BAPS commissioned

study on the institutions and put a five year
plan for them subsequent to which a
workshop was held in March for them,
government and donors to interact and seek
solutions to the problems of these

a

action

institutions.

The action

plan has also taken into account

underway to tackle this issue.
There is a guarantee scheme from the

the important role vocational education plays

United Nations

in the development of Basotho private sector

Capital Development Fund

(UNCDF) called the Small Scale Industry

Programme (SSIP), and administered by
the Le.sotho Bank, and a World Bank line of

credit

under

the

Agro-Industries
Development Project, administered by the
central bank. For on-lending to businessmen,
banks have opened project based lending
windows and plans are underway to establish
a micro enterprise lending .scheme.
However, experience has shown that credit
alone will not succeed if there is no adequate
advisory and support organisations which
are at the moment very weak and need
strengthening.
Sapem August. 1994

as

it is believed that whatever

sectors are

there in the Lesotho economy they
be vocational education oriented.

should

To instill the marketing ethos, there are
currently two studies on BAPS’ table, the

first

of

which

is

on

niche

market

opportunities for Lesotho products in the
peripheral markets to Lesotho in South
Africa. The second study is of diversification
of markets and the possibility of setting up
a marketing institution.
Presently, the government is embarking
on a privatisation programme. To further
stimulate participation of the Basotho private

in industrial development, and reduce
unemployment, an entrepreneurship
development training component has been
built into the programme, and BAPS has
been assigned to facilitate it.
Under this project approximately 500
people from government parastatals will be
retrenched and they are expected to be
categorised as follows: those who will opt
for retirement, alternative employment and
self-employment.
All these people will be given financial
counselling on how best to utilize their
sector

severance

benefits

on

retrenchment. Those

seeking alternative employment will be
channelled to the National Employment
Services Bureau under the ministry of
employment to be equipped with job search
techniques.
BAPS manager said the target group for
the entrepreneurship development training
will be those opting for self employment.
Structured and tailor-made entrepreneurship
training programmes will be made and they
will be assisted to

access

credit.

Existing entrepreneurs will also get the
benefit of the training programmes under
the project.
While the government appears to be doing
everything in its power to ensure Basotho
will take part in this
are afraid foreign

project, most Basotho
participation would

outclass theirs due to the fact that not many
of them have economic empowennent.Q
9
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SOUTH AFRICA: BLACKS TAKE ON THE
JSE
Nokwanda Sithole

T

IME

was

when black economic

empowerment was, in the South
African context, defined only in

terms of how

economically-active blacks

Differences in

living standards between

disappointment of industry leaders who had

white and black South Africans pose a
serious indictment to the fairness of sfteaking

hoped the ANC leaders in government would
keep the trade unions in check, Mandela and
his generals have been unequivocal in
stressing that industry’s past peopledynamics have to change.
President Mandela has also displayed a
remarkable passion for the empowerment
of women. However, he has been at best
dodgy on the question of the political
“protection” of black middle class interests
in entering the economic mainstream. This
is not to deny his personal support for black
enterprise, as an investor and motivator.
Neither does it deny black business’s
responsibility to organise effectively and
lead
the
struggle for economic
democratisation, rather than expect change
to come from parliament, whose other aim
is to encourage local businesses to reinvest
in the local economy as a prerequisite for
attracting foreign investment.

about

a

“new South Africa”

-

whites

could be absorbed into the labour force

rated seventh in the world behind

and therefore saved from

while blacks

a

life of total

poverty in the homelands.

Although
men

and

even

who made

women

a

fortune

trading “illegally” and under false, white
names
it is only in the 1990s that some
hope that institutionalised economic
discrimination against blacks can be
-

addressed.

*

hope, at least at

too soon to tell

whether

particularly the
future

set

new government will in
itself up as an uncompromising

facilitator of black empowerment, but

already, there
direction

the

indicators of which

are

BEE

debate, and

its

implementation, will take.
The Constitution
The Constitution itself

A number of factors have contributed to
the

Spain,

124th, behind Congo.

Granted, it is still

under apartheid black
South African society produced its miracles
-

are

are

a

symbolic level:

The release of Nelson Mandela and the

of a democratic political
dispensation forced a movement among the
country’s (white) industry leaders-whether
emergence

because of fear of the inevitable black

government or in

recognition of a looming
reality - to start addressing black economic
empowerment in earnest.
*
The emergence of Nelson Mandela as a
world-class leader created

new

attitudes

the black middle class. Mandela has
proved beyond any doubt that excellence in
leadership exists in Africa; that if there were
every any doubts about black people’s
abilities to run anything, Mandela has
shattered them. There has therefore emerged

plays legal
clearly
prohibits discrimination in the equality
clause, but largely leaves it to the
semantics

on

the question of BEE. It

Constitutional

court to

decide whether the

(new) rights of the individual are enforceable
against institutions which are not the state,
for instance industry. The Constitution does
not preclude affirmative action to
right the
wrongs of the past and advantage the
disadvantaged, but it doesn’t enforce it
either. It also allows for
reasonable discrimination and

justifiable,
again leaves

Contradiction
Mandela has been criticised

failure

to

take

an

official

economic empowerment as

middle class, and what is

partly for his
position on
it affects the
seen

as

an

it to the Constitutional court to decide what’s

overzealous attempt at

reasonable.

1990 and the first democratic election this

depends largely
is the subject of
empowerment. Following particularly the

painless as possible for white South Africans.
While he has been a strong symbol ofAfrican
capability, he is accused of overextending
his African hospitality to white society to a
point of removing the urgency to change
they felt during the pre-election stage.
Since his ascendancy to power, personnel
agencies report a marked decline in skillsbased attempts at levelling the black-white
playing fields in corporations. Where, last
year and early this year, there was a largescale scramble for black professionals for
senior corporate positions, the search has
gone down considerably - apparently

year, blacks still occupy less than two percent
of senior management positions in corporate

outbreak of industrial strikes in the post-

because of

election

government is unlikely to legislate for
affirmative action and targets for black

among

a

black middle class which is much

more

forceful in its demand for

change particularly in the economic sphere.
The South African reality, however, is
that economic discrimination

was

despite the contributions of
the “illegal” entrepreneurs and the positive
movements experienced between February

SA; black business

10

accounts for less than

jrercent of the economic mainstream.

formulation of the

the

question of economic
restructuring is unsatisfactoiy-choosing to
refer too much to a group of men and women
on

whose biases have not been measured, save

they are middle-class lawyers whose
judgements, we suspect, will largely not
to say

differ from the

the

tone

of the powers

that be on

question of BEE.
Government

so

entrenched that

one

Constitution

The

The tone of the

new

government on black

economic empowerment
on the question of who

sent

period, a very clear signal has been
out by the ANC-led government that

worker empowerment

is

a must.

To the

a

making change

reassurance

that the

as

new

economic empowerment.
Sapem August, 1994
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Notwithstanding that
leaders

are

maintaining

business
wait-and-see

some

a

attitude to economic reconstruction, or at
worst,
not

have given up trying because they do
compelled to contribute to change,

feel

economic reconstruction in the South
African context has become inevitable.
Black organisations in the economic arena,

notably the Black Management Forum
(BMF) and the National Federated Chamber
of Commerce (Nafcoc), were towards the
end of last year sending out clear signals to
the then

powers-to-be: “We

were

called

upon to fasten our belts during sanctions;
there’s no way your economic policies are

going to benefit the sanctions busters who
rose on our

backs.” The determination grew

stronger when South Africa
experienced the ascendancy to trade

even

ministries of men like Trevor Manuel, who

long ago were vegetating within
multinational corporations, ostensibly
not so

without

potential to rise beyond first-line

management.
a

>
<

Symbols of “we can” abound, coupled
strengthening of structures such as
the year-old National Black Business Caucus
(NBBC), which have been volunteering their
expertise to government departments, while
demanding from government that the
restructuring of parastatals, for instance,
not be a case of empowering the already
advantaged all over again.
with the

Éi

I

s

I
Shoemakers in downtown

On the other hand, the Reconstruction
and Development Programme (RDP), drawn
up in the pre-election by the ANC and now
the South African government’s blueprint
for economic

change, is very much on the
lips of corporate South Africa. Verbal
support statements

from corporations for

the RDP grew particularly at the height of
the industrial strikes - the money they were

losing in manhours would prejudice the
extent

very

of their contribution to the RDP! Still

much

a

work in

progress

-

with work

to

Johannesburg

position black business

as

the prime

benefactor of the RDP.

Notably the government of the country’s
important region, the PWV, has
officially stated that for every rand which
goes to a white contractor in the PWV
housing project, a rand must go to a black
contractor. Housing Minister Dan Mofokeng
has also set, as a prerequisite to big
contractors participating in the housing
most

.scheme, the donation of five percent of their
turnover to the RDP. (Black contractors
will not be affected by the

still unclear to what extent business will

levy). The regional
government has come under fire for its
“unconventional” approach to what is

commit to

termed

legal
policy frameworks for the RDP, it is

currently being done to set
and

up proper

meaningful reconstruction.
Black business consultants and lobby
groups have recognised the potential of the
RDP to push existent black businesses into
the mainstream, orhelp facilitate the creation
of new economic giants particularly in areas
such as housing and health. A body of
institutions
some probably shot-term
sensations

—

a

“business deal”, but if Minister

Mofokeng pulls it off, he will have struck
perhaps the most innovative coup in not
only delivering the socio-economic needs
of housing, but also extending the financial
base for the implementation of more
upliftment programmes, while enabling

Black business institutions such

as

the

National

Sorghum Breweries and “Black
despite campaigns
against their respective leaders. The
Johannesburg Stock Exchange has created
Like Me” have grown,

an

RDP sector to enable black-owned

businesses, who would otherwise not meet
the capital

requirements of the JSE, to enlist

their businesses and enable them to develop.
More

recently,

a

minute but symbolically

significant experience of blacks acquiring
real stakes in traditionally white companies,
and even listing on the JSE, has .set the ball
rolling which will not see the total
indigenisation of corporations and the
economy during this generation, but has
been the requisite psychological kickstart to
a process which will ultimately outlaw
handouts and

ensure

that South African

-

black business to rise to the levels of their

potential is represented equitably in all its

has mushroomed which seeks

white counterparts.

institutions.^
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ZIMBABWE: INDIGENISATION OF THE
ECONOMY — CAN IT WORK?
ÄRISTON CHAMBATI

T

HE controversy

business that had been established in the

efforts to

late 1980’s due to high

surrounding
indigenise the economy

in Zimbabwe is in

large part due to

the lack of a clear definition of the process
and w-hat the objective is. Put simply,

for

and social

process

equitable distribution among the people of
regardless of race, creed, colour
tribal affiliation.

or

The present very considerable disparity
in the distribution of wealth between the
white

for

a

must

minority and black people is a recipe
long term. The situation

disaster in the

therefore be corrected.

Indigenisation of the
better chance of success

stands a
if it is supported by
economy

a

broad cross-section of the

is

a

population,
particularly the business community. There
definite role for white entrepreneurs to

play. It is most unfortunate therefore, that
campaign for greater participation in
the economy by blacks is seen in some
business circles as a ploy by a few black
the

businessmen

to

break into the business

establishment in order to enrich themselves.
Genuine and selfless commitment
business to this

important

cause appears

by
to

be

lacking, and as a result, calls for measures
to indigenise the
economy have been
received with mixed feelings. Tho.se who
control the economy see indigenisation as a
policy designed firstly, to appea.se a small
but vocal section of the black business
12

in

the

Indigenous Business

two

major problems faced by

indigenous businesses, lack of
finance and restricted

access to

access to

markets.

IBDC strategy

has been to persistently
challenge Government, financial institutions
and the private sector to support indigenous

whose ultimate

Zimbabwe

culminated

Development Centre (IBDC). The IBDC
has identified

businesses.
Blacks

among
The

efforts

establishment of the

objective is the presentation of political
stability and harmony between and
the different ethnic groups.
object is to create more wealth for

goods and services.

These

indigenisation is a policy initiative which
is aimed at rectifying the enormous
economic disparity between the white
minority and the black majority. The
blacks are clearly at a disadvantage due
to decades of legalised discrimination.
Indigenisation is an economic, political

interest rates, lack of
depressed demand

markets and

access to

occupying positions of influence

within financial institutions and who

community and secondly, as an attempt to
take away wealth from the rich.
What is urgently needed is to turn the
indigenisation campaign from an elitist
approach into a grassroots movement.
Greater and more visible public support for
the campaign is necessary for policy makers
to take note and act to bring about the
required necessary changes, through the
establishment of special institutions that are
specifically designed to promote the
indigenisation of the economy.
The attainment of

independence

meant

the transfer of

political power to the
indigenous population. However,ownership
and control of the economy has remained in
the hands of the minority and multinational
corporations. It took almost 10 years for the
black people to realise that the assumption
of political power by them did not
automatically empower them economically
through meaningful participation in the
economy.
Calls for greater

participation in the
economy by blacks intensified after 1991,
following the introduction of the Economic
Structural Adju.stment Programme. This was
in response to the collapse of many small

perceived

are

doing enough to promote
the cause of indigenous businesses have
been criticised, in some cases unfairly.
The ability of financial institutions to
assist these busines.ses is constrained by the
general availability of funds and they have
to operate within a framework which has
as not

certain constraints.

As the debate

on

indigenisation of the

economy gathers momentum, it is necessary
to restate

what the issues

are

and what is at

stake.

The

majority of blacks have been
marginalised and forced to operate on the
periphery in the informal sector and in the
communal

areas.

Because ofpa.st discriminatory legislation,
blacks were obliged tooperate certain types
of businesses such

as

general dealers, bottle
grinding mills

stores, transport, small scale
and entertainment.

Manufacturing, commercial and financial
and

still, dominated by the
community and multinational
corporations. Such a situation, if allowed to
sectors

were

are

white

continue unabated would

mean

that the

policy of reconciliation which is responsible
forthe tranquillity and harmonious relations
Sapem August, 1994
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currently enjoyed would be jeopardised and
the consequence could be too ghastly to
The Economic Reforni

I

enterprises should only be pursued

special

black

fund to assist Indigenous entrepreneurs, and

been

Programme that

launched in 1991 has laid a firm

development of a vibrant
and efficient indigenous private sector.
However, it has not solved the basic
foundation for the

as a
vehicle for the economic empowerment of

by the majority who succeed.
There is need for the creation of a

contemplate.
was

society

the immense contribution made to

possible

International

problems of lack of access to finance and

Corporation, the African
Development Bank and other international
agencies. The Government would facilitate

markets.

the creation of such

These problems are merely symptoms of
deeper underlying imperfections in financial
markets that need to be addressed by policy

decision making would be

makers.
The

question of economic empowerment
an evolutionary
process. Deliberate policies and programmes
which are not totally dependent on market
considerations need to be put in place if the
indigenisation process is to succeed.
A useful start has been made by

of blacks cannot be left to

Government in this direction

through:Affirmative action to assist black busi-

(a)

government contracts
below $10 million;
nesses to secure

investment in certain
by foreign investors;
(c) The introduction of a special $400
million facility to assist the small busiRestrictions

(b)

on

sectors

ness sector over

at a

the next two years and

concessional rate of interest.

These efforts

are

highly commendable

they do not go far enough.
Development institutions such as SEDCO,

but

Finance

resources

yet been

not

the

indigenisation.
tight

There must be

of

control

the

recipients of

such

funds

and

are some

Symbol
companies,

100 diverse

waiting to do business with you.
MOTOR & TRANSPORT,

INDUSTRIAL CLOTHING

^

MILLING

4 ELECTRICAL

REFINING
PROPERTY
BAKING

business

sound

j

INVESTMENTS

INSURANCE
BOTSWANA

LEISURE 4^
HOTELS

In addition to the

MANAGEMENT 4
RETAIL

HEALTH

measures,

government
entrepreneurs

can

indigenous
to

gain direct access to

pursued through the establishment of a
special and well funded programme to assist
indigenous enterprises. Such a policy has
been successfully implemented in countries
like Malaysia and to some extent in the USA

the

in the form of affirmative action for

affirmative action.
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Under This

rigorous
and
vigorous training in

assist

particularly the blacks.
Admittedly, there have been failures, but
the overall success of the project should not
be judged by the failure of the few, but by

Holdings Limited

programmes, hard
work on the part of

scale.

minorities and

TA

thought-out

capacity to provide assistance on the desired

be

developed.

finances, clearly

above

Economic empowerment ofblacks should

sufficient local skills have been

the

only able to scratch the surface of the
problem. They simply do not have the
administrative

as

answer to

practices.

or

time

available alone is

assistance and advice to small businesses

resources

need to be made

on a

management and

financial

enable

training to manage
properly and profitably.
Those that are of a high-tech nature, should
be sold to joint venture operations between
indigenous people and foreign investors,
who have the ability to inject fresh capital
and new technology. Further, foreigners
could be given Management Contracts in
respect of these joint businesses until such

larger scale that so far has not
attempted, and assistance must be
targeted at those who are able to make the
best use of such resources. Making funds

available

would

these businesses

left to professional
independent administrators.
It should be emphasised that the success
of such a plan depends on the establishment
of clear objectives and sound administration.
Financial

mechanism has

a

which

receive the necessary

fund but control and

and

VCCZ and ZDB which render valuable

are

a

devised

indigenous people to acquire a meaningful
stake in these new enterprises. Parastatals
that have relatively simple opterations and
only require good manage-ment, should be
reserved for indigenous people, who would

of finance for such a fund

sources

include the World Bank, the

people and when

productive

through the
privatisation of
public enterprises in
sector

the

form

Holdings you'll find companies that offer a range of branded
goods and services from one end of the economic spectrum to the other.

Within T A

Quoted

on

the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange and backed by substantial

and expertise, T A is a wholly owned Zimbabwean Group of
Companies geared up to meet your business demands. Ready to do
business with you, whether you’re located within Zimbabwe itself or
elsewhere in the SADCC, PTA and Southern African regions.
resources

If your objective is to realise fully your business potential, make contact
with the Group of Companies that can provide you with significant

opportunities

—

T A Holdings.
Why not contact us today!

of
TA

And,

in

this

context,

P.O. Box

A

privatisation

of

Management Services

Old Mutare Road, Coronation Park, Harare, Zimbabwe
3546, Telephone 263-4-786121 - 786126,786128 Facsimile: 263-4-786120

Head Office: T A House, 2

Symbol of Zimbabwean Growth

state-owned
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business opportunities for
all. Its ultimate

goal is to

allow more people to share
a

larger piece of cake and
simply, to further

not

subdivide the

existing

cake.
In South

Africa, this

has

message
embraced

been

part of the

as

political dispensation
have reached an
advanced stage towards
enacting a law promoting
new

and plans

affirmative action.
Affirmative action goes

hand in hand with the

indigenisation

it
plays a vital part in this
crucial
process
of
development of the human
process;

.society.
It has been

suggested

that

indigenous business
people should promote
their cause by forming
alliances

Indigenisation aims at allowing

more

people to have

It is both pleasing and encouraging to note
that efforts

economy

indigenise the Zimbabwean
have the support of the

to

international

donor

community, as
pronounced at the Paris Conference held in
February this year. The donor community
view the policy, not only as an economic
imperative but also as tbe major guarantor
of long-term political stability in the country.
Political considerations aside. President

Mugabe has made clearhis total commitment
of indigenising the economy.
He was most emphatic on this score at the
to the process

recent

London Investment Conference and

his sentiments

were

echoed

by Michael

Heseltine, the President of the Board of

a

larger piece of the cake

consultations which may take place, will
result in a clear policy statement on the

question of economic empowerment of the
indigenous people.
This will need

to

be followed

by definite
of action and speedy
implementation.
Indigenisation of the economy will only
become a reality when there is a change in
programmes

some

of the entrenched attitudes and

perceptions; petty jealousies and sectional
interests should

not

be allowed to derail the

process. In this regard,
not

be viewed in the

indigenisation should
context

of the IBDC

and its current
It is also

leadership problems.
important to recognise that

Trade and

established businesses and external investors

Prime Minister John

feel threatened by the indigenisation process.

Industry, who is a Minister in
Major’s Cabinet.
The politburo of the ruling party met at
Victoria Falls in January to consider the
subject of indigenisation of the economy.
It is to be hoped that meeting, and future
14

In order to allay these fears, it must be
emphasised that indigenisation is aimed at
broadening the country’s economic base,
creating employment and enhancing

across

industry and government. Such
co-operation is to be encouraged but it cannot
be a substitute for a well thought-out overall
indigenisation policy.
commerce,

The

elements

for

a

successful

indigenisation programme exist, what is
lacking, is an appropriate and clearly defined
policy framework which would allow for
greater transparency of the process. Those
who feel threatened have nothing to fear
from efforts to indigenise the economy, the
ultim.ate objective of which is to expand the
economy and create vast employment
opportunities. The process must be .seen in
the context not Just of the more the merrier
but the

more

the richer.

Public support

for indigenisation of the
is crucial and in this regard, the
private sector can play a pivotal role. Finally,
indigenous entrepreneurs must take
themselves seriously if they expect others to
treat them seriously.□
economy

Ariston Chambati is Chairman of TA

Holdings
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ZAMBIA: NOT ENOUGH

INDIGENISATION THROUGH
EDUCATION
Gilbert Mudenda
N

O

THE

eve

of

Zambia’s

Independence in 1964, a UN
report characterised

the least educated country

Zambia

as

in the least

educated continent. This was the legacy
that

nearly

a

century of a settler and

peripheral colonial system bequeathed
to the young nation. At Independence,
Zambia had

less than a hundred

university graduates and barely over a
thousand people with School Certificate.
This lack of provision for educational
services for the African population was part
of a larger colonial .system which denied
Africans opportunities to enter thejob market
as skilled artisans or technicians. Up until
Independence, there were no Africans
apprenticed in any trade. The only jobs
which Africans could hope for were clerical
and manual jobs. Few became teachers.

nurses,

brought the few qualified Zambians into
management positions of government
departments and parastatal companies.

medical assistants and evangelists.

Consequently, a large part of the
government’s post-colonial effort was to
correct
was

From the very

this unkind inheritance. Education

made free for all who could get

school

of staff

places. New schools were built, technical
and vocational colleges were established
and in 1966 the University of Zambia took
And by the end of the 60s, Zambianisation

be achieved

by

a

number of

strategies. These included education and
training, accelerated promotion; job
fragmentation; and the introduction of a
system of technical and vocational education
in place of the slow apprentice system. In
addition, the nationalisation of foreign
owned

achievers

were

offered

fellowships to pursue postgraduate training
abroad so that they could take up lecturing
and research positions. Thus, by the
beginning of the 80s, Zambia could boast of
being one of the better educated countries
in the region. The country had one of the
largest pool of engineers and technicians.
Young and well qualified professionals had
entered management positions in industry,
government and the parastatal companies.
The University of Zambia was in a position
to localise all its teaching and re.search
positions.
However, by the mid 80s, it became

became the official policy of the government.
was to

development whereby the best

academic

its first intake of students.

This

beginning, the University

of Zambia adopted a very innovative system

companies together with the
parastatal companies

establishment of new

obvious that all this was not to be. A process
of deZambianisation had set in. This was
due to

a

number of factors and they are:

disregard for local professionals, the
collapse of the economy, the discriminatory
attitude of donors and multinational

companies, and changes in the di.sposition

toward the principle of
indigenisation.
In spite of the official policy of
Zambianisation, in practice, the heads of
of government

the various institutions in the country were

i

ideologically not convinced that local
professionals were equal to their expatriate
counter-parts. Zambian professionals were
given poorer conditions of service. Their
progression prospects were slow. For
example, a Zambian mining engineer would

eight-year development
before rising to the position of

be put on an

Zambianisation did not go
Sapem August, 1994

much further

programme
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Engineer, while it took an
expatriate engineer only two years to rise to
the same position.
Such practices resulted in frustration. The
a

faint-hearted gave up on their
professional ambitions while the more
determined ones began to change jobs hoping
for a lucky break. This situation was further
compounded by the collapse of the economy
whose effects began to be severely felt by
the professionals in the mid 80s.
The collapse of the economy had a number
of effects on the process of indigenising the
Zambian economy. First, it lowered the
income of local professionals. Secondly, it
slowed the reproduction of highly skilled
manpower. Thirdly, it unleashed the
unbridled power of donors over the decision
making process in the country.
more

The combined effects of loss of income

together with the
local staff led to

poor

a

conditions given to

massive exodus of local

professionals to neighbouring countries.
Secondly, the effects of the brain drain
together with a slowing down in the
reproduction of local professionals resulted
in critical shortages in the pool of qualified
professionals at home. And the ingrained
discriminatory of donors who had now
become the main players in the decision
making process in the country did little to
help the situation.
The donors

not

interested in

helping
retain its pool of local
professionals. Instead, they were more
interested in bringing in processionals from
their organisations or countries as technical
support staff. As such, most of the jobs that
could go to local professionals in the various
government institutions are now held by
technical support personnel. This is not
were

the country

because there

are

no

Zambians to fill up

these

positions, but simply because donors
prefer to have their own people in those

sectors

which

institutions

at

or

are

supported by their

home governments.

For example, most
the central bank

of the senior positions
are

now

filled with

personnel supported various donors.

Similarly, the most influential policy
advisory group at the Ministry of Finance
16

Colonialism denied Africans opportunities to enter the job market as skilled artisans
or technicians

comprises the Harvard Team which advises

financial

the Zambian government on macroeconomic

reluctant

issues and

there

policies.
Owing to this sort of pressure from the
donor community it now seems that the
Zambian government

has abandoned the

policy of Zambianisation. The government
is reluctant to use local professionals not
only in the running of some of its key
insititutions, but also in carrying out various
socio-economic studies and consultancies.
These

increasingly being given to
foreign auditing firms and other outside
In the

private sector, most international
companies have always resisted employing
locals at high management levels. And with
the advent of privati.sation, the Zambian
executives of companies being privatised
are losing theirjobs as the
foreign companies
which takeover these enterprises bring their
own

management teams. This trend is on

the increase and it is most
near

likely that in the

future, the only Zambians who will be

in management

positions will be those in
charge of personnel functions.
In addition and because of the fact that the

has

traditionally been

promote local entrepreneurs,

very few Zambians in large-scale
private sector holding management
positions. Further, most Zambian own
private companies are relatively small
family owned businesses and have problems
with securing credit from the financial
are

sector.

The few that received loans from the

Development Bank are currently going
high interests.

under due to

It could be said that while Zambia started

are now

consultants.

sector
to

a very ambitious
programme of
Zambianisation in both government and

on

economy this brave and nationalistic process
has been completely undone. It is not
unreasonable

predict that by the end of
few Zambians will be in
positions of influence be it in the economy
to

this century, very

in government.

It is most likely that the
majority of the Zambian people will revert
back to menial positions of clerks and
labourers. And all this will largely be due to
or

the fact that Zambia authorities succumbed
the

fallacy that development could be
by the enterprise of locals but
by benevolence of outsiders.□
to

achieved not
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led government produced a list of more

than

people who are accused of
mastemiinding the genocide in which the
200

The WCCD is

ANGOLA

de Cuellar,

presided over by Dr Perez

former UN Secretary-General,

charged with exploring the linkages
development, and to
prepare a World Report on Culture and
Development and make “proposals both for
urgent and long-term action to meet cultural
needs in the context of development”. The
World Report has to be presented by the end

and is

WFP RESUMES AID TO

MALANGE
LUANDA

—

The World Food Programme

(WFP) has resumed relief flights to Malange

Angola, after a 12-week suspension due
lack of security clearances.
Six flights delivered 192 tonnes offood to
the beleaguered city and seven flights with
119 tonnes were expected to be delivered

in

to

later.

stopped flying to Malange on
May 18. As weeks went by without food
flights, malnutrition rates soared and death
from starvation began, with 87 deaths
reported in June and 113 in July.
Because Malange is surrounded by mined
fields that prevent fanning, the city is totally
dependent on airlifted food. Mine casualties
in Malange had decreased in the first six
months of 1994, when the WFP managed to
ensure a steady daily supply of food to the
city, but have increased in recent weeks as
desperate, hungry people, mostly women,
braved the mines to forage for cassava in
nearby fields.
In recent weeks, the population of
Malange has increased with the arrival of
newly displaced people fleeing from the
countryside, thus adding to the number of
people in need of food aid. In May, the WFP
was supplying food for some 200 000 people
in the city.
“We aim to re-establish a regular schedule
of ten relief flights daily to Malange, as we
were doing earlier this year,” said Arnold
Vercken, the WFP Deputy Country Director.
“That's what’s needed to keep the city
supplied daily with enough food to stop
deaths from starvation and the carnage in
The WFP

the mined

cas.sava

fields.”

Mrs

Angeline Kamba, a

member of the Zimbabwe Public Service

Commission,
serve on

and

was

recently

appointed to

the World Commission

Development (WCCD).

Sapem August. 1994

which has been functioning

beginning of 1993, collects its
evidence mainly through regional
since the

consultations which are in the form of public

hearings, in order to gather the opinion of
local experts so that the WCCD can get the
specific issues of concern in the particular
regions. The WCCD has already held two
consultations: the European and the Latin
American and Caribbean

The Asian

one.

and Arab world consultations will both take

place towards the end of this year. The
African regional consultation, which was to
have been held in Yammoussoukoro,

Cote

early July this year, was
postponed and is yet to be rescheduled.
Mrs Kamba expressed the hope that

deTvoire, in

Zimbabweans will make their concerns
known to the WCCD.

RWANDA

on

Culture

eliminated

prominent members of the opposition
political parties and families of the Tutsi
people whom they accused of being
sympathetic to the RPF guerrillas operating
from neighbouring Uganda. This list was
endorsed by the United Nations and Human
Rights groups.
Habyarimana, is on top of the list which also
includes his wife, relatives,

ambas.sadors

key ministers in his exiled government.
Under international law. Human Rights
groups have marshalled enough evidence
and

pointing to genocide, not to mention the
persistent broadcasts on national radio by
the exiled government now based in Goma,
Zaire, calling upon extreme Hutu militants
to fight against what they perceive as a
minority-led government.
Observers sent to Rwanda by the United
rights
by former guerrillas of the nowruling RPF. In the meantime, repatriation
efforts are being frustrated by attacks on
returning refugees by fellow refugees,
despite the numerous assurances and tours
by Rwandan Prime Minister, Faustin
Twagiramungu, to neighbouring Zaire
aimed at instilling the spirit of national

Nations have evidence of human

violations

reconciliation.

IN SEARCH OF WAR

LESOTHO

CRIMINALS?
The

KIGALI

United

Commissioner for Human

Nations

KING LETSIE’S ROYAL

Rights has

COUP

launched a programme to establish the cause
of death for the

more

than half

a

million

people in Rwanda, especially those buried
in mass graves. The organisation is calling
for the recruitment of at least 100 forensic

experts who

will be involved in examining
and establish whether their

can be linked to the evidence that
will have been collected from witnesses

findings

CULTURE
—

The WCCD,

graves to try

WORLD COMMISSION ON

militia

The late President of Rwanda, Juvenal

of 1995.

excavated human bodies from the mass

ZIMBABWE

HARARE

between culture and

Hutu-dominated

spoke to various human rights groups
operating in Rwanda.
A similar operation was carried out in
preparation for the Nuremberg Trials
involving Nazi war criminals who had
who

masterminded the Jewish holocaust during
World War II. The Rwandan Patriotic Front-

Lesotho’s King Letsie III
unconstitutionally
dismissed
the
democratically elected government and
parliament headed by Mr Ntsu Mokhehle,
in a move aimed at restoring the dignity of
the monarchy. King Moshoeshoe II, who
lost control of the country when the military
came to power in 1990.
MASERU

—

Presidents of Botswana, South Africa and

during the third
and gave King Letsie a one

Zimbabwe met in Pretoria
week of August

week ultimatum to reverse his action. Whilst

urged conflicting parties to
dialogue, there is no indication of
what action they might resort to ifdemocrary
mediators

maintain

is not restored.□
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

SEXISM IN A NON-SEXIST’ SOCIETY
Kate Kopischke

T

HE
a

new

South Africa is, officially,

non-sexist nation. Its Bill of

Rights protects women and men
equally under law, including during
marriage and on its dissolution.
In reality, say many women, South Africa
remains unbudgingly macho — especially
when it comes to sex and relationships.
“Of nearly 20 million South African
women, the majority will be untouched by
liberal new policies in their lifetimes”, says
Emelda Boikanyo, researcher with the
Women’s Health Project at the University
of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg.
“The emancipation question for women
is burdened with a long history of oppression,
suppression and acceptance of submissive
roles,” Boikanyo said. “Because of that
legacy, I don’t see change happening for
many generations.”
Many see the age-old tradition of
brideprice as a major hindrance to women’s
emancipation, Boikanyo said.
“When you’re poor and you have marriage
Despite a constitutional promise that basic problems,”
says Sheapo, “your parents will
human rights will be protected over and
tell you: ‘Our child, as you know we have
above such customary laws, some believe
very little money. We can’t afford to pay
various conditions of brideprice — seen to
those people back what they gave us for
actually violate human rights - are so well you. Work out your problems and stay with
entrenched that abandoning them will meet
him.’ Then he can just keep punching and
with huge resistance.
hitting you.”
Many traditional courts today view
Yet even if brideprice’s popularity begins
battery, polygamy, extramarital sex, marital to wane, as evidence suggests it has, larger
rape, and refusal to wear condoms as well
issues face South African women, Boikano
within the rights of married men. “Physical
says. Labour unions have worked for years
correction” of a jealous woman is often
to conscientize men in the
workplace, she
tolerated, as jealousy is against the law in
explains, “but there’s no mechanism
some places. Suspecting a woman of
encouraging them to become rights-oriented
impropriety can lead to a legal thrashing; at home.” In fact, she says, violence against
actually catching her can sometimes justify women seems only to be rising.
her murder.
“If anything, men are resisting personal
Since leaving a marriage usually requires
change more than ever. If they were willing,
the return of the brideprice, parents push
men would be saying ‘I have to
change; I
their daughters to endure what they must.
have to cast away violence from my home.’
Manana Sheapo of Lesotho survived nearly
But that isn’t happening. Today you see
four years of beatings before her parents
young people in relationships behaving even
and Basotho traditional leaders finally
more violently than their parents.”
allowed a divorce.
Boikanyo blames current trends on past
18

policies:

years of forced removals
homes and neighbourhoods, wide

from
scale
exclusion ofblacksfromjob markets, denial
of adequate land and basic services, a dire
educational system, and criminal anarchy
for

long as most people can remember.
apartheid’s pass and labour laws,
relationships and family lives were .shattered.
Local authorities establi.shed single-.sex
as

Under

hostels

-

dormitories for male labourers

working in mines and industry.
In the 1950s. a newly elected National
Party declared that every African wishing
to stay in an urban area had to
prove
entitlement, something few rural women
could do. With their partners unable to join
them from far-away homelands, men formed
relationships with women in the growing
black townships. Remittances to their wives
and children at home were unpredictable
and meager.
To help make

ends meet, and to cope with
the loneliness and isolation, those women
took lovers of their

That

own.

atmosphere of sexual tension
Sapem August, 1994

SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

couples - married and single — is
everlasting. Men’s rejection of fidelity while
demanding it from their partners is typical
in vast numbers of relationships, Boikanyo
says. And most wives who like sex face
anger and suspicion from their husbands.
“If a woman groans and wriggles and
enjoys it,” she said, “he thinks someone else
is teaching her things, and he beats her.”
Even among educated women who say
they reject chauvinist traditions, Boikanyo
says, sexual double standards are rarely
challenged. Few women are kissed, caressed,
or asked what would please them, she said.
Many agree the surest way out of unhappy
relationships is jobs with wages to cover
their living costs. Today, women’s salaries
are often too low to survive on, says Cape
Town hair-stylist Florence de CJraaff. So
escaping a bad union is sometimes only a
slight improvement.
between

“You find that when
for

a man

of money can

have a lot of girlfriends of any

age, so you end up going with married men
who already have plenty of other

or men

women.”
To be one among many of a wealthy
man’s partners - rather than alone be a poor

man’s

-

is

choice

a

physically hurt

same

him

help her out and she
if things get too bad.”

another; scratch their

It’s

distressing, if exaggerated, image:
clawing their way into relationships
on the slim chance they’ll find a happy,
monogamous one. But it captures the depth
and complexity of the emancipation
question. True equality for South African
women calls for opportunity and reform for
a

can get

has pledged to
build a non-sexist society, but its wide
acceptance is a poignant reminder how bad
things have gotten.
It is clear, as Boikanyo points out, that no
emancipation campaign will succeed

We offer

in homes, schools and

is crucial if their battle is to be

But the issue is

more

hopeful picture is that women are
new agenda in numbers

and with issues that male administrators can

longer ignore. They are demanding
recognition as equals, not minors, and are
pushing - however slowly - for reform in
their personal relationships. With pressure
on government from a range of toughminded and powerful women now in
Parliament, tangible change is almost certain

no

to enter the

lives and homes of South African

women.□
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matter
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economic

independence.
Quality
relationships and stable family lives for
their children rank high on African women’s
wish lists. “Quality” men, women quite
candidly explain, are first employed, and
second faithful and principled.
Yet women say few men are available to
fulfill that desire. “It’s not easy to find a
single man with a job,” says Tiisetso Nkosi,
a 37 year-old saleswoman in Cape Town.
“Especially if you’re not so young anymore,
because old men and young men just want
the young women. The ones who earn a lot
Sapem August. 1994

more

South Africa’s

We

unions, and that economic opportunity for
women

A
on

speedy services at reasonable rates in the
following:

“intensive, conscious, deliberate”

education programs

into the future.

SERVICES

rid of

time when government

without

society.
pessimistic view is that the new
government - indeed any government could not possibly provide the amount of
housing, jobs or education required to effect
meaningful change, and that women’s ageold struggle for equality will continue far
The

DTP/ORIGINATION

Such an arrangement may seem repugnant
at a

and men, rural and urban, at every

level of

offers to pay

old attitudes, but at least

he will

one

women

woman’s

deal with the

often make,

eyes and face or do anything they can to hurt
their appearance.’’

groceries, or fix a leaking
pipe, or buy her some clothes in exchange
for a place in her bed, it’s not so difficult to
let him in,” de Graff says. “She still has to
a

women

And the decision incites fierce
competition. “Women confront one another
all the time andlight it out. Not just to say
‘you better stay away from him,’ but to
Nkosi says.

women

COILOUM
of

logos and photos will also be undertaken shortly.
All the above and
For

more

Dick Masala
or

call at 4

more

under

one

roof!

details phone
on

790815/727875

Deary Ave., (off Mazowe Street),
Belgravia, Harare.

You won’t be

disappointed.
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LESOTHO: THE NEW CHALLENGE TO
SOUTHERN AFRICA
Khabele Matlosa

L

ESOTHO’S problems seem bigger

the three countries advised their leaders

come to

than the size of the

against the danger of intervening in what
was perceived to be an internal issue, within
the ability of all parties concerned to reach

region.

country itself.
After the military upheavals of

early this

and a diplomatic
intervention by Southern African leaders,
the crisis in the highlands kingdom
reached its peak this month, when King
Letsie III in an early morning radio
year,

broadcast announced the end to the

country’s 17-month-old and fragile
democracy.
In the aftermath of what appeared to be
the anatomy of a coup, at least four people
were killed by amied soldiers and policemen
loyal to the King. The victims were amongst
the crowd who had gathered to protest
against the Royal pronouncement to dissolve
parliament and the elected government of
Prime Minister and leader of the Basutoland

Congress Party (BCP), Ntsu Mokhele. Two
days after the coup, the 34-year-old monarch
announced that he was to head a six-member

provisional council to govern the country,
calling for fresh general elections.

before

One of the Council’s members is Evaristus

Sekhonyane, leader of the Basutoland
appointed
foreign minister.
Sekhonyane lost last year’s elections, the
first ever in 23 years, and accusing fingers

National Party (BNP), who was

a

solution.

to

his father. Moshoeshoe, who was

overthrown in 1990

by the military council
which
took over power in another coup in January
of MajorGeneral Metsing Lekhanya.

1986.
The latest events in the

tiny kingdom of

1,6 million people are a confirmation of the

complexity of the situation in a country that
in its 30 years of independence has seen four
unconstitutional changes of government.
That situation in
constitutes

Although president Mandela has been
cautious in dealing with his less

very

Very little is known as to what might have
prompted King Letsie 111 to make his move,
but there is speculation that he might be
trying to create the conditions to return the
throne

engage in meaningful cooperation
that would bring economic prosperity in the

no

small

measure

powerful neighbours, if not to allay fears of
domination and political arrogance, he may
be left with no option but to act decisively to
ensure that the neighbours ’ problems do not
spill over into his potentially mercurial
violent nation.

Instability in neighbouring countries can
a tide of
refugees moving into
South Africa and adding into the country’s
own social and
security problems.
That is why even before it fonnally joins
also result in

SADC

the end of

August, South Africa
already thrown its weight to restore
stability in Lesotho.
South Africa, which only five years ago
was a notorious and hated
aggressor and
at

had

great challenge to both
Lesotho’s immediate neighbour. South

destabiliser in Southern Africa, is fast

Africa,

becoming

a

and

the

Southern

Africa

Development Community (SADC), which
had hoped that with accession of South
Africa to majority rule and with prospects
for peace in Mozambique, the time had

a credible and respected
peacemaker and stabiliser. Sources close to

SADC have disclosed that South Africa is

tipfted for the coordinator of regional security
and peace once it is formally accepted as a

have been

pointed at him as the man behind
mutinies of early this year.
King Letsie ’s coup took place at a moment
when Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe
was visiting South Africa, which
wholly
surrounds Lesotho, and it may have come as
a blow to both
Mugabe and South Africa’s
president Nelson Mandela. The two, together
the army

with the leader of Botswana, Sir Ketumile

Masire, had been mediating in the conflict
in Lesotho.

The three leaders’ efforts

bring
tranquility and order to Lesotho fell short of
a joint military
operation to safeguard the
now overthrown government. The decision
not to intervene militarily in Le.sotho was
apparently taken after military officers in
20

to

Lesotho

capital Maseru
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the

member of the hitherto 10-member regional

government’s attitude towards police

grouping, in which capacity it will have to
grapple with flashpoints of instability such
as Angola, Mozambique and Lesotho in a
concrete and meaningful way.
Lesotho has always been a volatile place,
but since the 15-day armed confrontation

demands. Since his attendance of the World

later followed

by

showdown between
and the central
In

an overt

one

that tension between government

political

faction of the army

government.

April, the then Deputy Prime Minister
Selometsi Baholo
his home at Ha Matala in

shot dead at

Maseru by an unidentified group of soldiers.
On the same day four other ministers were

abducted by the army only to be set free later
that

day.

These

were

the then Natural Resources

Minister, Monyane

Moleleki (who later

resigned his post and fled the country into
South Africa), Justice Minister, Kelebone
Maope (whose whereabouts since mid-June
are still unknown). Education Minister, Prof.
Pakalitha Mosisili and Trade Minister and
brother to the

deposed Prime Minister,

Shakhane Mokhehle.

According to army officials, the soldiers’
grievances revolved around poor salaries
and working conditions. With a promise for
salary increase for different cadres of the
Defence Force, the soldiers buried their
hatchets. But tension continued to mount as
the two

parties began to be suspicious of

each other’s next

move.

superficial stability seemed to
prevail after April, the police forces turned
the tables upside down. All hell broke loose
once more. The 30(X)-man strong Royal
Lesotho mounted police also demanded a
salary increase and embarked on a threeweek mutiny in May, which unleashed
As the

massive lawlessness, theft,

robbery and

a

considerable flight of business concerns out
of Le.sotho.

of the police mutiny the
Information Minister and then acting
In the

course

Minister of Finance

Mpho Malie was

kidnapped on May 23, and relea.sed the
following day after some “interrogation” on
Sapem August, 1994

of

salary increase across the board. But the fact

and Minister of Finance,
was

still not known.

allowances, for both forces were improved.
Public servants were given a 10 percent

the 4()()0-man strong army, which left about
five people dead and 11 others injured, was

Secretary General Boutros Boutrosalso dispatched his special
representative to Mozambique Aldo Ajello,
who made consultations with government

given 66 percent
salary increment differentiated according
to ranks, the police were given a 42 percent
increase. Ancillary packages such as risk

early this year, the country seems to be
plunged in one of the most .severe and
complex political crisis of its entire postcolonial history. The armed conflict within

UN

Ghali

Economic Forum in Cape Town, together
with Justice Minister, his whereabouts are
Whilst the army was

its Defence Force

between two factions of

country’s financial situation and

and the

security machine continued despite the
salary increases, underlined one important
fact; that Lesotho’s political crisis clearly
transcended the short-term salary demands
by the armed forces.
The crisis is characterised by; (a) the
historical partisan politicisation of the armed
forces, (b) the historical intervention of the
forces in politics which reached its apex
with the military coup of 1986, (c) the
inability of the BCP government to stamp
legitimate authority and control over
Lesotho’s body politic, especially the armed
forces, despite its landslide victory over the
1993 elections and (d) lack of transparency
and

accountability

on

the part of the

government, which was clearly depicted in
the manner in which it hastily sought external
intervention in this crisis even before

exhausting internal remedial measures.
Immediately after the feuding within the
army started in January 1994, Mokhele
requested
assistance
from
the
Commonwealth Secretary General, Chief
Emeka Anyaoku. In that request, he further

inquired into the possibility of a peacekeeping force being dispatched to Maseru
to quell what was perceived to be a mutiny.
Chief Anyaoku then advised President
Mugabe to consider Lesotho’s request.
President Mugabe proceeded to involve
other states in the region particularly
Botswana and South Africa. Pik

Botha,

Foreign Minister was
the first to visit Lesotho on January 16 at the
behest of the BCP government. He assured
the government that South Africa will not
former South African

support any government brought by the
bullet rather than the ballot (an assurance
which has been

repeated by the current
the

with the aim
exploring various options of conflict
resolution in Lesotho. Again the UN
emphasised that any forceful ousting of
Lesotho’s
democratically
elected
government would only land the country in
a disastrous political quagmire.

and extra-parliamentary actors

With the apparent

initiative of Zimbabwe

lobbying by the
SADC convened a
special meeting in Gaborone. The threemen Lesotho delegation was led by the late

and Botswana and

some

Lesotho government,

Selometsi Baholo while South Africa was

represented by the then President F.W. De
Klerk and Nelson Mandela. The meeting
gave birth to a tripartite TASK FORCE
comprising Foreign Ministers of Botswana,
South Africa and Zimbabwe to monitor

closely, investigate and suggest possible
solutions to Lesotho’s crisis.
Both the OAU (through Botswana’s
Foreign Minister Gaositwe Chiepe) and the
Commonwealth (through its two-man
emissary, Moses Anafu and Max Gayland)
also got involved in the Lesotho crisis and
directly participated in the cessation of
hostilities between the rival army factions.
Involvement of external forces in

Lesotho’s crisis would be
so

nothing wrong,
(a) Basotho were duly made part
decision, (b) such involvement did

long

of the
not

as

lend itself to criticism of undue

interference in internal affairs of Lesotho;

(c) it did not trigger nationalistic upsurge
to suspicions on intentions of
participating external forces and (d) did not
overplay the military intervention as an
option for solving Lesotho’s crisis.
In June, controversy arose over the
establishment by the deposed government
of a Commission of Inquiry into the amiy
disturbances. The commission comprised
military officers from South Africa,

due

Botswana and Zimbabwe,

as

well

as

civilians from Lesotho. The

opposition
argued that involving foreign military
personnel in a matter that hinges on
Lesotho’s national .security was not a prudent
move,

and that

the Commission had not

findings
public and as such it may have proved
a mere paper tiger.Q

President Nelson Mandela). In this way

been accorded powers to divulge all

BCP government was guaranteed some lease

to

the

of life.

to

be
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IS FRANCE SUPPLYING ARMS TO UNITA?
Fernando

I

NTERNATIONAL

is

pressure

mounting on Unita in Angola to agree
to a peace settlement by the end of
August, or face further sanctions.
A recent United Nations (UN) Security
Council

statement

indicated that

new

sanctions would be

imposed on Unita if the
rebels did not agree to the proposals
presented by the mediators at the Lusaka
peace talks on Angola during the course of
the month of August.
Although the UN has at times called on
both parties to exercise restraint in order to
salvage whatever progress has been made
so far in the eight-month-old
peace talks,
the Security Council clearly holds Unita
responsible for lack of progress.
“The Security Council expresses its
impatience over the protracted nature of the
negotiations, and warns that the peace

GoNgALVES

process cannot be delayed indefinitely,”
said the statement, urging Unita "to
demonstrate its commitment

to

peace

and

accept the complete set of proposals put
forward

by the (UN) Secretary-general's
special representative and the three observer
states (Portugal, Russia and the United
States).”
The

statement comes

in response to a

strongly worded letter addressed to its
president by Angola's foreign minister
Venancio de Moura on July 27. complaining
of the world body’s failure to distinguish
between the aggressor and the victim in
Angola.
In his letter, De Moura stated; “I felt it

appropriate... after observing that the
information on which basis the Angolan
question has been approached, contains
inaccuracies and is presented from a

viewpoint which

seems to ignore the fact
democratically elected,
legitimate government in Angola, which,
under no circumstances, can be required to
renounce the responsibilities
recognised to

that there is

any

a

government.”

Relations between Luanda and

the UN

Secretary-General have never been cordial,
apparently due to the suspicion that Boutros
Ghali, a former Egyptian foreign minister
and architect of the 1978 Camp David
agreement, harbours some level of sympathy
for Jonas Savimbi, who until recently was
one

of the

most

favoured clients in the

White House.
That

might explain the reason why the
Angola has never been given the
priority it deserves at the UN level, even
when Unita went out of its way to reject
issue of

results of elections the UN had declared

ARMAS FRANCESAS PARA A UNITA?
Fernando

P

RESSÄO

internacional e.sta

a

aumentarsobreaUnitaem Angola,
vista

obriga-la a aceitar um
acordo de pai até o fim de Agosto.
Em declarac^ao recente, o Conselho de
Seguran^a das Na^öes Unidas indicava que
iria proper mats san^oes å Unita, caso o
com

movimento

nao

a

aceite até

ao

fim do mes

as

propostas apresentadas pelos mediadores
actuals conversances de paz em Lusaka.
Embora a ONU tenha por vezes exortado

nas

ambas as partes a exercerem contengao para

salvar

quaisquer progresses até agora
alcangados, o Conselho de Seguranga
claramente responsabiliza a Unita pela
ausencia de

urn

acordo.

“O Conselho de Seguranga exprime a sua

impaciéncia quanto å prolongada natureza
negociagöes, e adverte que o processo
de paz nao podera ser atrasado
indefinitivamente,”sublinhaadecIarac5äo,
das

22

incitando

a

Unita

Goncalves
a

"demonstrar

o

seu

empenho å paz e a aceitar o conjunto de
propostas colocadas peJo representante
espec ial do Secretario-Oeral da ONU e pelos
tnesobserv adores (Estados Unidos. Portugal,
e Russia).
A declaracgao surge em resposta a uma
carta dura dirigida ao .seu presidente pelo
ministro
angolano dos negocios
estrangeiros, Venancio de Moura. nodia27
de Julho, protestandocontra a incapacidade
daquele organismo mondial de diferenciar
entre a vitima e o agressor em Angola.
Na carta. De Moura diz: “Julguei ser
apropriado... depois de observar que a
informagao na base da qual a questäo
angolana estava a ser tratada contém
imprecisöes e é apresentada a partir de um
ponto de vista que parece ignorar o facto de
que existe em Angola um govemo legi'timo
e

democraticamente eleito, que, em

nenhumas circunstancias devera

obrigado

a

renunciar

reconhecidas

a

as responsibilidades
qualquer governo,”

Relagoes entre Luanda
Geral

ser

nunca

e o

Secretario-

foram cordials, aparentemente

devido a suspeitas de que Boutros Ghali,
antigo ministro dos negocios estrangeiros
Egt'peio e arquitecto dos acordos de Camp
David, em 1978. mantém simpatias com
Jonas Savimbi. que até häbem pouco tempo
era um dos mais preferidos clientes da Casa

Branca.
Tal

podera explicar a razao porque a
questäo de .'\ngola nunca tenha recebido a
prioridade que Ihe é devida ao nivel da
ONlfmesmoquandoa Unita de.safiou uxlos
e
rejeitou os resultados de eleigoes
consideradas pela ONLl como tendo sido
geralmente livres e justas.
Nao se sabe ainda que niedidas adicionais
o Conselho de Seguranga podera impor ä
Sapem August, 1994
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generally free and fair.
It remains to be

seen

what additional

the Security Council

would impose
on Unita if a peace agreement is not
signed
in Lusaka by the end of the month. But
observers point out that anything falling
short of restricting the international
measures

movements of Unita

officials and freeze the

organisation ’sas.sets worldwide would not deter
Savimbi’s ability to continue to wage war.
The Security Council said that it was
compiling a list of possible measures against

South African President Nelson Mandela in

the

Pretoria.

all initiatives

Hopes that Savimbi would meet Mandela
had been high after a meeting of Unita’s
inner cabinet on July 25-27, specifically
convened to consider

invitation

an

to

Savimbi by Mandela.
In a statement issued after the

meeting,

Unita had described

between

an encounter

Mandela and Savimbi

to

be of extreme

importance.

most serious criticisms of Savimbi,

of

the White

Zimbabwe,

as

chairman

of

the

House memorandum said that Unita’s

Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Ad-

actions and

hoc Committee

policicies constituted a direct
threat to US foreign policy.
Savimbi failed to turn up for a meeting
.scheduled for August 15. between him and

qualquer coisa

on

Southern Africa.

President José Eduardo dos Santos

recently sent his foreign minister to meet
Mugabe in Harare, to reiterate that, as far as

Unita. Mas observadores indicam que

Angola should be taken in
Mugabe.
Another area of major concern continues
to be Unita’s supply routes for arms.
According to the Angolan authorities, arms
consultation with

presumably via Zaire.
It is suspected that one last shipment of
arms

for Unita could have been diverted

from Rwanda

beyond September 26, last year's Executive
Order which bans the supply of US arms to
Unita. In what appears to be one of America's

Unita, and declared that it would not "tolerate

government was concerned,
on

have continued to flow into Unita
camps

Expectations that Mandela, as the leader
of the region's superpower would be able to
throw his weight and help solve the Angolan
conflict are beginning to wane, possibly a
blessing in disguise for Luanda, which
privately had expressed concerns over the
multiplicity of initiatives on Angola, outside
the coordination of President Robert Mugabe

furtherprocrastination in the peace process."
In a memorandum sent to Congress on
August 17, President Bill Clinton extended

Angolan

Esperanqasde que Savimbi iriaencontrarcom Mandela aumentaram depois de

by the French, following the
Habyarimana on
April 6. When the political situation in that
country changed, Angola — via Zaire —
death of President Juvenal

could have been the nearest destination.

Western

diplomats in Luanda have

confinned the receipt of French weapons by

Unita, supposedly through airlifts on average

numbering four a night, with the knowledge
of the French government.
If the allegations are true, France is

violating the UN

amis embargo, and could
be booked by the Security Council, ironically
an

organisation in which it is one of the five

pemianent members.Q

qualquer iniciativa sobre Angola deve estar
em sintonia com
Mugabe.

que nao inclua a restri^ao
dos movimentos dos funciondrios daquela

uma

organiza^fio

de Julho,

cupula da Unita. de 25 a 27
especiffcamente convocada para

as

debater

convite de Mandela.

Unita. De acordo

bens
a

nao

ira

congelamento dos seus
impedir Savimbi de continuar
e o

O Conselho de Seguran^a disse que estava

compilar

lista de possi'veis medidas
e declarou que nao iria
"tolerarmais delongas ao processo de paz."
Numa nota enviada ao Congresso no dia
17 de Agoslo. o presidente Bill Clinton
prorrogou para alem de 26 de Setembro,
uma Ordem Executiva do ano
passado.
proibindo o fornecimento de armas
a

reuniSo da

o

Num comunicado emitido

guerra.

contra a

.se

uma

Unita,

reuniiio,

a

importante

extremamente

entre

depois da

Unita havia descrito de

Mandela

e

um encontro

Savimbi.

Mas

considerava que "os actos e

expectativas de que Mandela, como
superpotencia regional seria capaz
de atiraro sen peso e ajudarna resolu9äo do
conflito angolano come^am Ja a esvtmecer.
possi'velmente para o bem de Luanda, que
em privado tern
exprimido preocupagao
quanto a multiplicidade de iniciati vas sobre
Angola, a margem da coordena^äo do
presidente Robert Mugabe do Zimbabwe,
na sua qualidade de
presidente do comité
ad-hoc da Organiza^aode Unidade Africana

Unita constituem

(OUA) sobre

americanas ä Unita.

Naquilo que constitui uma das mais duras
criticas dos Estados Unidos a organizaqao
de Savimbi, a nota da Casa Branca

uma

pollticas da
ameaya ä politica

externa dos Estados Unidos.

Savimbi

nao

compareceu para um

planeado para 15 de Agosio com o
presidente Nelson Mandela da Africa do
encontro

Sul,

em

Pretoria.

Sapum Ai)gu,st. 1994

li'der da

O

a

Africa

austral.

presidente José Eduardo dos Santos

enviou recentemente

o

seu

ministro dos

negdcios estnuigeiros ptira se encontrar com
Mugabe em Harare, e reiterar a posigao de
que do ponto de vista do govemo angolano,

Outra

area de

preocupagäo continua a ser

fontes de fornecimento de
com

as

armas

para a

autoridades

angolanas, amias continuam a ser infiltradas
para Unita.presumivelmenteatravésdo Zaire.
Suspeita-se que um dos ultimos
carregamentos de armas para a Unita tenha
sido desviado a caminho do Rwanda pela
Frtin^a, depots da morte do presidente
Juvenal Habyarimana, a 6 de Abril.
Aparentemente, quando a situagäo politica
naquele pats mttdou, Angola -- através do
Zaire
tomou-se o destino mais proximo.
Diplomatas ocidentais em Luanda
confimiaram a recepgao de armas francesas
pela Unita, através de voos noctumos numa
—

média de quatro por noite, com o
conheciniento do govemo francos.
Caso as acusa^oes correspondam ä

verdade.

Frangaestara a violar o embai'go
imposto pela ONU, e podera ser
penalizada pelo Conselho de Seguran^a,
de

a

amias

de que ironicamente é um dos cinco
membros pemianentes.Q

orgao
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CRISIS AND TRAGEDY IN RWANDA
THE FRENCH INTERVENTION

T

HE crisis in Rwanda has not been

place between June 9 and 15, when it

solved, although the

confirmed that the OAU cease-fire

killings have
generally
stopped.
The
humanitarian crisis w ill probably w orsen

in the next

The

doctrine

France
The

enforced.
It became evident, according to
intelligence reports, that the crisis was
already a genocide and a humanitarian crisis
of unknown precedent.
Public opinion in its vast majority

days and w'eeks.
of

“humanitarian

interference” has been well
over

developed in

the last four years.

estimated

prevalent opinion in France is that all

strong foreign policies must include a
humanitarian facet
action cannot do
to

even

nor put an

end

conflicts.

—

Since 1988, France is the

which has had, without

Rwanda and the United Nations

Rwanda has

always been a difficult issue,
indifference
have been the response of many countries,
including at the Security Council level.
France always insisted that the UN should
create an intervention force to help the
implementation of the August 1993 Arusha
for which hostility or, at the best,

agreement.
It

only after the assassination of
Habyarimana, in April, that the
Security Council started to seriously
was

President

consider the crisis and to share

for the

our concern

stability of the country and of the

region.
After a long delay and despite some
opposition, the Council has decided to
reinforce

UNAMIR

5 500 troops, but
these resolutions have had no concrete
to

follow-up

so far.
France took the initiative not to wait any

longer and received a UN mandate to
undertake “Operation Turquoise”, amid
opposition by some Security Council
members.
France and the Crisis in Rwanda

French troops had been stationed in
1991. Their withdrawal

Rwanda since
started in
24

1993, following the Arusha

was

concrete

met

inTunisinJune.

steps were taken. The

was

announced

was never

enforced.

government

Affairs.

no

cease-fire that

a

minister specifically
responsible for Humanitarian assistance and
Human Rights, under the ministry of Foreign

OAU heads of state
But

only country

interruption,

that non-intervention

impossible. It was scandalised by the
immobility of the UN and of the international
community.

if humanitarian

everything

was

was not

agreement, which called for a democratic
transition, and the establishment of a new
army which would include RPF troops,
under UN supervision. The death of
President

Habyarimana brutally interrupted

this process.
Massive and

After a month, at least 500 000 people
had been killed in the most barbaric way.
Two million Rwandese were eitherdisplaced
or
countries.

refugees in neighbouring

region was shaken and its
stability endangered by the crisis, but the
international community and the UN seemed
incapable of acting rapidly to stop it.
The chronology of events is interesting:
In April 1994, after all foreigners had
been evacuated, France pulled out her
soldiers. She refused to take part in the
political conflict or in the civil.

only

soon

In Paris
vene

on

was

became clear that it

was not

civil war but a series of systematic
killings, in fact a genocide. The French
government and public opinion became
more sensitive to the
tragedy beyond the
classical political analysis of instability and
a

tribalism in Africa.
The decisive

June 15, the decision to inter-

taken, although the French

authorities were conscious that their move

moment

for France took

misinterpreted.
impossibility forthe NGOs

—In reality, the
to

work in Rwanda forced France

further than

to

go

provide an ordinary humanitarian aid. The problems and difficulties were such that only a military
type action could succeed.
—The Security Council mandate although
large in its nature was limited in time. On
June 23,

to

French soldiers entered Rwanda

from Zaire

The whole

But it

—

could and would be

obviously planned killings
started then. Foreigners were evacuated. On
April 25, UNAMIR Forces were withdrawn
with the exception of 450 men who stayed,
most of them in Kigali.

people

Many African leaders sadly
admitted it. and many of them told Paris
of their pessimistic views.

to

establish

a

“safe zone”. In

all, 2500 French soldiers

plus contin-

gents from Senegal, Niger, Congo,
Mauritania, Guinea-Bissau and observers

from

Egypt participated.

Rwanda, France and

...

the Rest

of the World

For the rest of the world
including
Europe and Africa—one can only note that
France received first little or no support in
its enterprise.
In many capitals. Political leaders were
just waiting, or even hoping, to see France
either fail or be considered an “aggressor”,
with the complicity of a paralysed UN. Such
a failure or embarrassment being a gotxi
excuse for doing nothing; a good excuse
—
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cholera is spreading. They also have the
gruesome task of burying the corpses which
is essential in the fight against the epidemic.

cholera epidemic spreading. The mortality
rateIf is extremely high.

The withdrawal of the French troops
does not mean the end ofthe French mission;

crops will be lost and famine will set in. This

victory would be delayed or made

impossible. On the other side, the transitional

an important humanitarian effort has already

governmentamiy and ministers would have
liked to count on French assistance. Both ;

started, and it will still be increased.

think that African

:

can’t solve their own crisis

!

also for those who

countries if they

should be left to themselves...
The RPF

was

:

frightened that its military

The troops will be positioned in Burundi

or Zaire in order to help with the logistics of

were

wrong.
Since then, the RPF has

refugees don’t return home now, the

is why we propose the creation of poles and
corridors of humanitarian actioneverywhere
,
Rwanda and the RPF has agreed. Such
’
^ '^‘1' also be installed in the “French

responsibility of
'^-fhe Internaf^nTr commuter ^mus/^of
governmentto convince t ere ugees

*

changed its : the international humanitarian operation.
e new
position, and high level contacts with French
Apolitical settlement through negotiations
officials have had positive results.
has to be reached, but dialogue can only
j^gjp j,y.
Despite the lack of international support resume ifthose responsible for the massacres '
providing humanitarian aid
andbecausetime was running short, France ' are excluded from it, tried and punished.
setting up UNAMIR II
decided to face the challenge, making clear
France promoted resolution 935, which
A US military intervention is on its way
from the beginning that her intervention
established a UN commission of enquiry ;
many other countries have committed
was strictly humanitarian, that it would be
about the genocide.
themselves to providing humanitarian
limited in time and in space.
The

Present Situation and

Implementation of the Intervention

Edouard
Bahadur went before the National Assembly
to explain the main lines of action:
France would act only with a mandate
from the Security Council and in coordi-

^

—

heart of Rwandan

the

were no

times “when

of honour and the most basic

An

of a Political Dialogue

on

the

for

negotiations to end the fighting and for

the

implementation of the Arusha

United Nations force is

the return of the refugees,
force will extend the French safe zone
in the southwest to the entire country. It is
needed to

secure

important to note that the new government
in Kigali has insisted on its willingness to

with their

free passage for the

against the RPF

refugees,
This humanitarian crisis must also be
dealt with through political means. It is, for

government. If no solution is found, the
refugees will stay in Zaire and history could

example, very important that the FAR troops
which fled to Zaire will not return to fight.

arms.

The possibility exists that the refugees

there

has cost the French taxpayer approximately

international assistance is

guarantee security and

The FAR retreated into Zaire

morality

enormous

still necessary.
An augmented

agreements.

a sense

required calculated risks to be taken’’.
The intervention (from April 6 to July
25), including its humanitarian component,

will be used

All that can only be achieved if a strong and
regard, the agreement reached on respected UN force can very rapidly be
July 25, between the presidents of Rwanda I established.

repeat

US$115 million.
Results and Ending

cholera.

since the start of the crisis, France has called

territory.

genocide, there is a risk of

refugees,
in Rwanda can only be
participation of all the
components of the society. That is why

Foreign minister Alain Juppe said “the
operation is difficult and risky’’, but he
a.sked if there

After the

massive deaths from hunger, thirst and

built

manitarian.

assistance of US$304 million.
Conclusion

Durable peace

might be used, the goal was solely hu-

an

national reconciliation and the return of the

The Necessity

nation with other countries. While force

French forces would not move into

available

July 5, the RPF has established its
authority in the country, but the new regime
will be judged by its capacity to promote

On June 22, Prime Minister

—

assistance. The European Union has made

Prospects in Rwanda

Since

itself.

In this

of “Operation Turquoise”

Zaire in Mauritius is a positive
It is also important that the international
development.
community reflects on the new conditions
i I" »''der to facilitate the transition of wh.chnowpreva.l
whenhumamUinan
Since the end
of the cold war, crises
local
powers in the French zone without more

This intervention demonstrates how '
difficult it is for the UN system to
concrete

decision,

even

in

achieve a

a case

of

emereencv

I, is

,

occur:

hojd lhal ihe Operation will pave i

the way for a larger involvement of the
international community. The decision by

'

the US government to provide assistance
and to deploy troops is very important.
In the sate zone the first objectives

|

have been reached. Several thousands

of

people about to be killed were rescued and
relief is now reaching the population. In
Zaire, the “Turquoise” soldiers are however,
the only ones to contribute to keep order and
peace and relief protection in the zones
where masses of refugees are now and where
Sapem August, 1994

andregionatonflMsor^

'»wards Zaire, UNAMIR

now

Although France develop^'ndTt^^rno imerfemTe"from

announcement

^oqq

men

should be

^2. We

are

on

by the UN
ground by

the

also interested in the

the “big powers’’, international reactions
’ being slow and interest being minimal,
France will propose to her partners in the

possibility explored by the UN of a transfer
of troops under the command of UNOSOM i
to

UNAMIR.

European Union the constitution of a
“Humanitarian
European Force” capable of
intervening rapidly.
But

The Humanitarian Crisis

refugees has turned
nightmare: millions of

again, the emergency in Rwanda is

such that there is

no

time to be lost.Q

In Zaire the flow of

into the worst

Jacques Mioozzi is the French ambassador to

refugees without water nor food, and the t Zimbabwe.
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ZIMBABWE: A BALANCED BUDGET FOR
DONORS AND THE MILITARY
Richard Kamidza

B

Y ANY

measure Zimbabwe’s
1994/95 budget is a compromise

to be removed while tax credit allowance
fall from six to four children. In essence,
are

between

meeting demands set up
notably the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank
and avoiding political risks at
by donors

this

means that
many people are likely to be
pushed into higher income brackets leading
to a corresponding higher tax levels. This is
a trap likely to affect most workers as most

—

—

home.

households have

The much awaited drastic

in defence

cut

expenditure did not transpire when the
Minister of Justice, Legal and Parliamentary

Parliament

on July 28.
Analysts have considered that on the one

hand the

1994/95 is

meant

to

government’s commitment to the IMF/
inspired Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme (ESAP) which
reaches the end of its first phase next year,
while

on the other, the
unchanged defence
budget is designed to ensure that the military
are looked after, even
though their role
might have diminished as a result of a

percent in 1994/95 and 1995/96 fiscal years

respectively and lower inflation rate to 20
percent by the year-end and a single digit by
1995.
The economy

is still recovering from the
1992 devastating drought and world
recession. The cost of living has
tremendously gone-up while disposable
incomes have drastically fallen since 1990
due to

a

combination of ESAP and the 1992

drought. The wholesale deregulation of the
economy has resulted in high commodity
prices, increase in retrenchments, and the
immediate closure of some companies.
Zimbabweans are now worse off compared
to

the past

decade. It is still to be

seen

if the

budget’s mixed bag of monetary and fiscal
policies can lead to the projected economic
26

Their effort still has

to be

quantified. Foreign investors are not pushed
by rhetoric statements devoid of short and
long-term economic gains that can only be
guaranteed by concrete monetary and fiscal
policies. Of great concern to investors are
policies permitting repatriation of profits,
increasing export incentives, raising
retention and holiday allowances,
reducing
taxation, etc. Zimbabwe is one of the highly

World Bank

Domestic Product (GDP) to 5.4 and 5.0

than

investors about excellent investment climate
in the country.

show

peaceful environment in the region.
Mnangagwa reiterated government’s total
commitment to promote investment, reduce
current budget deficit of 7.9 percent ofGross

more

policy cover.

Foreign investment have proved hard to
since 1980. President Robert Mugabe
and his ministers have all made several
trips
to America, Europe and Asia to convince

Mnangagwa, who is
acting Finance Minister presented the budget
to

least either

come

Affairs Emmerson

!

at

four children and an insurance

Mnangagwa

taxed nation in the world, and this has

growth of 4.5 percent.
Tax concessions given to individuals and
corporate sectors are expected to
significantly boost the nation’s spending
power as disposable incomes increase,
though the benefits are only due next April.
Ahead of tax relief, prices of such
commodities like meat, beer, cigarettes and
newspapers went up immediately after
budget pronouncements.
Individual
from

tax

threshold is

to

increase

Z$6000 (US$750) to Z$9000

(US$1125), top marginal rates to fall by 5
percent and those rates within tax brackets
to drop by 5 percent
points. Theoretically,
tax relief is poised to boost economic
growth
and
development. However, the
government’s revenue basket gives little
room to maneuver. The
government has a
tendency of giving tax relief while implicitly
siphoning the monetary gains to its coffers.
Beginning next tax year, insurance credit

frustrated significant capital flight to the
country. Hence, the reduction of corporate
tax from 40 to 37.5 percent
starting next tax
year is seen as a short sighted remedy.
Incentives to boost investment in the

country

beginning August, 1994 have been
new investors no
longer pay

offered. All
custom

duties

all

capital goods. Surtax
5 percent while
textiles and clothing sectors’ duties fall from

on

10

on

all commodities drops by
to

5 percent

and between 20-35

to 15

respectively across the board.
Government has pledged to continue to
financially assist loss-making public
enterprises whose los.ses are estimated at
Z$ 1.457 (US$0.18) billion, excluding Z$1
(USSO. 13) billion meant to finance strategic
grain reserves of the Grain Marketing Board.
In this year’s budget, about Z$1.15
percent

(USS14.38) billion is allocated to para.statals.
The main parasitic entities being the

Agricultural Marketing Boards, the National
Sapem August, 1994
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Railways of Zimbabwe(NRZ), Small

Enterprise

Development Company,

Zimbabwe Iron and Steel

Company, etc.

While the government,

obviously under
pressure from donors, has already set-up the
Cabinet Committee on privatisation, tasked
mainly to speed up the process of
commercialisation and/or privatisation or
formation of joint ventures with the private
sector,

it needs to be more careful for socio-

economic and

political consequences are
greater than the removal of subsidies and
the whole privatisation process. Can
Zimbabwe really afford to discard these
public enterprises? Besides the political
rhetoric, the existence of these parastatals
has

immense economic value to the

country’s survival. Some of them constitute
the pillar of the country’s economic
performance. It is really hard to imagine
what the economy would be like if, say
NRZ is privatised to an extent of charging
economic prices for all its services or if the
Electricity Supply Authority (ZESA) is
bought by the big multinationals like AngloAmerican which

some

are

free

to

relocate their

any part of the globe? These are
of the considerations likely to influence

resources

to

continued allocation of substantial tax-

payer's

money to

sector’s

fees. ZCTU thinks the Z$l000

of the past

million given to the Social Dimensions Fund

production leading to full recovery
decade. Peasant farmers are
going to recieve free tillage services, seeds
and fertilizer again this year or is it part of
ZANU(PF) election gimmick.
The allocation of Z$32 (US$4) million to
the ruling party under the controversial Act
of Parliament caused an outcry from
opposition parties, some of whom
contemplate legal action since it is not

(US$125)

(SDF) is inadequate to assist the retrenchees
start meaningful

income generating projects.
people have criticised defence
ministry’s allocation, particularly given the
relative political tranquility prevailing in
the sub-region. President Mugabe, as
Several

Commander-in-Chief, is

of the

aware

essence

consequences of throwing the
demobilised soldiers into a job-saturated

means that every tax-payer overtly
supports ZANU(PF) election programmes.

economy. More than 200000 school leavers
join the job market every year, and

enshrined in the Constitution. In
this

Both the Confederation of Zimbabwean

Industries (CZI) and the Zimbabwe National
Chamber of Commerce

(ZNCC) hailed the

as very positive and business
confidence-centered. This shows successful

budget

lobbying usually done at the Victoria Falls
Congress in which every
minister is invited. Only poor civic
organisations such as the ConsumerCouncil
of Zimbabwe (CCZ), Zimbabwe Congress
of Trade Unions (ZCTU), and the Indigenous
Business Development Centre (IBDC),
expressed great concern to government’s
lack of support. The CCZ feels that the
budget is inflationary as cost recovery
exercises will push up school and hospital
Annual General

political

retrenchees have

continuously knocked at
is to be
reduced substantially, a relatively huge
outlay at least in the short- to medium-term
the labour market door. Even if amiy

would be needed in order to retrain them

into civilian life. Zimbabwe is

aware

of

Africa’s

political problems of civil wars
and this is the disaster being avoided by
keeping defence budget at that level.
Given some of the highlighted loopholes,
it remains to be seen how the government is
going to reduce the deficit to 5 percent of
GDP, inflation and interest rates, parastatals
overhung and huge civil service by 1995. Is
a well managed budget deficit on the offing
in Zimbabwe?^

parastatals.

The government

is expected to curtail the
by 25 percent by 1995.
This is highly unlikely, given the next year’s
general elections. In view of the above,
bloated civil service

government must be seen to sympathise
with

harsh economic

circumstances

confronting urban dwellers. As the largest
employer, avoiding massive retrenchments
prevent disjungled civil servants from
joining opposition parties which also
command relatively greater voter respect in
urban

However, a rather disappointing omission
is the failure to address constraint

faced by ruling party’s faithful
—

FRAMEWORK, Z$ million

Revenue:

Fiscal year
Tax revenue
-Incomes and

profits

-Customs duties
-Excise duties
-Sales tax
-Other tax
Non-tax

revenue

Total

areas.

followers

ZIMBABWE NATIONAL BUDGET
A. BUDGET

being

and religious

the communal farmers. The

.sector needs more medium-sized dams per
each district in order to cushion future

impacts of droughts. Resettlement exercise
needs to be revamped so as to relieve
tremendous pressure from the rural areas
while farmers failing to .settle their loan
repayments would have preferred
cushioning programmes. The allocation of
Z$60 (US$7.5) and Z$20 (US$2.5) million
for drought relief and recovery exercises
are a plausible gesture that show sense of
humanitarian and eager to revamp the
Sapem August. 1994

1992/93

1993/94

1994/95

8,851
4,964
1,827

11,153
6,157
2,425

12,900
7,500
2,255

450

496

625

1,471

1,891

2,300

138

184

220

1,172

1,601

2,600

10,023

12,754

15,500

11,359
4,303
2,311
1,113
2,020
1,803
1,423

12,831
5,153
2,991

14,783
6,536
3,200

Expenditure:
Current expenditure

-Wages and salaries
-Interest on debt

-Subsidies

-Other current expenditures
-Other current transfers

Capital expenditure
Net lending
Total
Grants:
Balance

excluding grants

Grants
Total

Financing:
Foreign borrowing
-Repayments
-Foreign financing
Domestic financing

260

498

875

2,550
1,877
1,724
1,260

2,423
2,127
1,777
1,349

13,657

15,815

17,909

3,634

3,062

2,409

740

923

977

2,894

2,139

1,432

2,582

1,721

1,810

(1,216)

(1,363)

(1,534)

1,366
1,528

359

276

1,780

1,156
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ZIMBABWE NATIONAL BUDGET (cont)

C. DIRECT GOVERNMENT

B. VOTE ALLOCATIONS, Z$ million

Sector

INVESTMENTS, ASSET VALUE

Parastatal

30/6/94

440.6

440.6

440.6

76.5

86.0

93.5

44.7
67.3

49.7

83.7

68.8

68.8

1994/95

% change

Education and Culture

2410.5

2974.9

23.4

Defence

1532.2

1699.2

10.9

Health and Child Welfare

923.2

1066.8

15.6

Higher Education

589.3

696.2

18.1

Finance

426.6

891.4

9.0

751.4

1043.0

38.8

Corporation
Development Corporation
Zimbabwe Development Corporation
Small Enterprise Development
Company
Beverly Building Society

Public Senrice, Labour and Social
Welfare

ZIMBANK

193.2

334.5

73.1

Zimbabwe Defense Industries

Industry and Commerce

184.0

475.0

58.2

Founders

Mines

102.1

66.5

-34.9

Transport and Energy
Foreign Affairs
National Affairs, Employment
Creation and Co-operatives

483.3

600.9

24.3

160.5

174.0

8.4

63.3

61.7

-2.5

Home Affairs

587.4

717.2

22.1

Building Society
ARDA-RISUTU Valley Development
3.9
Zimbabwe United Passenger Company 10.0
Zimbabwe Reinsurance Corporation
20.0
Wankie Colliery Company
17.0
Olivine Holdings
11.0
Zimbabwe State Trading Corporation
8.5
CABS Building Society
Zimbabwe Development Bank
9.6

Zimbabwe iron and Steel

Development

Justice, Legal and Parliamentary
Affairs

184.7

209.0

13.2

Information, Post and Telecommunication43.2

60.5

40.0

Environment and Tourism

86.7

99.5

14.8

888.8

928.1

4.4

9855.3

12411.5

25.9

Total
Notes:
Sources:

36.0

51.0

60.0

45.0

34.4

34.4

43.4

28.5

28.5

28.4

35.0

26.3

Corporation

refers to

9.8

23.8

10.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

17.0

17.0

11.0

11.0

10.0

10.0

15.0

10.0

9.6

9.6

8.9

8.9

8.9

7.1

7.1

7.1

Central Film Laboratories

6.6

6.6

6.6

CAPS

6.1

6.1

6.1

3.1
2.3

3.1

ZIMTRADE

3.1
2.3
2.0

2.0

2.0

884.1

977.5

1038.2

Holdings
Holiday Inn
Urban Development Corporation

non-availabllity of data
Budget Statements and Estimates of Expenditure -Zimbabwean
Government; Mervyn Ellis Consultant
..

36.0

Commercial Bank of Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe Tourist Development

Public Construction and National

Housing

Company
Development

Industrial

Lands, Agriculture and Water

Z$ million

30/6/93

1993/94

Zimbabwe Mining

:

30/6/92

Total Investment in Productive
Sectors

2.3

ADVERTISEMENT

A

Socio-Economic

Aspects of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in Figures Part -1
are

LANGUAGE

Farsi

(Persian) is the official language in
Iran. However in regions in which the
majority speak in ethnic languages, their
teaching in schools is allowed. English is
spoken by educated people as a second
language. Farsi alphabets are similar to
Arabic

ones.

POPULATION

According to the preliminary results of the
population census in 1991, total population
of Iran was 58,1 million, of which 33,1
million residing in the urban areas and
25,0 million in the rural regions.
With respect to a 3,28 % population growth
rate, Iran’s population in 1993 will equal 62,0
million.

Population density in Iran is 37,6 persons
per sq/km (97,4 per sq/mile). With the current
population growth rate, Iran will see a doubling
of population in 21 years.
The population of Iran is very young and
the average longevity among men and women

28

64 and 65 years,

respectively. Children and

teenagers have the highest share in the population.

and

over

in 1986, and according to various

categories

as

follows:

Urbanization in Iran is

spreading rapidly. There
existed 21 towns with a population of 100 000 in
Iran in 1976. But in 1986 the number grew to 41
towns.
MANPOWER

According to the Population and Housing
Census in 1986, population of the age 10 years
and over in that year was 32 874 000 of which
12 820 000 were active, 11 002 000 empioyed
and 1 819 000 were unemployed or seeking
work. Of the 20 054 000 economically inactive
population, 6 531 000 were receiving education
and 11170 000 were

12 820 000,11

512 000 were male and 1 308 000

female. Lastly, of the total population of 10

old and above, 14 438 000 were residing in
and 18 281 000 in the urban regions.
Employment of the population of 10 years of age

years
airal

areas

11 002 thousands

Agriculture, AnImaIHusbandry,
Hunting and Forestry
Mining
Industry
Electricity, Water and Gas

3191 thousands
32 thousands
1 451 thousands

91 thousands

Construction

1 206 thousands

Wholesale and Retail Trade and
Restaurant

785 thousands

Transportation, Communication
and warehouses

631 thousands

Public. Social and personal
services

Unclassified

3 050 thousands

360 thousands

housewives, 563 000 were

unemployed but with income, and the
remaining 1 791 000 were of other categories.
Of the total economically active population of
were

Total

Overall, 64,5 % of employed persons in
1986 were in the

private sector, 31,3 % in the
public sector and 4,2 % were unspecified.
While 25,3 % of the employed persons worked
in the industry (industry, mining, water,
electricity and gas and construction), 24,0 %
in agriculture, 42,3 % in services and the
remaining 3,3 % were unknown.
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PERSPECTIVES
REMEMBERING LIBERATION: A SWAN SONG,
SMOKESCREEN OR AN EXERCISE IN SELFCRITICISM?
IBBO MANDAZA
HE Liberation Committee of the

T

Organisation of African Unity
(OAU) closed its 30-year-old chapter
in Arusha on August 15, 1994. It was an
event
the one-day valedictory Summit of
—

the OAU Liberation Committee
went almost

—

unnoticed, confined

as

which

it

was

largely to the (usual) forum of Heads of State
and with but little

or

lukewarm attempt to

mobilise the interest of the African

people at

was an occasion that stood in sharp
contrast to the grandiose events this year that

large. It

marked the 50th

Anniversary of the

“Liberation” of the “Free World” from
Hitler’s claws. For, the

European and
only their own

American leaders wanted not

populations to stop and reflect on the
significance of their victories and
achievements in the 50 years since “D-Day”,
but also the entire world. It

was

almost like

victory dance by a people whose states
have also triumphed over the Cold War; for
the time being, the ultimate power in the
a

universe. And

so war

veterans were

flaunted

with

pride, war cemeteries and monuments
specially garlanded for the occasion. The
speeches by the representatives of the states
of the “Free World” said as much; you did
not have to be an American or European to
have had to acknowledge that here were a
people with a strong sense of history, albeit
f/;c/r history. Dependent upon, and dominated
as it is by the West, the African media had
more to report about “Liberation Day” in
Europe than about the occasion in Arusha.
This is very sad, particularly as it reflects so
poignantly Africa’s tendency towards
belittling even its most cherished and hardwon

victories.

But

to

what and to whom should

we

attribute this apparent failure to mobilise
Africa for an occasion that should go far

beyond the circles of Heads of State and a
few “VIPs” and selected dignitaries? Has the
aura

of liberation

so

Sapem August. 1994

waned with the passage

The

winding

of such
the

a

scars

up

of the Liberation Committee went almost unnoticed

limited time frame, tarnished by
of unfulfilled expectations and

broken
the

promises? Well, in earlier times, at
height of the Liberation Struggle in the

1970s, there
masses

the

was no

need to mobilise the

in most African capitals to respond to

requirements of the struggle: halls and

stadia would burst at the

seams as

crowds

thronged to hear the voice of liberation, to
have a sight of this or that guerrilla leader, to
contribute ai/uV/mg/, a/(gM'c, a rtöt/rö, apula.
a meticas, etc. I am reminded by my brother,
the Nigerian High Commissioner to
Zimbabwe, Mohamed Lameen Metteden
(himself a man to be remembered for his

to

which then struggle was as much a struggle

of all African
more reason

peoples the world over. The
why we should all demand a

better commemoration of the work of the
OAU and its Liberation Committee,

capital

on

in every

every site under
heroes and heroines,

the continent, at

which is buried

our

combatants and non-combatants, victims of
an era that has left its scars in both the fonner
White settler colonies and the

neighbouring

territories.

There is a real danger that the African
population will grow increasingly cynical of
a period that history will otherwise look
upon as one of the most significant, not only

immense contribution to the work of the

in the African context but also with respect to

Liberation Committee in the 1970s) that

humankind’s

within

period of three to six months in
1976, the Nigerian population collected and
a

contributed 10 million naira (US$16 million)
towards the Southern African

Relief Fund, a
major boost to the Liberation Committee.
Southern Africans will

never know

the extent

struggle for liberation and
democracy. The danger is inherent in Africa’s
failure to mobilise beyond the stage of
political liberation from colonialism and
racial minority rule; and, therefore, also the
failure to realise the other objective which
the Founding Fathers of the OAU set
29
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themselves in 1963: the

each

Julius

us,

Unity of Africa. As
Nyerere pointed out in his spteech at
the Arusha occasion on August 15,1994, the
first objective of political liberation may turn
out to have been simpler than the second:
By the act of winding up this Committee,
we are, in practical terms,
celebrating the
achievement of that objective
Our
continent has been totally liberatedfrom
.

.

.

part of One Africa. So each of
as a whole, stays a weak

and marginalised part of the world. Yet
that is not surprising: the OAU has no

strategy for unity.

Here

is the

point. How can a people so
weakened and disorganised have the courage
and confidence to sing even about those
political victories of not so long ago? How to

colonialism and racial minority rule.. .It
is an occasion to recognise, and to thank,

remind the

all the dedicated individuals

by a post-colonial history generally given to
failure? Not surprisingly, the masses now
glare askingly at such occasions as Heroes'
Days, increasingly cynical of the zealous
attempts by leaders to remind them of a
history about which they were no doubt
active participants but can no longer relate it
to theircurrent social, political and economic
existence. Many would prefer not to hear any
more about///icrar/wi;
peeved, di.sappointed
and disillusioned as they are. So it is that it
has become a pre-occupation, largely

.

.

.

and all

the

staffofthe Liberation Committee who
selflessly for
Africa's cause. No one will ever he able to
measure the extent to which the work
of
have worked hard and

this Committee contributed

liberation

to

the total

of Africa
It gave essential
hacking to the African people's struggles
against colonialism, against the “rider
and his horse" type of racial rule, and
against apartheid.

But

...

the

other hand, Nyerere
acknowledges the reasons why the goal of a
strong and united Africa remains elusive for
the time being:
Almost all Members ofthe OAU are poor
and weak politically and economically;
most are grappling with unbearable
e.xternal debt, and many have become
hostage to the ideologies of the IMF and
on

the World Bank. When

we are

involved in

international

negotiations and our
representatives in Geneva or New York
have worked

out a common

Group of 77 position,

African

or

instruct our
Ambassador to abandon that position if
one of the ‘donor’ country Ambassador
comes

to

we

to our Government leaders at home

urge

that we should do so. When we are

under pressure from an e.xternal source,
or in other political trouble which we
solve

internally, we do not go to
help; we do not even consult
the OAU before applying elsewhere.
Instead, we say that the OAU must not
interfere because that would be a
derogation ofour national sovereignty—
as ifFrance. Britain, or the USA to which
we appear more willing to
apply, would
act only on the basis of disinterested
altruism, while our own Organisation has
cannot

the OAU for

ulterior motives!
Time and again, many of our countries
act as individual mendicant nations, not
30

as a

and Africa

mas.ses

of those victories when

the latterhave grown tarnished and blemished

confined

to

those for whom liberation has

wrought real fruits, to extol painfully the
virtues oiliberation, point at the enomiity of
the sacrifice in which many paid the ultimate,

objects of the analysis are themselves either
unable to expose these new myths or find it
convenient to integrate the latter into their
own
mythologies about their struggles.

For, “revolutionary mythology” is not
only a dangerous weapon in the hands of the
politically ambitious; it can lead even the
most
well-meaning into a historical cul-desac.

to

It becomes

hide

our

a

smokescreen behind which

failures; it blunts the will towards

self-criticism which constitutes the basis of
honest historical reflection. Therefore, a
weakened and disorganised Africa is more
amenable and

receptive to “revolutionary
mythologies”, especially when these are
created by those who have less to do with the
continent than their own professional
interests back home. It will

come

as

no

surprise to many of us if the documents of the
Liberation Committee

—

not to

mention the

biographies of African leaders themselves
emerge as the new “mythology” in the
hands of expatriate writers and institutions.
We are too afraid to trust our own analysts
and writers, if only because the latter are less

—

inclined towards the manufacture of

and forever remind all that it is this group, as

convenient and expedient mythologies about

opposed to that, which conducted the

our

struggle.

In the final analysis, even such attempts at
re-enacting (and sometimes even re-writing)
history will become tragicomedies, bereft of
an audience, and
lacking in political
significance beyond the forum of Heads of
State, selected dignitaries and “VIPs”. Sadly,
this threatens to become the established trend

unless the

history of the struggle is based on
objective assessment of the
relationship between that period and the
current one. As we have pointed out
elsewhere, the analysis of historical factors
and processes leading to national
independence constitutes a necessary
precondition for understanding the present
and future society. In the Southern African
situation in particular, this task is often
clouded and obstructed by the mythology
that has developed around the issue of armed
struggle. The danger arises when this
mythology is in turn imbibed by the analyst,
academically refined, and then re-imposed
an

honest and

onto the characterisation

of the social process
in a given society. The danger is compounded

if the

analyst is largely removed from the
dynamics of those processes; and more so if,
in a particular historical conjuncture, the

history and that of our leaders.

In the finally analysis, even the content of
our

(African) nationalism becomes suspect,

lacking that capacity for the kind of
indigenisation that is the subject of this edition
of SAPEM. This leads
anecdote

me

to end with

a

brief

liberation that I

picked up on a
visit to Malaysia (a country which, by the
way, might offer a model on economic
indigenisation) a year ago. My guide took
me to the Heroes’ Acre in Kuala
Lumpur, a
wonderful monument by any standards.
on

“Look,” he said, “this is

a new monument

altogether, a true reflection of Malaysian
history; the previous one had been
built by, and to the design of, a foreign
national

country (to remain nameless), with our heroes
and heroines reflecting the facial and physical

features of the

people of that country
day Kuala Lumpur woke up to find
the monument bombed to the ground. And so
.

,

,

Well, one

now. we

have had to build

our own

...

a

Malaysian monument.”

Africa

has to

begin to rebuild its own
its own history; only then will it
celebrate its victories, openly and

monuments,

be able to

confidently. Only then

can

Africa begin to

indigeni.se.Ll
Sapem August. 1994
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SELECQÅO CANARINA:

VICTORY 20 YEARS AFTER
Cyprian Chimuka

p

RAISE them and

forget how they
won it. Victory is victory — there is
nothing that succeeds success.

Brazil have

always been among the
favourites to win the World Cup whenever it
is held. But the South-American team only
once managed to go beyond the quarterfinals in the past 24 years. Victory finally
came in America this year, against all odds,
in a tournament favourites had nightmares.
The 1994 tournament belongs to its own

Morocco 2-1 and stunned the world with

a

1-

0

victory over Belgium. Because they made
history for Asian soccer, the Saudis were
rewarded handsomely. Each player got a

two were even

substituted

were

robbed of the

glory to qualify for the
reality that they
against the tired-looking

new

Volvo and US$50 000 in cash, in addition

second round. It is cruel

to a

Mercedes-Benz 500 each, for qualifying

failed to win

to

against the USA.

South Korea are allowed to shout on top of
their voices on top of mountains that they

USA-94.

Germans.

After six World

Down 3-0 at half time, they scored two
quick and brilliant goals in the second half

without

a

Cups and 17 matches
single win, Bulgaria had a change
find it

and troubled the Germans to the final whistle.

against the world’s best. They humbled twice
world champions, the Argentina of the
disgraced Maradona. The Bulgarians, led by

They were denied a genuine penalty.
Italy reached the finals but they had a
shaky start in the tournament. They lost 0-1

where the sport is a stranger, was probably
the most exciting and best organised since

the talented and skilled Barcelona

to

1970, the last time Brazil had won the World

tournament

class. It will be remembered for many years
to come. The tournament, held in a country

Cup. This is despite the fact that the final was
decided through a post-match penalty
shootout.
Soccer mania had just not yet

hit America
by May, only a month away from kick-off
Most baseball-crazy Americans were still
not aware that the most prestigious event in
the world’s most popular sport was to be held
in their country. The hosts were eliminated
from the tournament in the second round.
But the story was not

like in Tunisia in the

African Nations Cup finals in which matches
were

hosts

played in empty stadiums, after the
had been eliminated from the
in the

preliminaries. Instead, a
people watched the 52game tournament in nine American cities, a
million more people than in soccer-mad Italy
tournament

record 3,5 million

four years ago.
Those who believed

surprises in the
giants
such as Denmark, France, England, Uruguay,
Ghana and Egypt, failing to qualify — would
end there,
got it all wrong. The story
preliminaries

—

which

saw soccer

continued in America. Saudi Arabia,

appearing in their first ever World Cup finals
expected to win any
match or even collect a single point. But not
only did they win matches, they qualified for
the second round where they were eventually
stopped by Holland. The Saudis beat
tournament, were not
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of fortune. And it

was so sweet

Hristo Stoichkov, kicked out

to

striker,
of the

defending champions, Gennany.
Germany’s earliest exit from the
world cup since 1978. The Germans had the
best history in the World Cup besides Brazil,
who have qualified for every tournament and
That

have

was

won

it a record fourth time. Since

the Germans

1978,

losing finalists twice and
champions. But take nothing from
Bulgaria. They showed what stuff they were
made of when they qualified by beating the
were

once

famous France in Paris.

Colombia, the emerging powerhouse of
South American soccer, were
to win

heavily tipped

the World Cup by many soccer experts,

including the great Brazilian Pele. But the
game is not played on people’s mouths.
When the hour of reckoning came, Colombia
disappointed many. Their collapse seemed
more of a miracle than reality. They were
humiliated by USA, 2-1, andGheorge Hagi’s
Romania, 3-0. Colombia’s defeat against the
USA brought a lot of misery to this drugtroubled nation.

Defender Andres Escobar, who scored an

goal against the USA, had to pay for that
was shot dead by gunmen in
his country’s crime capital of Medellin.
Top players who were expected to be stars
of the tournament, the temperamental
Faustino Aspirilla who plays for Parma in
Italy, and twice South America player of the
year, Carlos Valderrama, failed to click. The
own

with his life. He

Ireland, drew 1-1

scrambled

with Mexico and

1-0

victory over Norway. In
round two, Italy were given the match “freeof-charge” by the generous Nigerians.
The west Africans were leading Italy with
only two minutes to go to full time, but they
a

surrendered their lead and fell down to

an

extra-time

penalty by Roberto Baggio.
only Brazil who lived up to their
reputation. They played a very positive game
devoid of defensive play and offside traps.
They attacked and defended as a team.
Despite winning the title on penalties, Brazil
were the only team that was never troubled in
It

was

the entire tournament.
For

Brazil, dominated by corruption,

suffocating

economy and mourning the
sudden death of three times world motor-

racing champion, Ayrton Senna, killed at the
San Marino Grand Prix in May, the victory
was a

great relief.

But for

player, Romario, who was
player of the tournament, the
victory was a measure of poetic justice.
Romario’s club, Barcelona, of Spain, was
routed 0-4 in the European Cup by Italy’s
AC Milan, which had seven players fielded
by Italy, Including the back four.
In the same vein, Italy’s defeat against
Brazil must have been a great disappointment
for coach Sacchi because he was expected to
gold-coat his illustrious career. He guided
AC Milan to two European championships
in 1989 and 1990. A World Cup title could
one

voted the best

have crowned it alllQ
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SAPEM INTERVIEW
MULUZI; “WHAT PLEASES ME IS THAT BANDA IS GONE”
parcel of the problems of the region. If there is a
region, we should be there to
assist. As we are talking now, there is a problem
in Rwanda (and Malawi is sending a small
contingent). Are you saying Malawi should not
have a say in the problem? Rwanda is an African
problem, so it is our problem.
conflict in the

Bakili Muluzi, Malawi’s new president, talks to

journalist Sandy Kuwali on his government's
first too days in office, following his party's
victory in the country’s first multi-party
elections, held in May this year. Excerpts:
KUWALI:

How do you

look at

There is
your

presidency at this point?
Muluzi: The main

concern

have

is the level of

poverty that prevails in the country. I have
toured the Northern Region, parts of the Central
and Southern Regions and I can tell you that the

Could you shade some light on the political
stalemate at present in terms ofeither forming
coalition government with one of the two
major opposition parties, MCP and Aford,
or a government of national unity?
Let me mention at the onset that people talk of
a government of national unity out of ignorance.
The Constitution does not provide for a
government of national unity as does the one in
South Africa. You cannot say that President
Nelson Mandela just appointed those people out
of his own kindness. It is because it is provided
a

for in the Constitution, that in the event of

an

election, there shall be a government of national

unity. There is no provision in our Constitution
which Mandates us to form a government of
national unity.
We tried before and after the referendum and
before the elections to invite

parties like Aford
the Common
other people
joined. We were trying to avoid the same
fragmentation on regional basis which is being
talked about today.
After having failed to invite the Alliance for
Democracy (Aford) to join the CEG, the United
Democratic FRONT (UDF) won the May 17
parliamentary general elections, three seats
short of an absolute majority. I won the
presidency.
In our first attempt at forming a coalition with
us. That is why we had
Electoral Group (CEG) which
to

join

Aford, Chihana (President of Aford) said he
wanted the Vice

32

Presidency. He also wanted

country which can claim that it

come

isolate herself?
I have said

level of poverty
The economy

is shocking.
is on the verge of collapsing.
There was a lot of extravagance. You know
what (former president) Kamuzu Banda did in
Lilongwe. He has built a state house costing
K700 million (almost USS70 million). And this
is tax payers’ money. So I have got a tough job,
I must admit, of looking at the question of
poverty alleviation, unemployment and at the
whole question of the economy and
development. There has to be massive investment
to allow us to adequately address these questions.

no

work on its own.

Europe for instance, they
together into the European Union
(EU). The North Americans are doing the
same. So how can a small country like Malawi
can

belong to PTA, how can we be
regional economic groupings
if we isolate ourselves? I will continue doing it,
that is, visiting my colleagues so that we can
share problems and compare notes.
we

effective in these
ministerial

seven

positions. I said to them, ‘on

what basis’.

You look at the scenario of the elections, the
UDF President got
Banda got 900,000

almost 1.5 million votes,
and Chihana 500,000. On

Many economists and other development
experts are saying this is the right time for

what basis would Aford claim the Vice

Malawi to embark

Presidency. Why not Banda and why not MCP
(Malawi Congress Party)?

such

How

you going to break the impasse?
Those who would like to work with UDF are
are

most welcome. I have left the door open

to

Aford.

Anytime they want to come, they are
welcome. I have no problems working with
Aford as a party. But let me not hide to you, I
have got a problem working with MCP. It is a
party that I fought, my colleagues in Aford
fought. People have suffered, they have been
detained, people have been killed under MCP.
And that is the party one wants to work with?
Definitely not. This is the thing I am talking
about.

On

regional

issues,

commentators have

many
political
misunderstood your

solidarity visits to neighbouring countries so
early in your presidency while others have
applauded them because Banda’s regime belittled regional bodies. And yet these are
important in terms of regional co-operation
and

cross

border investments. How do you

respond to these criticisms?
The people who are criticising my tours around
the region are definitely MCP people. Banda
isolated Malawi for whatever reason I would not
know. Malawi

belongs to regional economic
groupings such as Preferential Trade Area (PTA)
and the Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC). We also belong to the
Commonwealth and
United Nations. But

we

are

a

member of the

unfortunately, for many
years we never went with our neighbours on
foreign policy. What I am trying to do is go round
our neighbours and show solidarity, show them
that Malawi exists and that we are part and

as

on a

vigorous land policy

the land-for-the-tiller of the Far

Eastern countries like Taiwan. What are your
views

on

this?

Malawi has got three serious problems which I
have identified. One of them is population growth.
It is growing at 3.5 percent annually.

That is quite
high. While we have the population problem, we
also have the land problem. Thirdly, we have the
problem of the environment.
My government will have to try hard to address
the three problems in three ways, starting with
population. Because even if you were to address
the question of land today and leave out the
population question as it is, you still have a
problem.
What we propose to do is to look at the
question of population growth and then land and,
finally, the environment because they all impact
negatively on the economy. We are having an
annual growth rate ofthe Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) of 7 percent so that many children are
being bom who need to be fed. This is one of my
priorities.
Many Malawians up to today cannot believe
really left the political scene
and the presidency he so obviously loved. Are
you enjoying your new job.
Perhaps the word enjoying is overstating the
point. I think to be president is a tough and
challenging job. But what satisfied me is not that
I am President of Malawi. What pleases me is
that Banda is gone. That that regime which
oppressed the people of Malawi is gone and that
today people can live happily an harmoniously.
That to me is more important. The enjoyment is
not in me being President but that the people of
that Banda has

Malawi have liberated themselves of these 30
years

of oppression.^
Sapem August, 1994
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starting point is that building socialism
removing patriarchy
and transfomiing gender relations is impossible.
What would result if gender relations are ignored
in the transfomiation process would be neither
democratic, nor socialist. The ending of
exploitation of the working class and the
eradication of all fomis of oppression that are
part of the building of .socialism and communism
is distorted and undermined by the continued
oppression and exploitation of women through
patriarchal relations.
We hold also that economic incorporation is
Our

51

DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS

50 Years is

Society is the

Degree of Freedom of the Women.
without, in that process,

insufficient

on

its

own

—

socialism is not purely

economic system. It must incorporate new
economic relations, new political life and
a new

ideological and cultural practices,
family life and new balances
between all ofthe.se aspects of our lives.
We are committed to creating a left
environment in which it is unacceptable for a
socialist to speak, write and even think without
integrating gender relations into the product. We
do not easily allow socialists to forget about class
relations: nor must we allow socialists to forget
or
ignore gender relations. In fact, we should
understand that gender is a component of the
concept of class, and that class is a component of
the concept of gender. No class is a monolithic
entity — every class has gender inequalities

structures, new
new

forms of

within it. Women are not

a

homogenous group—

there are serious class differences among women.
We Need

Strategic Leadership on the
Woman Question

fluidity about what the socialist
project entails, we as the South African left, led
by the SACP (which is committed at policy level
to gender sensitivity), are operating in a period of
transition involving the deepening of the national
democratic revolution, which gives us a unique
opportunity to do pathbreaking work around the
woman question. The challenge that faces us is to
provide strategic leadership within the liberation
In the present

,T3
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and within the international left

movement

community
can

on

how the emancipation of women

be achieved.

That

leadership must include the development
approach to gender struggles. It
must include theorizing about the South African
socialist project which is gender inclusive.
It must include practice to:
*
empower women and integrate them into all
spheres of life;
*
empower men to participate in the
transformation of gender relations and adjust to
new non-oppressive and non-exploitati ve gender
of

a

theoretical

relations;
*

transform cultural and

ideological practices
patriarchy;
*
reconstruct political institutions as state,
governmental and civil society levels;
*
transfonn economic relations to give women
an independent and non-exploitative stake in the
economy; and
*
tackle inequalities in gender relations within
our organisations and the democratic movement
which entrench

as a

whole.

Emancipation?
a

theoretical level, the collapse of socialism

in Eastern

Europe has removed

one

of the main

targets of European socialist feminists, and lent
credence to their criticism of Marxist-Leninist

Parties and old-guard socialist governments as
being male dominated, andro-centric (gender
blind), and undemocratic. There is a large body
of feminist writings which critiques the Soviet

Union, Cuba, China and Third World socialist
for having paid lip service to women's
emancipation and in reality to have entrenched
patriarchy, even if in a new form.
There is much said about this failure being
inherent in the theory of Marxism Leninism, a
point which is obviously challengeable and I
think disprovable. There are also some socialist
feminist theorists such as Maxine Molyneux,
who argue that it is to “the development strategies
pursued by these states, rather than as resulting
from inadequacies in socialist theory itself that
states

we must turn

in order to understand the failure of

socialist states on the woman

question. The task
disprove this in practice as a
Marxist Leninist Party committed to the real
emancipation and empowerment of women, and
especially of working class women. It will be our
strategic approach to gender struggle within our
organisations and within the transition period
that will disprove the critique of Marxism Leninist
theory on the woman question.
which

we

face is to

An Internationalist

There is another
34

On

a

one

of the main

theoretical level, the collapse of
socialism in Eastern Europe has removed

Approach to Gender

Struggle
body of thought, writing and

targets of European socialist

feminists, and lent credence to their criticism
of Marxist-Leninist Parties and

old-guard
governments as being male
dominated, andro-centric (gender blind),

socialist

and undemocratic.

experience which we should draw on for
developing an integrated approach to gender
struggle — namely the struggles around gender
in national liberation struggles and in Third
World socialist struggles. Women in Vietnam,
Nicaragua, Angola and other countries have
stories to tell which should inform our strategising
around how to take the gender struggle forward
with the struggle for a socialist future. It must be
noted that

none

of these countries has

an

unproblematic approach to the woman question,
but

Is Marxism Leninism Anti Women’s

On

a

some

of the reassessments and shifts in

policy and organisation that have been adopted
in these countries are useful to explore.
The experience of Nicaraguan women in
setting up Houses of Women which became
places of reference and support to women, and
which included Integral Health Clinics, Legal
Offices. Maternity Houses and Day Care Child
Centres contains in it a mass driven approach to
organising women around gender issues. Perhaps
it is along these lines that we should be
approaching mass organisation of women in the
Reconstruction and Development Programme.
Such Houses have been both a focus of organising
activity and a place of development and
empowerment of women.
The Costa Rican People’s Vanguard Party has
a tradition of active work amongst women and
a strong commitment to women's equality. In the
80s, the Party realised that the Union of Costa
Rican Women, a mass organisation that the Party
has helped to build was developing less than
satisfactorily; that women took a limited part in
political work arguing that household chores,
husbands’ attitudes and responsibilities to
children kept them out; and that the number of
women in leading posts at various levels of the
Party structure and in mass movements did not
correspond to the growing role of women in
Costa Rican life. This should sound familiar to
the South African liberation movement!

In-depth assessment showed that women often
saw the failure of leaders of the Party to act in a
way that reflected a commitment to women’s
emancipation particularly in their personal lives,
and so became disillusioned with the Party as a
whole. The Party concluded that “if there is to be

valid solution for the women’s

problem,

one

has to start with oneself. In this respect,

the
Party concurred with the feminist slogan that the
personal is political. The Party’s experience is
that such a criticism of the Party rapidly became
a rejection of existing socialism and the .socialist
route to women's emancipation.
The Party’s response to this realisation was to
resolve at their 15th Congress in 1984. to
undertake serious and painstaking ideological
work "to explain the significance of the struggle
for full equality of women as a component part of
the overall struggle for socialism. The problem
of discrimination against women must be seen
both

as

a

historical

phenomenon and

as a

phenomenon of the present day, so that we.
Communists, should more clearly see our duty
of acting against any signs of such discrimination
even in our own ranks. We must help women to
overcome all the obstacles to their participation
in social life which are largely connected with
their status in the society and the family. ’’
(Ganboa, F; “Starting From Oneself in World
Marxist Review. 1987)
Women’s Economic Base for

Struggle
importance for
the success of the emancipation of women is
economic transformation. The current global
restructuring, the restructuring of the South
African economy, the job creation programme
and other economic aspects of the RDP can be
approached from the perspective of gender status
quo. or in a manner which puts gender
transfomiation and empowennent finnly on the
agenda. Without an economic and financial base
of their own. women’s capacity to engage in
fundamental struggle against gender oppression
and to embark on socialist struggle becomes
severely hampered.
An

area

The

that is of fundamental

traditional/classical Marxist Leninist

approach to the woman question identified the
economic integration of women as the prime
means of removing the oppression of women.
The reassessment generated by Perestroika, led
to the realisation that comprehensive revisions
were necessary in three main areas — state
policy, political representation and the economy.
The CPSU (Communist Party of the Soviet
Union) at the 27th Congress identified serious
social problems relating to family life, and
resolved to enable

women to

combine both their

responsibilities as mothers with participation in
the economy. Gorbachev’s address outlined the
following;
In the twelfth five year

period,

we are

planning to extend the practice of letting
work a shorter day or week, or to
work at home. Mothers will have paid

women

leave until their babies are eighteen months
old. The number of paid

days off granted to
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mothers to

care

for sick children will be

increased. The lower-income families with

and

In

the

isfy fully the people’s need for pre-school

period of reconstruction and
development, the process of job creation
should also allow us to cut work hours, give
better parental leave conditions, to facilitate

children’s institutions within the next few

most leisure time and

children of up to twelve years of age will
receive child allowances. We intend to sat-

(Quoted in Molyneux, M; 1990, in
Agenda 10)
This has pointers for the present South African
context
the solution to the social problems
such as alcoholism, high divorce rates, crime and
hooliganism, high abortion figures, growing
years.

—

more

domestic labour

time for both male and female workers.

gender sensitive institution. The state

intervenes

in the lives of

women

in

a

number

and variety
such

of ways—women cannot respond to
interventions in anything but an alienated

manner

while the state remains distant, male

dominated and sexist institution. The role of
affirmative action here is crucial, but it must also
include

restructuring the state and government
equip them with appropriate
mechanisms to embark on gender development
and empowennent in their specific field.
institutions to

democratising ofthe state in transition. An integral
component of such a process must be the
transfonnation of the state into

a women

friendly

Within the South African state structures

infant

mortality rates, etc, which were being
experienced in the Soviet Union at the time does
not lie in formalising the women’s double day
and accommodating it.lt surely, if we are truthful
to our approach to gender relations, must entail
restructuring the work hours, work conditions,
leave provisions of ALL workers, men and
women, top a low for personal and family life to
be developed and enriched while both men and
women are involved in economic activity. In the
period of reconstruction and development, the
process ofjob creation should also allow us to cut
work hours, give better parental leave conditions,
to

facilitate most leisure time and

more

domestic

labour time for both male and female workers.

This process must

be backed up by a political
of developing the familial and social
re.sponsibilityofmen.toavoidthe problem which
emerged when trade unions won paternal leave,
namely that men took it, and spent their time in
the shebeens, and loafing and in fact increasing
the burden on the woman and not assisting in
easing the pressure of home with a new bom
baby!
Alongside this, the socialist movement needs
to explore how the social problems of our country
are addressed. The brutality and anti-human
nature of apartheid has psychologically and
socially damaged our own generation, but it has
scarred the youth and children even more deeply.
The Left should campaign for the Department of
Welfare to set up Community Life Skills Centres
process

in which recreation activities

can

be combined

with

psychological and social work counselling
Such centres should also play an important
developing within our communities an
understanding and practice of non-oppressive
gender relations. The solution to crime, violence
and social dislocation does not lie only in
addressing the socio-economic problems and in
democratising structures of government and state.
It must also be rooted in dealing with the personal
in a political and organisation manner through
both mass and non-govemmental organisation,
policy ofpolitical parties and through the activities
groups.
role in

of the

state

government.

Transition to

a

Gender Sensitised State

We also face the challenge
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ESSAY OF THE MONTH
currently, there is ongoing class and ideological
struggle around the interests that the state is to
serve. The Left has to engage with and intervene
in these struggles in a manner which serves
working class intere.sts. The Left also has to
intervene in

a manner

which

serves

the interests

of women in general and of working class women
in

1% SAFES BOOKS
iASI

particular.
Left Approach to a Women’s Movement
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The lessons from the

collapse of socialist
countries has very significant implications for
the importance of organisation and mobilisation
of

SOUTH AFRICA: THE CHALLF:NGE OF

outside of the state and outside of

women

CHANGE

political parties into women’s organisations and/
or a

women's movement. The centre of such

movement must

be

k

and the middle clas.ses.
The Women's National Coalition has provided

point of contact between a wide range of South

African women’s
as

organisations but it is not. and
presently constituted and structured cannot

become

left-led women’s

a

movement.

To

The

a

based and

working
organisation with a clearly
transformational programme. The mistake of
disbanding the UDF-linked mass based women's
organisation has taken its toll on the struggle for
gender equality. The South African L,eft faces an
enormous challenge to re-root the
gender struggle
amongst the mass of women, and not to allow it
to become the preserve of “leaders", intellectuals
a mass

class led women’s

a

now available

challenge^
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discriminatory access to schools, health and welfare —
Maphai
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a

large extent, its ability to become this lies in the
working class led, mass based
women’s organisation. There is some rationale
behind suggesting that campaigning structures
are more
appropriate for mobilising and
politicising women than ongoing organisational
structures that require a serious time commitment
for women on a regular basis. The risk here is
that without mass based organisation, mass
mobilisation can degenerate into an essentially
manipulative process in which genderactivitists

EDUCATION SERIES

weakness of

roll out the

masses

of women when and if it suits

them and
an

working class women are left without
organised and democratic voice to articulate

their common interests.
In the

changing situation of the liberation
moving into government and
legislature, the focus on building mass based
women's organisation can be expected to be
movement

shifted

to

the backbumer. The Left forces must

revitalise the debate about
women

in

a mass

how to

organise

based formation and about the

relationship between and independence of such
based women’s organisation from existing
political parties. Perhaps it is time for the Left to
take the lead in opening up the debate for a fifth
partner to the Alliance — a mass based
progressive women's organisation alongside,
but independent of, tbe ANC, SACP, COSATU
a mass
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INDIGENISATION AND AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION
Guy Mhone

c

URRENTLY, in Southern Africa, there

social and economic relations, and that

is

often than not,

snowballing lobby for
indigenisation and affirmative action
ostensibly aimed at rectifying historical
inequities with respect to access to employment,
incomes, land, entrepreneurship, credit, foreign
exchange and social and economic infrastmeture.
While this lobbying is most pronounced in the
apartheid tainted socio-economic formations of
a

South Africa. Namibia and Zimbabwe, it is

present in

muted forms is such countries

as

Malawi, BotswanaandZambiaas well, countries
which have also

experimented

with various

types of policies aimed at resolving some of the
most obvious

in their

own

legacies of racial or ethnic inequity
domains.

For those familiar with

the social and economic

reality in Southern

Africa, and in particular with the nature of the
racial

inequities in income and asset entitlements,
indigenisation and affirmative action
not fail to elicit a wave of empathy and

calls for
will

support.
A closer examination of the issues at stake,

however, suggests that current calls for such
restitutive

measures

should be viewed with

apprehension, rather than be embraced
uncritically. In this respect, it is necessary to
distinguish the superficial from the substantive
aspects of these calls by interrogating them in
regard to their meanings, content and
contextualisation. It is instructive

to

recall that

policies similar to current demands for
indigenisation and affirmative action have been
attempted elsewhere before. In Eastern Africa,
following independence, such calls were
associated with the attempt to circumscribe the
economic activities of resident Asians resulting
in their massive expulsion or exodus. A similar,
but muted, strategy was undertaken in Malawi to
similarly enhance the participation of African
entrepreneurs in the rural sector of the economy.
In Zambia, policies aimed initially at
Africanisation. and later at Zambianization were
also

pursued after independence to promote
similar goals, particularly in employment. And
in Zimbabwe, similar policies have effectively
been implemented to transform the structure of
public sector employment.
A review of the experiences of the foregoing
countries will show that attempts to rectify
historical inequities can take many foniis and
can be
targetted at different aspects of inherited
Sapem August, 1994

more

they tend to result in Phyrric
More fundamentally, it may be asserted

victories.

that calls to resolve historical

inequities through
policies of indigcnisauon and affirmative action,
first, substitute a mirage for the substantive
issues at .stake, and second, conflate equity with
development issues in a manner that diverts
attention from the latter, or that compromises the
ability to initiate appropriate strategies to promote
the latter (i.e economic development).
Essentially, such calls have tended to result in
the promotion of opportunistic or parochial
interests while
rarely contributing to the
promotion of growth, development and equity.
In this essay it is contended that current calls for
indigenisation and affirmative action are
superficial precisely because they are not located
within clearly articulated overall development
strategies; and that as isolated objectives,
indigenisation and affirmative action are both
illusive and elusive in their practical
developmental and equity implications.
The Problem of Meanings
It is important to first distinguish between
equal opportunity, affirmative action and
indigenisation as policy objectives; and .second,
to identify the areas and the groups at which
these objectives may be targetted. The promotion
of equal opportunity refers to policies aimed at
creating an enabling environment for ensuring
that all individuals in a given society have equal
chances of taking advantage of market
opportunities by removing barriers to
participation in employment and entrepreneurial
activities.

Such barriers may

ethnicity

or

be based on race, sex,
nationality, and may relate to legal,

attitudinal, behavioral

or

structural factors

constraining the economic prospects of particular
groups.
Promotion of

equal opportunity through the
competition, mobility,
information, and so on, generally elicits a broad

removal of barriers to

consensus

in

a

market driven economic system

precisely because such barriers

are.

in

any case,

assumed to constitute inefficiencies in

an

ideal

market economy.

Conservatives would even
contend that the establishment of an environment
conducive to equal

opportunities is all one needs
to resolve nonmarket based economic inequities;
and that the market should be allowed to reward

and punish differentially on the basis of the
productivity or performance of individuals
irrespective of their extra market characteristics
such as race, sex. age, ethnicity or nationality.
Of cour.se, the main deficiency or inadequacy
of equal opportunity policies is that they are
primarily passive and not proactive. They are
akin to creating an environment where an able
bodied adult,

allowed

a

child and

disabled individual

a

freely compete in a race with the
rewards accruing to the resulting winner
‘irrespective’ of the physical status ofeach of the
competitors. Equal opportunity programmes,
are

more

to

often than not, take initial economic

endowments

as given, no matter how unequal.
they take the structural environment
as given, no matter how bia.sed it might be
against particular groups. It is not surprising
therefore that such policies elicit the support of

In addition,

conservatives who thus see no need for additional

policies. The foregoing deficiencies of equal
opportunity policies are indeed also the very
basis on which affirmative action policies are
predicated.
Affirmative action policies are generally
proactive in nature and are predicated on the
contention that where

a

socio-economic

environment biased

against particular groups
exists, and where prospective economic
participants have unequal initial endowments in
access to

economic assets such

and education, and in

as

access

finance, land,
to household

incomes, equal opportunity policies will of
necessity yield unequal outcomes in the market
place, even if this may ameliorate the plight of
previously disadvantaged groups marginally.
Thus affirmative action policies are therefore
primarily aimed at bending or modifying the
rules of the market so as to compensate for tiie
initial disadvantages some prospective economic
participants may have, or to compensate for the
structural

biases of the

environment.

socio-economic

Affirmative action

policies are
generally aimed at changing the
unequal distribution of initial endowments or at
changing the structural biases as such, but at
compensating for them or neutralising their
consequences for targetted disadvantaged
however

not

groups.

Implicit in affirmative action policies are the
assumptions that the compensatory interventions
should be temporary for each cohort of
37
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beneficiaries in that

they

head start in the market

given a short term
place, and that in the

are

long temi the beneficiaries should be
self-sustaining and able to compete in an open
environment, perhaps bolstered by equal
opportunity policies. Thus in terms of promoting
the entrepreneurial participation ofdisadvantaged

medium to

groups, affinnative action policies might call for
the provision ofconsessional or privileged access

credit,

trading or industrial licences, public
foreign exchange, land and so
on.
And with regard to employment, such
policies might entail preferential quotas in
education and training institutions hiring and
promotions. However, in both cases, it is
anticipated that in the medium to long term the
benefitting entrepreneurs and workers will be
able to compete in the market place selfsustainably without compensatory props from
the state. Affinnative action policies are not
expected to permanently compensate for poor
performance or for inefficiency, but to merely
compensate for those factors in initial
to

sector contracts,

endowments and the socio-economic structure
cause individuals who are potentially
equally capable or productive from being treated
equally or similarly or from being given equal
opportunities to realise theireconomic potentials.
Thus while affirmative action policies aim at
compensating for factors that constrain
disadvantaged individuals or groups from
realising or actualising their economic potentials,
equal opportunity policies attempt to ensure that
individuals with similar or equivalent economic
potential are given equal market opportunities.
To be sure, neither set of policies (affirmative
action or equal opportunity) seeks to equalise or
resolve unequal initial endowments or the
structural factors sustaining such inequalities, or
to ensure equality of economic outcomes in
terms of entrepreneurial returns or incomes. It is
nevertheless anticipated that as a consequence of
both policies the plight of disadvantaged groups

which

will be ameliorated, even if not eliminated.

Indigenisation
indigenisation is much more
ambiguous than the other two and has meant
different things to different people. An early
explication of indigenisation is probably best
represented by the definition proffered by Prof
Adebayo Adedeji in indigenisation of African
Economies where he suggests that profound
indigenisation.
Entails a wholesale disengagementfrom
the exploitative relations of Africa with
other economies, particularly the
capitalist West. In so far as Africans
become implacable foes of imperialism
and the whole syndrome of dependence
associated with it. they have to do without
The term

38

most

‘socialist’

and

operationalisation of indigenisation in practice
raises a number of issues. First the question
arises whether the process is to be undertaken as

of the apparatus of international
aid, imported capital, imported technology
imported consumer goods. [Adedeji

(Editor). Indigenisation.]
And

a

specifically:
indigenisation is the process by which a
government limits participation in a
particular industry entirely or in part to
citizens of the country, thus forcing alien
owners either to sell to indigenous
entrepreneurs or to withdraw from
participation in certain economic
activities.
[Adedeji
(Editor).
Indigenisationf
In this respect, indigenisation is seen to entail
at least four aspects, namely indigenisation of
ownership of assets, indigenisation of control
over enterprises, indigenisation of human
resources
employed at all levels, and
indigenisation of technology.
Thus the primary purpose of
indigenisation
is
economic
decolonization, the reduction of economic
dependence and the achievement of an
increasing measure of self-reliance
through internally located and selfsustaining
growth
Unlike
nationalisation, indigenisation in fact
encourages, develops and strengthens
indigenous private enterprise at the
expense
of expatriate-controlled
enterprise
[Adedeji (Editor).
Indigenisation p.SIJ
Thus for Prof Adedeji and the contributors to
the book, indigenisation more generally refers to
the endogenization (or internalization) of the
processes of accumulation, production,
consumption, technological innovation and so
on, aimed at resolving enclave development that
is underpinned by reliance on monoculture, and
dependence on primary exports and imports of
capital, intermediate and income elastic consumer
goods from the developed countries.
It is important to stress that indigenisation as
more

a

an autonomous

and

a

zero-sum

game

more

contentious issue, relates to the

definition of the

anticipated indigenous
citizenship, residence,
Africanness’, race, or. for that matter, ethnicity
or tribe. This definitional issue can be highly
emotive given that any one definition chosen is
likely to either unfairly disadvantage one group
or another or most likely to be abused. When the
process of indigenisation is restricted to the
promotion of an autonomous capitalism, the
class implications of the exercise have also to be
brought into the picture especially regarding the
possibility that the exercise might either entrench
old inequities or create new forms of class
differentiation based on the ascendency of a
minority elite from among the indigenous group,
beneficiaries in terms of
‘

however defined.
More

fundamentally, it is worth pondering

whether indigenisation constitutes a strategy for,
or

an

outcome

of, the development of an

autocentered economy for which other strategies
are

needed. If seen

whether it is

a

strategy, as Prof. Adedeji
imply, the question arises

as a

and others would

sufficient, necessary or mere

complement to other strategies and policies for
the transformation of a dependent capitalist
underdeveloped economy into an autonomous,
auto-centred

capitalist economy.
indigenisation should be added
that for empowerment with which it overlaps. It
appears that in South Africa, for instance, the
idea of empowerment, more precisely perhaps.
economic empowerment, has been brought in as
a slightly separate demand from that of equal
opportunity, affirmative action orindigeni.sation.
The notion of empowerment is currently quite
fashionable among NGOs and donor agencies
attempting to promote participatory approaches
at the grass-roots level and entails the need to
give effective control over economic and social
activities to disadvantaged or vulnerable groups
To the call for

transformation process

and auto-centred socialism

who

would also be

compatible with indigenisation
even if in Prof. Adedeji’s definition this is
precluded, and even if this option has in practice
been pre-empted by the collapse of the Socialist
Bloc, the atrophy of dependent socialism as in
beleaguered Cuba, and tbe adoption of market
reforms in China and in almost all of the fonnerly

redistribution exercise in

The

gainers are promoted at the expense of
losers, or as a promotional exercise in a positivesum game where the disadvantaged indigenous
group systematically and progressively receives
the larger share of an expanding pie in terms of
entrepreneurial and employment participation,
and in terms of upward mobility. The second,

implying internal structural change toward a
more articulated economy, and implying a
realignment of the status of a given country in the
international division of labour. Indigenisation
in this context entails the development of an
autonomous and auto-centered capitalism as
opposed to a dependent capitalism. Presumably,
also,

countries.

where

...

defined above refers to

African

are

intended beneficiaries of external

interventions.

In South Africa, the notion has

been extended to

cover

the need for worker

participation in the management of enterprises
more or less along the lines of the Gentian social
market model

I

or

the Scandinavian social

democracy models.

Quite correctly some
Sapem August, 1994
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proponents of empowerment such as Unions in
South Africa, see the calls for equal opportunity,
aftinnative action and indigenisation as primarily

benefitting disadvantaged elites; and as not
directly affecting low income and vulnerable
groups in the rural economy and in wage
employment, while others, such as aspiring
entrepreneurs see empowerment as

equivalent

indigenisation in the sense of transferring
ownership and control over economic assets
into the hands of entrepreneurial aspirants from
disadvantaged groups.
to

The Problem

As lobbying platfonns, the calls for affirmative

action, equal opportunity, empowerment and

indigenisation appear more pronounced in South
Africa where the issues of class, race and ethnicity
are also intricately intermingled thereby
immensely complicating the elaboration of
policies related to these calls. Similar demands
are being made in Zimbabwe in form of calls for
affirmative action and indigenisation by aspiring
black entrepreneurs, who seek a bigger share of
the cake

in the commercial (or formal)

agricultural, industrial and service sectors.
Actually, Zimbabwe did effect a fairly successful
Africanisation of the public sector after attaining
independence but has been unable to similarly
transform the private sector in regard to
increasing the participation of Africans in middle
and higher level management, technical and
professional jobs and in ownership of enterprises
in proportion to the racial composition of the
population. Admittedly, the government’s hands
in Zimbabwe were tied by the 10 year restrictive
clauses in the Lancaster Agreement that ushered
in independence. This Agreement has since
expired, which, coupled with the Zimbabwe
government’s abandonment of the socialist
project, and the adoption of structural adjustment
measures has unleashed the previously
suppressed pent-up entrepreneurial aspirations.
Alongside these calls from aspiring Zimbabwean
African entrepreneurs there has been the long
standing concern for land redistribution and
resettlement

as a

mass-oriented form of affi-

rmative action, empowerment or indigenisation.
It should be noted that South Africa and
Zimbabwe are by no means unique

in this respect,
African governments that have had
significant privileged minorities from foreign
since many

lands in their midst, have at
embarked

on

similar

one

measures.

time

another
Zambia had its
or

Africanisation and later Zambianization
programme particularly on the Copperbelt which
ended up imparting a high cost structure to the

indu,stry. Amin’s cleansing of Asians in Uganda
is well recorded in the annals of history; and
similar policies to systematically disempower
Asians or restrict their economic activities
undertaken in Malawi,

were

kenya and Tanzania
which, passed laws to that effect in one degree or
another.
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<

§
Zimbabweans

are

srill

waiting for land redistribution

All these

experiences with restrictive
however, have in the past,
represented Phyrric or ambiguous victories hence
the need to critically question the amount of
energies currently being devoted to similar issues
in South Africa and Zimbabwe in particular. It
is important initially to know to what degree
restrictive policies or programmes as variously
implied by equal opportunity, affirmative action,
indigenisation and empowennent notions can be
seen to contribute to, or to be part of overall
economic development strategies aimed at
promoting sustainable, auto-centred growth. In
this respect, it is necessary to be wary of the
fallacious proclivity by proponents of such
measures in South Africa and Zimbabwe to rely
on similar restitutive programmes or policies
found in developed countries such as equal
opportunity and affirmative action guidelines in
programmes,

as a

mass-orientedform of Affirmative Aetion

private gain with insignificant net social benefits
accruing or whereby the outcome has actually
compromised the ability of the redistributed
economic pie to expand. In the process, overall
economic welfare has been undermined

with restitutive

measures

behind such

were

and

certainly dismiss them

England. Each of the countries not only has
larger and developed economic pie that can
only be expected to increase marginally but,
also, their restitutive policies are aimed at
protecting or promoting the interests of a minority
rather than the majority as is the case in Africa.

in the absence of

a

fomially articulated development strategy to
expand the economic pie such that the dominant
minority is not so much dispossessed as subsumed
and surpassed by new developments is in fact a
capitulation implying that the required
fundamental task cannot be accomplished.
Ironically, if the Bretton Wood institutions

Canada, United States of America, Australia,
a

or

compromised while underdevelopment and
economic dependency have continued unabated,
even if camouflaged by a new comprador middle
and capitalist class from among the disadvantaged
majority. One may indeed be forgiven having
the impression that the undue preoccupation

measures we

would almost

as diversionist ploys to
entrench the interests of international capital.
This time, however, if

our

countries in the sub-

In countries like South Africa and Zimbabwe,

region uncritically allow themselves to be rail
roaded by parochial interests into such restitutive
measures in the absence of long term development
strategies, they will be shooting themselves in

and others

the foot.

the fundamental

better to revisit the interventionist

preoccupied with similar measures,
problem is how to expand the
economic pie such that growth and development
are accompanied by equity. When viewed in this
dynamic light it is clear that economic
development, implying growth with equity, will
necessarily result in the economic empowennent
of the majority thereby also subsuming the goals
of equal opportunity and affirmative action.
More often than not.

restitutive

measures

along the lines of those discussed here have
either represented the promotion of parochial
interests whereby particular groups have acquired

In fact, African countries would do

strategies
previously deployed, albeit with limited success,
to promote agrarian capitalism in Cote d’Ivoire,
Malawi, Kenya and Botswana for instance and
examine how similar

strategies could be made
general and comprehensive to encompass
industrialization, promotion of backward and
forward linkages, selective de-linking
in
particular activities and overall structural
more

transformation

toward

autocentered

development as envisioned by progressive
proponents of indigenisation.Q
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GENDER ISSUES

OLDER WOMEN/YOUNGER MEN:
CONTESTING SEXUAL POWER
Patricia McFadden

I

WAS 32 years
encounter
a

younger

old when 1 had my first
being sexually attracted to
man, and can remember my

with

peers urgently and anxiously whispering to me
that I would be too powerful for him; would
devour him. etc.

all those adjectives that seek
the anxiety with which most people
(female and male) associate with the possiblity
of doing something which is considered sexually
deviant and too risky in socially accepted terms.
He was soft-spoken, and very physically
appealing in a manner which made him
irresistably attractive, and afterthe usual socially
pennitted indications on my part that I found him
attractive did not elicit the kind of response I
hoped for, I decided to take the plunge and pose
the issue directly to him. He bolted in fright, and
1 was left with this ambivalent feeling that either
1 had gone too far (as my friends had often
warned me about my behaviour), or that I had not
used the best approach (i.e. 1 could have been less
'aggressive'), or simply that he was a fool not to
realise just how much he would be missing.
to

—

express

After that, whenever we

met. he was

hurry to be somewhere
partly as a way
of covering up my sense of embarrassment at the
rejection I felt, as well as an expression of this
new sense of power 1 had experienced as a
consequence of having 'stepped across the ageist
uncomfortably in

a

else.and 1 would smile to myself,

heterosexual divide'.
A few years

later. 1 had ‘my fingers burnt
again' when I had a very similar encounter with
a young man whom 1 had assumed was much
more sexually mature because he was very
advanced in his political thinking and activism.
He reacted in a very similar, but interestingly
different

manner.

He did not

but instead insisted that if

run

out

of the room,

we were to

become

sexually involved, it would diminish his respect
forme as a political colleague and as a role model
(ie. he being a younger progressive looking up to
an olderprogressive). Interestingly, this particular
young man translated his refusal to have a sexual
relationship with me into a matter of political
principle, as well as an expression of power. He
claimed that sex would spoil our political
relationship because, presumably my being a
political colleague put me beyond the bounds of
also being a sexual partner. In this instance, sex
was presented as a devaluation of my self, as a
female political activist, and 1 could only retain
40

political legitimacy in his

gaze as

long

as

I

related with him

a-sexually. My sexuality and
my sexual needs were negatives in our collective
efforts to make the world a better place, and
therefore, 1 had no sexuality as a political agent.
My political agency had to remain sexual-less
for it to be credible and recognised, in his view,
at least. I also assume that he. like many of his
colleagues, associates with feminists, proclaims
himself a 'feminist', supports the feminist/
women' s

cause,

but would not have a sexual and

long-term relationship with afeminist. because
disrespect her. So. he must
be having sexual relationships with women who
are not feminist, who are politically passive, and
who accept their subordinate status as dictated
by the dominant male order. A familiar scenario

or

that would make him

no

doubt in terms of the sexual lives of most

'progressive' males
globally).

on

this continent (and

Feminists, Politics and Sexuaiity
In many ways,

he was e.xpressing a sentiment
through the minds/perspectives
of most progressive males in their relationships
with political women. I can remember
experiencing a sense of being 'the hunted' at
male hegemonised conferences in the 70s and
early 80s before we began to create alternative
spaces in the African Women's Movement to
which still

discourse
women,

runs

on

intellectual and activist matters

without the sexual harrassment

as

we

encountered

continually in male intellectual
One knew that attending a conference
organised by African male progressives was
necessary and useful in terms of remaining/or
becoming part of the wider movement against
colonisation and racist oppression, but one also
carried with her the anxiety of how she would
negotiate the sexual pressure that was
immediately imposed at the on,set of such
conferences, and which would only abate (not
disappear) once she had been associated with, or
spaces.

had associated herself, in sexual terms, with a

particular male. I know that in some instances,
engaging in a sexual encounter with a male at a
conference

was a

matter

of choice, but in many

instances, such encounters, whether actual
fabricated

as

a

tactic

to create

'sexually occupied female'
contestations of gendered and
in such communities.

a

or

space as a

were part of the
intellectual power

So when this very

attractive young

man

confidently reminded me that my sexuality could
either be defined by him as dangerous to myself
(in terms of my political status within the
progressive community), or that it could be
denied (as many women who refused to
collaborate in the sexual colonisation which

was

assumed to be part

of being female and political
during that period found out), or, that it could be
treated

something a younger man could hold
against me for the foreseeable future in our
public interactions, I realised just how deeply
embedded this nexus between sexuality and
gendered power is in our lives as women and
men. Age did not dis-empower this young man
from translating my expressed sexual desires
into a weapon he thought he could fashion against
as

me as a woman

and

as an

acti vitist, and he did not

perceive this tranlation
politically problematical.

seem to

way

as

being in

any

Transforming Expressions of Desire into
Weapons of Intimidation
Often after that, he would exude this

sense

of

power towards me as an expression of
knew about me (having translated that

what he
incident
and my desires, and expression of those desires)
as though it were some terrible secret that I
would not want any of our mutual friends and
political associates to know. Our relationship
had become taut, expressing my difficulty in
coming to terms with the fact that he knew that
I was rejected by him, sexually, and this was
imposed on my political status within the
progressive movement as something he had over
me. Through the expression of what would be
considered a 'nonnaf sexual proposition if I had
been male and he

female,

even

if there had been

rejection in this circumstance, this young man
defined heterosexuality, outside of age, as a
source of power. What I mean is that, because he
is male, and regardless ofhis age, he can transfomi
and re-define a sexual proposition from a woman
(and in this case an older woman) as the premise
from which he derives a sense of power over her.
especially because he rejected that proposition.
And he can bring that singular experience into
public interactions with that woman as a means
of proving his maleness; of bridging the gap
between us which he might have perceived was
created by my longer presence in the struggle
against social injustice; or simply to assert his
assumed superiority as a male in societies which
S.APEM August. 1994
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can no

practices which

their

younger women,
male virility and

meeting after relative absences from seeing each

older men to marry
but it is also an expression of
masculinity, as well as being
one of the privildges of becoming an older male.
Part of the male narrative on gendered coupling
across ages is that men are presumed to be the
‘bread-winners' in a household or family, and

other, he has also tried a few times to re-establish

therefore must be older than

longer deny that women are political in
right, but which continue to use our
femaleness as a weapon against us at every
opportunity.Although the tension seems to have
lessened over the years, especially as he has
own

often introduced

me

to

his lovers at every new

millieu in which I

might proposition him again,
maybe just so that he can reject my propositions,
and energise this false sense of power he has
imagined he had over me. Several times during
this relationship 1 have so wanted to mention,
loud enough for those around us to hear, how he
had been afraid to enter a sexual relationship
a

with

an

older

woman,

but have desisted from

such

vocalising because the consequences might
be more difficult to manage than the status quo
between us where 1 have simply treated him like
an unknowing younger brother.
Age: A Cruel Denominator
1 have often looked back on those two experiences
with a mixed sense of regret, at not having
'controlled' myself viz my sexual desires in
those moments, but also with a sense of
excitement that 1

able to step

beyond the
boundaries of the ageist heterosexual constraints
and barriers that are imposed upon us as women
was

in tcnns of the sexual choices

we are

able to

make.

Imagine that 1 had not approached another
with a lesbian proposition, but had simply
made known my heterosexual desires to men
who were only different from other men through
age. Yet my action was treated as a threat in one
case, and as an opportunity in the other to remind
me of the complexities of being female, political
and intellectually active, and older.
Age, that silent but often cruel denominator
which separates women amongst themselves in
relation to rights, identities and .statuses, also
separates us from men in terms of the ways in
woman

conceive of our sexualities, and in the

which

we

ways

in which

numerous

we

experience

power

within

terrains of social existence, not least

of all in the sexual

sphere. In an attempt to be
gender-fair in the way in which I would reflect
upon the relationships between older women
and younger men, 1 had a chat with some male
friends about their views and in

some cases

their

personal experiences with older women as sexual
partners. All agreed that the phenomenon was
quite wide-spread (and 1 would argue that it has
always existed, except in more hidden spaces),
and that it speaks to several issues of economic,
social and emotional/sexual power.
Older Men and

Young Women
phenonemon of older men engaging in
sexual relationships with younger women is not
only sanctioned through so-called traditional
The
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encourage

women when they
Acquiring wealth to access some man's
daughter meant that men married later, and
young men are often advised to finish their
training before embarking on the fonnation of a
family. We know that this argument is not
necessarily valid, and that this practice is more
reflective of the struggles which occur between
younger and older males in terms of establishing
patriarchal identities and the control over women
in terms of their sexuality, productive and
reproductive capacities.
Older men oppress younger men in all our
societies, as they contest the sites and sources of
male power. But the oppression of young males
is transitory, taken care of by time, which ensures

marry.

that the older male is remunerated in status and

priviledge, unlike the older woman who loses
with age. For women, youth makes possible the
status

of wife and mother, statuses deemed

essential for the

accessing of social recognition

and limited economic and cultural wealth.

Therefore, because

men

can

procreate

‘indefinitely' (a claim that is open to question of
course), women are restricted by age from always
procreating during a life-time. They can grandmother and foster-mother, but they cannot birthmother, and this physical limitation is transposed
onto their sexuality as also being transient. This
reinforces the representation of men as sexual
and women as fertile, and female sexuality and
sexual identity as something which is constructed
via male fertility within the institutionalised
male-headed family fonn. 1 will return to this
issue in another essay.

However, the

point about the presumed
naturalness of older men accessing younger
women sexually needs to be demystified and
shown for what it really is — a justification for
the indefinite extension of male sexuality, as
something which is realisable within social
institutions like the male-headed family as well
as being a priviledge which men can enjoy
throughout a life-time. Note the rich old men, in
their seventies, marrying young women in their
twenties and how that passes as normal. While
when an old woman marries a younger man she
is treated like a freak, with scorn and disgust
heaped upon her liberally, and her sexual desires
and needs described even in progressive circles
as 'unnatural' and ‘embarrassing'. It is the
normalisation of gendered coupling across the
age divide which I would like to interrogate

through the use of the sexually ‘deviant’ I'omi of
relationship between older women and younger
men.

When asked

why they were/had had/or would
a relationship with an older
woman, as young men, some men gave romantic
love as the reason why they preferred older
women. ‘She is more loving/less anxious/more
experienced (sexually)/more patient/more
knowledgeable/more stable.' ‘She reminds one

consider

being in

of one’s mother/the best in one’s mother/is more
able to provide a certain life-style/is easier to be
compatible with/nurturing.' Most of the
representation which emanated from the romantic
love ideal reflected the dualistic representation
of the older woman

as a

nurturer

(in material and

sexual tenns) as well as a realisation of maternally
related

nostalgia about the mother-son
relationship.
Emotional and Sexual Needs
While most
with

women

men

bring to their relationships

these emotional and sexual needs

and

expectations, younger men seemed to more
readily express these sentiments and were quite
uninhibited about them. Their feelings and
expectations seemed to be safe enough to
articulate, especially as I had identified myself as
an older woman who prefers to have sexual
relationships with younger men. (I never did
learn my lesson, it would seem, and when 1 tell
my women friends about the advantages of loving
younger men, they look at me incredulously and
also pretend that the disadvantages are always
outweighed by the pleasures).
Some younger men

however stated bluntly
relationship with an older woman was
really an adventure into the unknown, a
pleasurable and usually safe way of becoming
sexually competent, of learning how to pleasure
women by getting an older woman to show them

that

a

how. In these instances, the older woman is

perceived as attractive because she has something
to give, and we know that sexual knowledge/
being known as a good lover, is always a plus for
men

in the heterosexual community.

it becomes

a

For women,

missile to be hurled at her whenever

the

opportuity arises. Sometimes when a woman
a relationship with a man who
is obviously socially and economically
dysfunctional, other women will ask her Why. Is
it because of the sex? And in many instances it is.
Women reminisce about the men they enjoyed
most in their lives, and almost always his abilities
as a lover are top of the list of criteria why he
deserves to be memoried (that is placed within
the priviliged status of a nurturing memory).
Therefore, young men who take the risk of
being asked lewd questions by their peers
concerning an affair with an older woman, usually
know that there is a major plus in it for them, and

continues to be in
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importantly, that such relationships/affairs
long-term. The durability or time-frame
within which relationships between younger
men and older women occur is something which
is peculiar only to this type of sexual encounter.
Unlike in the case of younger women and older

more
are

not

men, most

of whom

are

married.bear children,

realisation of its

implications for my sexuality
particular circumstance.
1 have noticed that older men will easily discuss
sexuality and talk about sex with older women
colleagues, except in the presence of younger
males, who are then repeatedly cautioned to be
and status in this

aware, to

be careful, etc of older

women.

The

form

family units and are socially sanctioned as
normal social occurances, relationships between

contestation between younger and older males
over women’s bodies and in particular the sexulity

older women and youngermen are characterished

of older women, is

by exactly the opposite.
Most such relationships are ‘doomed’ by time
in actual process as well as through a concept of
time/age as a gendered construct. The younger
man has a social identity which represents the
epitome Of the best in patriarchal society. He is
the symbol of what youth means. Young males
tend to speak on behalf of all youth; they lead the
Y outh Movement (when they are able to displace
older males who continue to fantasize that they
will never grow older); they articulate the
dominant demands and orientations of the youth
of every generation; they are the subjects of the
cultural representations of the male-headed
family (note the pictures of a family in magazines
with the young male as the dominant figure/
Family Planning advertisments which project
the young male as a decision maker in the
fertility paradigm); they are the symbol of a
country’s strength and dignity (in terms of the
concept of productivity/ of successful
management/professional accomplishment) and
they are the symbols of male sexuality and
virility, maleness, fertility, machismo and
masculinity.
Sexual

Vitality of Older Women

Most of these

representations are considered
normative by most people, and are therefore not
viewed through the critical lense that I am using
in this

analysis. Nevertheless, an awareness of
young maleness become most evident when
seen side by side with age in a woman. An older
woman is not associated with sexual vitality and
desirability in our societies. Instead, she is
projected as a devourer of the young male. Her
sexuality is represented through negative
symbols and expressions which imply hunger,
evil, insatiability, abnormality and temptation.
She is perceived as the seducer of the young
male who needs social protection, and her
sexuality becomes a dangerous terrain wherein
the young male might be lost for ever. Only
recently I expressed a passing (intellectual)
interest in a young male scholar who was in our
community for a short visit, and an older male
colleague immediately cautioned me to keep
away from him. He spoke in jocular tones,
saying I was dangerous, and that the ‘poor
young man would notsurviveme’—an amazing
statement, which was expressed without
42

something which so few men
acknowledge let alone interrogate and
discourse upon. Yet as older males, they continue
to pass on these sexist/gendered stereotypes about
older female sexuality, and persist in projecting
us as ogresses who are waiting in the wings,
ready to devour young masculinity. Most younger
men accept such sexual socialisation, knowing
will

how difficult it is to counter the entrenched older
male interests whetherthey be sexual, intellectual
or

otherwise. However, some young

males do

resist, and I think that entering into sexual
with older women is one expression
same-gender contestation among men. In
any event,why should not younger males access
the sexuality of older females when older men
continue to treat younger women as their divinely
designated right and property. I am not arguing
for nor defending the assumed right of younger
males to exploit and oppress older women, but if
one steps back from the subjective status of
being female in an androcentic world where men
prefer to project themselves as a harmonious
gender vis all women, then only is one able to see
the struggles and hostilities which characterize
male relationships on the issues of age and female.
In fact, because the older female is not supposed
to have a sexuality (let alone one which is safe)
because she is not supposed to have sexual
desires and needs after she stops bearing babies/
reproducing the husband’s sexuality and by
implication the society in which she lives, her
sexual involvement with a young male poses a
major threat to the myths and symbols about
older womanhood and female sexuality in
general. If a woman no longer menstruates and
encounters

of this

therefore cannot bear children (note the

media

hype about older women who continue to birth),
why would she want to ‘indulge’ in sexual
activity, especially with a young male. It simply
does not fit the stereotype of whom an older
woman should be
a grandmother, invisible,
dependent, and certainly without a visible
sexuality.
On another plane, such relationships are timebound by the very fact that whilst the young man
might enjoy a sexual relationship with a woman
who is unconstrained by the reproductive hazards
associated with being young and fertile, for him
such freedom is usually temporal. Almost all
men want to realise themselves through women
—

by fathering children, and older

women cannot
facilitate such realisation for them. So, after a

while, if he does not

already have children with
disengage from the
relationship and seek out a younger, fertile
woman, whom he will probably marry, settle
another woman, he will

down with (in a relative sense

of course since all

potentially promiscuous), and raise a
family ie. procreate. This is one of the major
sources of tension in relationships between older
women and younger men. Some younger men
might continue the sexual aspect of a relationship
men are

with

an

older

woman

while at the

same

time

conforming to the social conventions of being a
husband (to a younger woman) and a father (to
several children).
Pressures on

Youger Men
of this behaviour is reflective of the
pressures which are put on young males to
sustain the heterosexual ideology which
underpins patriarchal systems of power and
priviledge. The other part of course is the fact
that all males (with so few exceptions, they
really do not make a difference) strive to realise
One part

themselves
sexual

as

reflectors of the dominant male

identity -husband/father/sexual achiever.

And when best to be all these, but when you are
young.
There are very few young men who enter into
life-long partnerships with older women, who
love and respect their partners because of what
they receive and because they are capable of
giving in return in a mutually satisfying and
respecting sense. Very few young men are able
to or even willing to work through the dominant
patriarchal expectations and definitions of

maleness

as

fatherhood and husbandhood. Such

have to accept the fact that they cannot and
will not be able to be ‘men’ by fathering children

men

with

older woman. They have to re-construct
relationships with women to take into
account the fact that beauty is really skin-deep
when it comes to loving an older woman. This is
an

their

another often silent but tension-filled

area

in

such

relationships. In societies which flaunt
beauty in the form of young female bodies, and
which represent a ‘real’ woman as one who is
firm, fertile and feminine, then perceiving and
experiencing an older woman as sexy, sensual
and erotic becomes a critical test of just how
close this young man has come to a different
construction of what is personally sexual and
erotically appealing, and how far behind he has
left the dominant androcentric definitions of
female

It

sexuality and womanhood.
The Right to Social Visibility
cannot be easy for any young male who is

faced with the prospect of being laughed at by
his peers because he is sleeping with ‘an auntie’/
an

old

hag/old bag/etc. It must be

a

social
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nightmare to have to be seen with a woman
whom everyone else assumes is your mother;
someone you cannot go to a disco with because
of the stares and the whispering/someone who
dresses differently from your female peers/
someone who is old physically, socially and
sexually. Social visibility is an important
ingredient in the consolidation and enjoyment of
sexual and emotional relationships between
couples. The gay and lesbian movement has
fought vigorously against the subversion of the
right to social visibility though homophobic social
constraints which define alternative sexualities
as

obscene and

can

socially unacceptable. The same
be said of relationships between older women

and younger men.

The right to be public and safe
woman/younger man is something
which had been abrogatted by these sexist/ageist
with

an

older

societies that

we

live in, and the social ostracism

is dish-out

by the peers of both parties.
Because it is still socially embarrassing

for
publicly
together in such cases, older woman/younger
man relationships operate underground most of

both the

woman

and the

the time. The older

man to

woman

be

seen

with her publicly, especially as he
still has his life to live. After the affair is over, he
has to go out there and live a ‘nonnaf life. She
is assumed to have nothing to lose and everthing

gain by accepting this constraint because after

all, he is being nice to her by having an affair with
an

old

sexual
in

woman.

And

most women

who enter into

relationships with younger males collude

this

conspiracy of sexual and social
rightlessness because in most cases they have no
option. I can remember an occasion when what
felt initially like a very exciting and potentially
fulfilling relation.ship with a younger man was
abruptly shut-off by his fear of colleagues
knowing that he was sexually attracted to me.
His fear was almost palpable, sneaking in at
nights, leaving early at dawn, feeling socially
miserable and insecure, but wanting the sexual
nurturing and the acknowledgement of his
masculinity and needs.
Our societies

often closed and hostile,

are

especially to what

are

considered sexual
parties are willing

indiscretions, and unless both
to

brave the .social and cultural

ridicule which often
it

seems so

hostility and

accompanies such liasons,

much safer and easier to succumb and

be invisible. 1
men,
too

am
sorry to say that for most young
the price of social disapproval is considered

high

price to pay for the love of an older
So, most young men exploit and

a

woman.

appropriate the sexual and economic resources
of older women, justifying their behaviour
through achauvinistic over-valuing of theirsexual
contribution viz the emotional/sexual and
economic

rights of the
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Constrains

understands that he

cannot be seen

to

Sexually suggestive dances bring smiles, but others find it disgusting

woman.

in

Obviously not being a male con.strains my
ability to articulate what it really means to be a
young man in a sexual relationship with an older
but 1

can speak as an older woman who
relationships with younger men.
Besides the possible economic benefits which
younger men might be seeking in a relationship

woman,

has sexual

with

an

older woman,

as

well

as

the sexual

knowledge which older women are assumed to
possess, (which is not necessarily a valid
assumption
familiarity with sex does not
always translate into expertise on this subject
literally and figuratively) — the issue of sexual
power is, for me, the most important and most
exciting dimension of this entire phenonemon.
The experience of having a relationship with an
older man is certainly not the same as that of
having a relationship with a younger man, and
people who conflate the term ‘sugar-daddy’ to
mean the same thing as ‘sugar-mummy’ are first
of all denying the fundamental differences which

a

conventional heterosexual

all know

that),

so

sexuality with
being a learner. And he does so
usually as a deliberate interest which he brings to
the relationship, as 1 explained above — to take
away sexual knowledge which he will later use
the status of

to consolidate

his status

and experience sexual power, always as a positive

force

(although the possibility of displeasing the
the uses of sexual power by

young male limits
older women as a

negative force), but almost
always as a beautiful, empowering and fulfilling
experience. By nurturing the emotions and sexual
needs and desires of the young male in a context
where ‘he does not have to prove his manhood’,
the older woman is able to reach planes of
pleasure which are seldom possible within the
conventional, older male-dominated sexual

experience. And for the younger male, sexuality
becomes

and

men

coincidentally made equal by the possession
equivalent economic re.sources. Secondly,
they are intellectually dishonest because not all
relationships across the age divide are mediated
in the same way by class, gender and race.
are

of

And in the sexual terrain, the contestation for
sexual power

between two intimate partners is
invariably mediated by age. Just as the younger

woman

assumes/is made to assume that the older

heterosexual male in

relationship/marriage with a younger female. It
is in this location that the older woman can exert

colonisation of

women

as a

a

constructed societies,

if

we

the sexual terrain of older female

exist between women and men in ourpatriarchally
even

relationship,

also the young male comes to

more

than

sex,

more

than the

woman’s

body — a young,
fresh, ‘succulent’ female landscape which he
lays claim to as his ‘conjugal right’, etc. And
even as the struggle over control for the sexual
terrain continues to be very real and a source of
much tension within such relationships, sexuality
takes on many varied and potentially ‘genderfreer‘ possibilities, which from the dominant
heterosexual perspective seem to be illusory and
barely attainable.Q
a

male is more

sexually experienced and therefore
charge (it is sexually
indiscrete for a woman to be sexually aggressive

should and must be in

Patricia McFadden is Head of the Gender Division at

SAFES Trust

regional head office.
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REVIEWS

EMPOWERING LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Listening for a Change by Hugo Slim and Paul Thompson, Panos Books 1993
Reviewed by Chris Mcivor

o

NE definition of a tourist is “someone
who visits

a

country or place

for a short

time for amusement orrecreation."TTiis

often means that their impressions and experience
of the location
not

they are visiting are superficial if
one study conducted in the UK

distorted. In

last year, a sample of tourists
listed the people, culture and

destination

as

to North Africa

history of their

of little interest. The condition of

the hotel, the state of the beach, the quality

of the
regarded as more important.
By stretching the tenn a little, one could also

food

use

were

the word “tourist” to describe a certain

of development worker. While such a
might not be visiting a country for
amusement or recreation, they can display the
same lack of interest in the views, opinions and
culture of the people they are supposed to be
assisting. Increasingly, Africa has played host to
this category of “tourist”, the aid expert or
development consultant who after a relatively
short period of time in the country or community
organizes projects and designs programmes
category
person

without real consultation with the intended

beneficiaries. This type of aid is something done
one group of people for another, a process
which more often than not leads to new types of

by

dependency

as

well

as

failed projects. As the

authors of this book state:

Development is not an exact science. To
date

it

has

been

riddled

with

misunderstandings, faded experiments
and discarded theories. But it is

increasingly recognized that one of the
most damaging aspects ofthe aid industry
has been the tendency ofdonors to impose
their own theories of what constitutes
development on the recipients.
This publication is about the skill of li.stening
and in particular, the importance for people
involved in development work to devise strategies
and methods to

ensure

that the voices of those

they are helping are adequately heard in the
planning, implementation and evaluation of
projects. This means that development
professionals not only have to acknowledge the
value of such

a

contribution, but also learn the

langauge and types ofdiscourse prevalent within
these communities. Acceptance of this principle
can often mean the rejection of imported
methodologies such as questionnaires, surveys
and interviews commonly used to solicit people’s
opinions. While these may be relevant in a
44

Tourists, impressions are often superficial if not distorted

society or among urban groups, they are
inappropriate for others and often fail to access
sections of a community whose voices are rarely
western

appropriate than imported agricultural practices.
an interesting example from

The book carries

southern

Zimbabwe

and children.
Communities often record their histories and

discovered that the local

beliefs in songs, dances, myths and drama. Any
sensitive development worker, whether local or

erosion in their

heard, such

as

those of

women

international, may have to learn such a language
if effective communication is to happen. Part of
the aim of this book is to

provide
methodologies to do Just that.
In

some

a

toolkit of

societies the interview is not

incompatibility bern'een
techniques and
indigenous systems ofcommunication. In
particular the interview form has a
tendency to put unnatural pre.ssure on
people tofindready answers, to he concise
and to summarise a variety of complex
e.xperiences and intricate knowledge. The
mostfundamental rule is to he sensitive to
customary modes of speech and
communication and allow people to speak
often be

an

standard interview

on

their

on

the

researchers

rea.sons

no

for environmental

area. Agricultural techniques
by the colonial Government had
destroyed their previous system of managing
resources. The so called technical expertise of

forced

on

them

Government agriculturalists had also contributed

worsening soil erosion, despite the opposition
testimony project in the
1980s was the first time the local community had
received a hearing from policy makers whose
decisions had adversely affected them.
Another reason why aid workers need to
acquire listening skills is that unless the voice of
project beneficiaries is heard, they will remain
passive recipients of charity rather than actors in
their own development. This publication explores
in some depth .several communities whose self
esteem and pride had been undermined by
development planners who had rarely if ever

to
an

established type ofspeech event and there
can

education

where

community needed

own terms.

Why the importance of listening? The book
gives two main reasons. The first concerns
indigenous knowledge. It is increasingly
recognized that local communities are more
knowledgeable about their circumstances than
experts are often prepared to admit. Indigenous
systems of managing the environment, for
example, are often more sustainable and

of local framers. An oral

consulted them.

Acquiring a voice was a move
towards empowerment, bringing with it a new
sense of community identity and purpose.
As the authors conclude:

In many projects where people have come
together to voice their ideas and experience, an
increased sense of community and of social
consciousness has emerged. People who begin
to voice their personal or group experience can
begin to understand it and to act on it.^
Sapem August, 1994
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LAND REFORM IN ZIMBABWE:
THE MISSING DIMENSIONS
Economic Nationalism and Land Reform in Zimbabwe,

by Sam Moyo, SAFES Books, Harare, 1994

Reviewed by Loes Roos and Marja Spierenburg
The land

question in Zimbabwe is still
being resolved. It has led to
frustrations for both people and
government. A recent conference and many
articles are trying to address this issue and its
impact upon Economic Development.
Sam Moyo’s, Economic Nationalism and

T
Land

far from

Reform

in

Zimbabwe

(SAFES

publication, 1994) starts with the history of land
redistribution since independence, and with
experiences on land refonn up to the current
Land Acquisition Act of 1992. Moyo’s
monograph renders this Act very comprehensible
and destroys the myths about the designation of
farms for resettlement, by providing a detailed
analysis of the type of designated farms. The
monograph is well balanced and shows that land
redistribution is

not

racial, irrational

or

uneconomic.

Moyo states the arguments heard
against reform as well as the strong Influence of
the white lobby in the media, al I against the black
demand for land. A clear picture is given of the
slow process of land reform so far, but Moyo
finds the mainly economic reasons given for this
to be not enough to justify the lack of action
taken. When in future is economic growth and
mass production benefitting the
people of
Zimbabwe, if it does not do

so at

this moment?

The role of the government

in trying to satisfy all
involved is not an easy one. The results
are mainly unsatisfactory for the
poor black
majority, largely excluded from power and money
groups

considerations.

problem in Zimbabwe is that land is used
fordifferent purposes: subsistence, cash cropping
and as social security (when people can always
on

their home land). These purposes are

mutually exclusive, and are all economically
important, yet it is difficult to integrate the.se
different land use purposes into one
comprehensive land tenure system. One criticism
concerns the belief that subsistence
farming has
only a transitional role in the economy (Moyo,
1994, p.l8). But is this belief really true? It
assumes
that
economic
growth and
industrialization will absorb many subsistence
farmers and that another system of social security,
not involving land, will be introduced. At the
not

SAFER land conference (June 1994) the debate
also fcx;used on land use after redistribution, but
other land

uses

landless. With the

mentioned here,
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were

ignored by

unfair and

depressed

little to ensure women’s access to land and credit

facilities, thereby limiting their role in the

Zimbabwe cannot afford to increase the number

development of Zimbabwe’s economy. Food
insecurity and malnutrition in most of rural Africa
can
partly be attributed to this lack of access to.
control over, and production on, the land. For
example, men tend to over-emphasize cash crop
production, at the expense of food crop
production. A political rather than a technical
solution is needed to give women more power in
determining the allocation of resources. And
having gender neutral policies also implies a
strong demand for gender neutral administrative

of landless

mechanisms.

state

current

of the world economic market system

and
increasing protectionism in the north, is this
realistic? Somethinghastochange in the economy
and instead of Just

offering cheap labour, steps

should be taken to create a bigger internal

market,
hampers economic
growth. But, greater industrialization, and maybe
more importantly, urban based retirement for
social .security, is still a long way off. Therefore
because if this is limited, it

people.
What About Women?

The role of
land debate.

women

is often

Land Use:

neglected in the

In the selection criteria for

resettlement there is a 'rule' that one should have
other

of income but

farming. This
means an implicit bias
against women with
husbands who do other types of work. In addition
no

source

women are

considered unable

to mn

farms in

their husbands’ absence. Yet, in

practice these
women manage very well,
forexample, they buy
farming inputs and hire labour with money from
their husbands. In resettlement schemes and land

reorganization in the Communal Areas

("villagization” projects) the bias again.st women
is even clearer: only widows with minor
dependents are entitled to land, and to less land
than their married male counterparts. Worse,
women are considered the property of

married

their husbands with

The

fall back

many of the speakers. Instead, speakers placed
much hope on industrialization to absorb the

too

rights whatsoever of their
despite the law of majority of 1982,
supposedly giving women equal rights. The law
of inheritance does not properly define any
marriage as an equal bond between husband and
wife. Because of this, women demand Joint
ownership, not as a European idea (The Herald
2.8.94) but because the inheritance rights of the
wife concerning commonly owned property in
own.

the

no

All this

name

of the husband

are

not

dealt with

Related to the

problem of land use is the
problem of defining ‘good’ fanners (including
women

here),

a terni

used at the conference and

in

policy formulations. This term is also
considered problematic by Moyo and MacGarry.
Who is a ‘good’ farmer? Someone who devotes
all his/her time to agriculture? Yet, the Riddell
commission already shows that many with offfarm employment invest in agriculture and can
increase production that way.
And what is ‘good’ farming? Subsistence
fanning in Zimbabwe is generally valued less
than commercial fanning. In reality, hardly any
farmer in Zimbabwe practices pure subsistence
farming, because almost all grow food crops that
are also marketed (and few grow the more
traditional drought resistant small grains). So
much stress is put on food security, which is
exactly what subsistence farming is about,
because a large section of the population is fed
from communal

production. Should not the
production for selfreliance, rather than integration into the world
market which gives poor prices and leaves us
stress

area

therefore be put on

with food

shortages (MacGarry)?
myth of unproductive

There is also the

communal farmers. There is

a

lack of trust in the

properly. This is shown by the practice of the
dead husband’s relatives claiming the property

peasants' capacity to produce cash crops and
food, and ability to care for the land. The

of the widow.

constraints these farmers face

With

labour

migration, agriculture has
increasingly been practised by women. Even
before, women already were the majority of the
agricultural labour force in Africa (as well as the
majority of the informal labour force).
Governments in the whole region have done

are

forgotten:

marginal lands (poor soils, less rainfall) and poor
infrastructure (less access to serv'ices). Anyway,
looking at the statistics (1986. quoted by Moyo
1994), communal

farmers

are

not

that

unproductive.
Is commercial

agriculture really the only good
45
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use

of land when food

production is of primary

use.

Yet those

people have less to spend on

importance? The bulk of commercial agricultural
produce is after all not even food. Even the overemphasis on maize production does not give
enough variety to encourage a well balanced
diet. The government has focused on commercial
agriculture for ‘food supply’ and also for ‘foreign
exchange' earnings. Commercial farmers are
assisted with easy access to loans and good

expensive pesticides and artificial fertilisers,
which is not necessarily bad for the land.
Furthermore, the individual pea.sant is not to be
blamed for trying to survive on his or her only

infrastructure. If similar investments

conference

into communal
would the

areas

for

access

were put
and marketing,

picture then be the same?

There is now a demand (TheHerald, 2.8.1994)
from black commercial farmers to the government

‘rescue’ them, when

they fail to pay back their
loans. Tliey have a right to ask, but the government
should consider the question properly: is it due to
inability of the farmers that they failed or due to
the high input cost of the commercial system and
the unfavourable economic market they find
to

resources.

Holding Title Deeds
Another issue of debate at the SAFER land
was

the effect

on

Communal farmers, who make more use of
natural resources, mostly forborne consumption,
than commercial farmers, are often blamed for
environmental destruction. But, commercial
farmers with their

monocropping and extensive

of chemicals contribute to the land’s

destruction, no matter how much land is set aside
for game

farming (a strategy to make idle land
‘productive’). The under-utilisation of
commercial land is partly due to the fact that
those farmers simply cannot afford to put all the
land into agricultural production. So their
commercial profits are often gained at the expense
of damage to the environment. How ‘commercial’
would agriculture be without the government
subsidising the high input costs, which mainly
favourthe white, large scale commercial farmers,
and not the farm workers who work

on

the land?

If communal farmers destroy land it is because

introduced in the communal
landlessness

as

areas,

difficulty. Many communal farmers do have

problems paying off their loans in years when
rainfall disappoints. Over 40% ofpeople working
losing it under such a system
(MacGarry, 1994, p. 31). Moyo shows that with
other lease systems farmers will also use loans to
improve production, and individual tenure is not
perse necessary. Before people invest in land
they have to be certain whether or not they will
have continuous access to it. Private property is
not the inevitable answer to problems of loans
and investments, as Moyo states, but rather the
certainty of access and control over land.
In recent attempts to restructure the Communal
Areas this certainty seems to be threatened,
although it is meant as an attempt to provide
more security. For example, in the Mid Zambezi
Valley Rural Development Project about a third
of the people will lose their land when proposed
resettlement is followed, and no provisions are
taken for future generations. Everyone is given
the same acreage, regardless of their need and
capacity. Before resettlement, when headmen
and chiefs distributed land it
basis of need and capacity.

other less destructive ways to improve communal

still

agricultural production, often more suitable to
A master farmer’s certificate should
definitely not be a qualification for resettlement.
ESAP has inspired black capitalists and aspiring
black commercial farmers to support land
redistribution in favour of‘capable’ farmers. But
Moyo finds that this conceals the fundamental
need for broadly based land redistribution, and
the need to improve land utilisation in an ailing
economy whose majority depend on land for
poor farmers.

their survival.

The real need to be addressed with any plans
for redistributing people lies in the communal

46

shortage of land in overcrowded
areas

is

a

hinderance to

‘good’ land

to a

food and sold their

own

markets there would be

was

done

on

the

Did this not contribute

better utilisation of land?

Moyo’s suggestion to tax land (p. 25) could
indeed be an incentive for more offers of land for
fair and

ongoing redistribution. But this would
give advantages to the rich. If land in
communal areas was taxed it could be damaging,
as communal farmers may not be able to pay.
Subsistence farming would be neglected and the
growing of food crops replaced by the seemingly
more valuable cash crops. The focus of land
redistribution to provide food security and
employment seems to be limited to the
commercial approach to land and capital. But
does this not make Zimbabwe, among many
other developing countries, even more dependent
on the so-called rich developed countries? Most
companies supplying the inputs are not
indigenous to Zimbabwe, and the profit and
interest on earnings remain outside the country.

If communal farmers became self-reliant for

surplus to the

money for school
fees and other necessities. This could be a move
more

to wards a healthier economy.

With better access,
generating projects in
rural areas would also benefit larger enterprises.
Instead of wasting resources by carrying farm
produce to urban areas and then back again after
processing, local enterprises could be started in
the communal areas providing goods and
employment in the places where they are needed.
A good example in Zimbabwe is oil seed, which
communal farmers can grow, but which is too
the stimulation of income

labour intensive for commercial famiers

or

the

world market.
Conclusion

people will have to surrender

(especially cotton, which is quite
damaging to the land). Advice from Agritex,
limited to one basic ‘package’ is geared towards
commercial farming: monocropping, the use of
hybrid seeds and chemicals. There are several

The

it will lead to

their collateral to the banks when in financial

of export crops

communal

of

in the communal lands are not waiting to be
given individual title deeds. Contrary to what
many on the conference believe, if title deeds are

they are encouraged to switch to mono-cropping

areas.

the economy

individual title deeds for communal lands. People

the land are liable to

themselves in?

use

reliable asset, often with a felt need to conserve
the local

their

Many issues seem to be overlooked in the
general Land debate. Whatever about title deeds
and land ownership, due to commercial
agriculture or overcrowding, the land is being
exploited at a high cost and not maintained for
future generations. The resources for survival
and in the future

now

come

Sustainable land use, with

a

from the land.

focus

on

natural

needed for production,

might give less
profit in dollars in the short term, but will provide
resources

better and more economical future than any
‘commercial’ oriented use. The use of land should

a

be

a

the

kind of ‘loan’ from the earth,

whereby for
generations,
has to be put into maintaining the value of

use to

effort

be sustainable for future

the natural resources asakindofinterest repayment.

Moyo shows that land redistribution is

irrational. Yet, how much land
Zimbabwe can never provide
enough land for everyone to become a farmer at
retirement, as a kind of social security (and nor
can people’s desires for luxery consumer goods
be satisfied with everyone also being a farmer.)
But land will always be needed by the majority,
if the growing population is not absorbed in other
necessary and not
is really needed?

economic activities and if no other social

security

All three different land uses are at
the moment economically important. Yet, they
make the development of a comprehensive land
tenure system in Zimbabwe very difficult. The
Land Tenure Commission, quoted in the Herald,
seems to know which way to go and with what
recommendations. The changes and redefinitions
of the laws on land as a whole might need to be
radical, but hopefully people’s security will
improve.
system exists.
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PARTNERSHIP IN DEVELOPMENT
COOPERATION
JENNIPHER Freedman
LTHOUGH Simba Makoni the former

A

Executive

Secretary of SADC, cited a
1994 United Nations report which found
that 70 percent of the people polled in donor
countries approved of foreign aid. Club du Sahel
Director, Roy A. Stacy says the so-called “aid
fatigue” among policy-makers is omnipresent.
“There has been a lack of progress, a lack of aid
efficiency. We must work to create conditions to
convince people that aid is being used
effectively,” Stacy said.
And Deogratias Ntukamazina, head of
Tanzania’s civil service, questioned whether the
average European taxpayerever understood why
aid is important. "The ordinary masses need to
be educated so they realise that poverty in one
part of the world brings problems to other parts,"
he said.

Redefined economic

priorities and a decline
European dependency on former colonies for
raw materials and
export markets have combined
to erode the negotiating power of African,
in

this view of

recipients should “own”
development cooperation, few were able to spell
out how to apply this principle in practice.
European aid cannot be recipient-owned as
long as it is tied to the interests of European
Union member states, says Orlando Marville,
Barbados’ ambassador to the EU. And, he

believes donors have sufficient financial and

contends, recipients cannot be held responsible

technical

redefined in

initiatives. While most

assistance.

deciding and managing

development programmes.
On the policy level, this is reflected in a
proliferation of conditionality. On the
implementation level, donor agencies tend to
assume more responsibilities to achieve quick
and tangible results - usually through expatriate
technical assistance. On the administrative level,
new

criteria and

ensure

procedures are introduced to
quality and financial accountability.

The current mid-term review of the fourth
Lomé Convention illustrates these

The

nature

of the

Lomé

policy shifts.

partnership,

a

comprehensive cooperation agreement involving
trade economic aid between the European Union
and ACP

countries, is to be redefined. Provision

of funds will be linked to

performance and a
recipient’s willingness to reform. Greater
involvement on the part of the European
Commission is considered a precondition to
accelerated and improved aid delivery.
Partnership is the cornerstone of the Lomé
Convention vis-a-vis the joint responsibility of
the recipient and the donor to design and manage
development programmes. Nevertheless, the
experience of the past two decades suggests that
Sapem August, 1994

at

the roundtable

for the failures of aid when donor-related
consultants

in

of the twin notions of

concurred that

is a reversal of the 1980s trend of putting recipients
seat

terms

ownership, which refers to the sense of
commitment to a particular programme or activity
by any of the partners or “stakeholders”, and
accountability, which is the capacity to show
results in terms of the original aims and conditions
set to programmes or activities.
Ownership: whose intere.st?
The concept of ownership is a key factor to
ensure the sustainability of development

Carribean and Pacific (ACP) countries. The result
in the driver’s

with mechanisms that

provide for clear analysis
understanding of the issues affecting
development cooperation and the emergence of
strong consensus on the solutions,” Makoni said.
Constraints on the part of both donors and
recipient countries impede the scope and impact
of development cooperation. According to
Makoni, developing countries lack the technical
and managerial capacities to implement
solutions; this is exacerbated by political
limitations such as instability and what he
described as an "apparent low commitment to
genuine upliftment of the broad masses.”
At the same time, Makoni says donors are
paternalistic and inclined to set conditions
regarding the use of their money because they
have neither respect for nor confidence in the
capacity of recipients to manage their own affairs
and solve their own problems. And while Makoni

partnership simply does not work.
During the roundtable, “partnership” was

provide 90 percent of technical

Without a radical review of the aid relationship,
says Simba Makoni, the band that encircles
international development cooperation will

tighten like
air from its

a python squeezing the last
dying victim.

And that could

mean

gasp

of

the demise of aid to

developing countries.
“I am calling for honesty and sincerity in the
search for causes, effects and solutions to the

credibility crisis of development cooperation,”
explained Makoni, former Executive Secretary
of the Southern African Development
Community. “Like physicians, if we make wrong
diagnosis, we treat the wrong disease and end up
poisoning the patient.”
Makoni made his comments during a threeday roundtable on partnership in development
cooperation sponsored and organised by the
European Centre for Development Policy
Management (ECDPM). The Zimbabwe national
was among the more than three dozen
development cooperation policy-makers and
practitioners from Africa, Europe and North
America who attended the 29 June
1 July
-

conference in Maastricht, the Netherlands.
"The central
and operate

concern

...

is how to establish

genuine and effective partnership.

and

resources to initiate meaningful
development, he says these resources are
inadequate to sustain real development.
“The way to remove all these constraints is
not creating new or strengthening existing donordriven mechanisms and institutions,” he argued,
"Besides, challenges of development are not in
putting up physical structures such as buildings,
roads and dams, but in providing for people’s
knowledge and skills and enhancing their
confidence and capacities to think, plan, design
and do things for themselves, capacities to take
or create opportunities.”
Aid should not be granted until the common
interests of both donors and recipients have been
defined, Makoni added. “True partnership should
provide for an enlightened and balanced interplay
of the interests, perspectives and concerns of the
partners,” he said.
Other roundtable participants questioned
whether such a definition of partnership was
pragmatic in light of modern-day realities.
Indeed, many representatives of African,
Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries have
long insisted that, with resources, knowledge,
capacity and decision-making powers largely

concentrated within the donor

partnership is

a

community,
myth between fundamentally

unequal partners.
Several Africans

at

the conference made this

point. However, a few acknowledged that many
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the lines sketched

developing countries had failed to meet their end
of the partnershipbargain.

director

Kabiné Komara, senior

Planning and Finance
of Guinea Conakry, candidly remarked that
African countries have been sluggish about
“getting their own hou.ses in order” and fulfilling
the responsibilities of partnership. Some African
governments are self-serving or unaccountable
to their own citizens, he added, which makes it

SIDA

policy-makers to convince

public that international cooperation is an
investment of mutual benefit rather than a luxury.
The partnership relationship also is weakened
because it depends so heavily on the African
state, which economist Moustapha Deme
characterised as politically and administratively
feeble. Partnership must be decentralised and
the

diversified to include non-government actors,
says

Deme, former chef du cabinet in Mali,
Responsibility vs.Accountability

The

major question put before Makoni,

Komara. Deme and their roundtable peers was
how to combine recipient responsibility - the

ability of those in poor countries to design and
manage development programmes relevant to
local conditions and, in doing so, generate a
sense of ownership over these programmes with
donor accountability, which refers to the ability
of tho.se in wealthy countries to legitimi.se such
development programmes and thus maintain
public support for them. Opinions on how to
answer that question were divergent, generally
split along donor and recipient lines, but most
participants agreed that alternatives to the current
state of international cooperation are urgently
required.
The urgency is based on the realisation that
ccKiperation has entered a vicious circle, says
ECDPM Director Louk de la Rive Box. “Limited
effectiveness lead to lower

legitimacy, leading
accountability in bodies
overseeing the programmes, resulting in lower
control by recipients and a decline in recipient
responsibility or ownership which cannot cope
anymore with the labyrinth of rules or conditions
impo.sed on them,” Box said.
in turn to demands for

The effects of this vicious circle
noted during the conference by

are

clear;

as

the representative

Derycke, the Belgian state secretary for
development cooperation, development aid is
back to the level of the early 1970s. Africa has
been particularly hard hit. While the continent
relies on overseas development assistance for
roughly two-thirds of its external resources, such
aid was cut by 14 percent in 1991 and by a
whopping 43 percent the following year.
Furthermore, many donor countries now face
serious economic problems of their own and
more likely to respond to domestic demands for
support rather than requests for aid from abroad.
Changes in the world - new claimants in Central
and Eastern Europe and regional emergencies in
places like Burundi, Somalia, the Sudan and
of Eric
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the

by Jan Cedergren, deputy
Swedish

International

Development Authority (SIDA), who described
how the Swedes adopted a “changing roles
policy” in 1988 that gave Africans responsibility
for designing and managing cooperation
programmes. The benefits were multifold, he
said; Procurement of goods and services by

adviser to the Minister of

difficult for Western

of

Simba Makoni: Donors

Rwanda, for instance

are

paternalistic

also have produced a
palpable shift in the perceived needs of the donor
community. Money for these concerns comes
from the same pot as development assistance.
The European Commission disagrees.
According to delegate Achim Kratz. the Union
allows recipients to propose consultants for all
types for technical assistance and does not. in
principle, insist on its own candidates. In the
ensuing discussion, however, broad differences
between principle and practice emerged. Marville
and others cited examples to counter Kratz's
-

claim. Komara recalled how the Commission

refused to accept competent Nigerian consultants
for

1984

project in Guinea Conakry. The
Nigerians would have been less expensive and
more easily accessible than the European
consultants who ultimately were used. Komara
a

said.
This and other

examples were exceptions,
Maartje van Puttne ofthe European
backed him up by saying that EU

Kratz replied.

Parliament

member states and not the Commission

influenced the choice of consultants.
The

case

for several

of technical assistance is instructive

It goes to the very heart of
cooperation and thereby to the
partnership between ACP countries
Union through the design and
reasons.

international
assumed

and the

management of development programmes.
Furthermore,

hefty chunk of all development
technical assistance. Equally
important is the destruction of legitimacy if
technical assistance from the North precludes
capacity-building in the South. As former World
Bank vice president Willi A. Wapenhans asserted,
recipients should not be held responsible when
consultants are imposed.
Changing roles - the Swedish Approach
In theory. European aid can be untied along
a

funds is spent on

was cut

in half and transferred to partners

along with training packages and support
manuals; technical assistance dropped by 75
percent; authority was given to field staff and
local partners; and capacity-building among
partners and field staff improved markedly.
The axioms underlying the.se changes are
simple and straightforward. Build recipient
responsibility in all pha.ses of planning and
programming, Cedergren urged. Be country and
sector-specific in programming. Decentralise
decision-making whenever possible. Support
process and programme approaches over project
approaches. Start processes with available local
resources and expand from there. Last, but not
least, he said, realise that risk-taking is part of the
enterprise.
These principles clash with donor trends
enumerated by other roundtable participants.
Indeed, donors are increasing their control over
planning and programming, imposing more
conditions, abandoning long-term flexible
programming in favour of short-term projects
guaranteeing disbursement schedules,
centralising decision-making to allow for audit
requirements and, under pressure from
consultancy lobbies, reintroducing donor
representatives in local management of
development programmes. While these reduce
the donor's short-term risk in development
cooperation, they also diminish recipient
responsibility and local capacity-building. It is
clear, then that the lessons learned after four
decades of development

cooperation in tenns of
recipient responsibility are diametrically opposed
to many current trends.
Despite this rather sobering conclusion.
Makoni says he is encouraged that development
specialists are at least willing to discuss critical
issues such as ownership, responsibility,
accountability and capacity-building in fora such
as

the roundtable. The conference also enabled

participants to forsake their traditional, official
positions and listen openly totho.se who ordinarily
would be on the other side of the negotiating
table. While actual policy changes are a long
way off, Makoni believes the first step in this
direction has been taken.
“I don't have any undue expectations about
forms of partnership emerging in the next

new

two,

three or five years, but we're at the beginning

process,” he said. “This is quite
I hope the debate continues,
including more ofthe actors in the aid relationship,
especially from the South."□
of

a

new

courageous.
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REVIEWS

THEATRE IN A SAP BELEAGUERED COUNTRY
Simiika Zimbabwe (Arise

Zimbabwe) by Zambuko/Izibuko

Reviewed by Lewis Gaba

T

HE

play, Simuka Zimbabwe (Arise

Zimbabwe) by Zambuko/Izibuko theatre

seeks to interpret the dreams that the
independence of Zimbabwe inspired and what
had become of those dreams in the wake of the

International

Monetary Fund-sponsored
Adjustment Programme
(ESAP). Watching the play is like embarking on
an often travelled Journey along a path with a
Economic Structural

standoff with the authorities forno specific reason.
While it is

generally agreed that ESAP has
brought untold suffering to workers who have
lost their jobs, to those whose salaries have
lagged behind inflation and to those on welfare
benefits, there is a general slant in the play
calculated to obviate the real issues at hand and

how

different scenery.

However, at the end of this
journey, the host, a sage, has disappeared
inexplicably and the visitor returns home with
his numerous questions unanswered.
takes

into

consideration the fact that the volume and

This

is

evident

when

one

parochial points. For example,
land-hunger, 14 years after
independence, contributed to the continued
impoverishment of the African community and
how could its equitable distribution contribute to

concentrate on

has

the alleviation of the effects of ESAP?
In another

example, the play fails to address

depth

how the redistribution of subsidies from maize

against the IMF and ESAP in
the play is the same criticism that everybody else

meal and other foodstuffs to communal farmers,

has heard from labour movements,

the rural folk and inconvenienced the urban

of criticism made

the business community

individuals,

and some churches. The

convergence of perspectives regarding ESAP
and IMF does not end here. Like the

aforementioned, the play does not provide an
alternative to ESAP, but in.stead,

appeals to
subjectivity whereas the moral and political
attitudes of a majority of Zimbabweans are
assumed to be justifications enough for socioeconomic retrogression to the good old days of
communal simplicity and utopian plenitude and
equanimity.
It is

a

fact that

we

have

never

had such

a

utopian, simplistic mode of .social relations and
ownership of wealth during and before this
century, except in the imagination of Zambuko/

in the form of maize seed handouts, has benefitted

worker.

to

take the

the conscience of the

people.
only to remember how government
sought to suppress Workshop Net^ative, a play by
Amakhosi Theatre group and Dr. Government
by Denford Magora, to discern the category that
Zambuko and its play, Simuka Zimbabwe, fall in.
Ironically, the government never paid any
as

One has

attention to it and neither did its official press.
Simuka Zimbabwe, though superbly staged
artistically and symbolically, is too didactic and
pre.scriptive toencourage discussion and research.
It is a political statement by its socialist director
McLaren
and the audience is expected to
take the cue and stand opposed to ESAP but the
question that begs to be answered is: What are we
going to abandon ESAP for?
“ESAP and capitalism have failed to deliver
the goods and its high time we reverted to
—

—

socialism to reclaim what is

Intrinsically. Zambuko is, like the intelligentsia
in Zimbabwe, a victim of self-censorship bom
out of a decade of a patronage of performing arts
by the government. In this relationship,
performing artists have taken it upon themselves
thus

role

cue

for their themes from their patron,

denuding them.selves of

any

meaningful

from the

As if to stab the director in the back,

a

to

be named, did not in the least believe in what

the

play purports to say and socialism: “I believe
capitalism is better than socialism because at
individual is allowed to attain the best

Izibuko. An ideal African

least

from his

an

wherein

or

her endeavours, unlike socialism

everybody is put under

a common

denominator.”
For those who would like

a play that panders
subjectivity, Simuka Zimbabwe is one such
play. In addition, it transports its audience into

to

the realm of the unreal. But at the end, the
audience is

when it entered
they had
through and ESAP remains steadfast and
as

empty-handed

as

with some members of the audience who felt that

the auditorium, save for the dream that

the

gone

play was an affront to their maturity and
intelligence in that it did not offer anything to
improve on what they already knew and
appreciated about IMF and ESAP in Africa.
Instead of offering possible solutions to the
economic stalemate precipitated by ESAP, the
play plays on their fears and individual
incertitudes to marshal their cooperation for a I
Sapem August. 1994

member

of the cast who, for obvious reasons, did not want

accentuate the

setting is created to
negation of Whiter settlerism and
colonialism. Conversely, the opposite effect is
achieved in that, instead of identifying with the
utopian historical setting, the audience feel that
the setting is too outlandish and thus they cannot
identify with the African community depicted in
the play.
In I ight of the above, one cannot but sympathise

ours

stranglehold of international capital, i.e. the IMF
and the Group of Seven," McLaren said in an
interview after the official launching of the play.
He pointed out that he intends taking his 12member cast to newly-independent Namibia and
South Africa to convince the general populace of
the inefficacy of ESAP and the treachery of the
IMF —big deal.

unmoved.

However. McLaren and his cast must be

congratulated for their devotion to art and the
immense dedication that they put in creating the
play. The play will definitely be a hit at university
campu.ses. teachers’ colleges, high schools and,
of course, among the unemployed.Q
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ANNOUNCEMENT
SARIPS ANNUAL

COLLOQUIUM

The Executive Director of the Southern African

Regional

Institute for

Policy Studies (SARIPS). the research arm of the
Southern African Political Economy Series (SAPES) Trust,
would like to announce the holding of the SARIPS/S APES Trust
Annual Colloquium in Harare from 25 - 30 September, 1994.

annual event at which the SARIPS
opportunity to present their research
activities, findings and publications to different constituencies
that comprise policy makers and implementers, academics,
Colloquium is

an

research networks have

an

intellectuals and other researchers, and members of civil

society.

the SARIPS has decided to broaden participation at
the Colloquium to include presentations of research activities by
individuals who may or may not be involved in current SARIPS
research work but are working on areas that are related to the

perspective. Two new projects will also come under the spotlight,
namely. Information for Development, Democracy, and
Security, and Education for Human Rights. After this, panels
will look at the major SARIPS theme and address questions of

Security. Regional Cooperation and Economic
Integration(e.g.SADC&PTA). Finally, independent researchers |
and scholars will have the chance to present their research
activities on Thursday, while Friday will afford the SARIPS
network with a chance to plan their research activities for the
Peace and

following year or two.
Conditions for Consideration of Individual Presentations
•

•

Head of

SARIPS research programme. Students at post-graduate levels
are also invited. The proposals or studies will be critiqued in the
the SARIPS

presentations.
TheSARIPSmajorresearch theme for 1992-1997 is Southern

same manner as

Africa in the Year 2000: Issues

on

Department should be forwaded to the SARIPS/
by 31st Augu.st. 1994.
Successful candidates will be required to pay a registration
fee of US$50,00 to cover administrative and other Conferenee expen.ses, in addition to paying for their travel, accomSAPES Trust

•

the Post-Colonial State;

modation and subsistence.

Democracy and Human Rights; Peace and Security; and

Selected candidates will be notified

Regional Cooperation.
Presenters on the first day of the Colloquium will deal with this
year’s Colloquium theme: The National Question, Ethnicity
and the State. After the initial Overview Paper, presenters will
focus on South Africa, and also address the theme

a social scientist working on a
topic dealing with issues on Southern Africa:
The application which must include a research proposal of
reasonable length, an abstract of the same (about 1 5(X)
words), and two references from the Dean of the Faculty and

The individual must be
research

This year,
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Please write to:
The Executive Director, SAPES Trust,

P.O. Box MP 111, Mt

Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe
or

Phone 263-4-727875

or

790815

or

Fax 263-4-732735.
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LETTER FROM WEST AFRICA

DEMOCRACY AND NATION BUILDING IN
NIGERIA
By Leo Dare
GAINST the

background of persistent
military intervention in the governance
of Nigeria, the deteriorating quality of
life and increasing hardship for the vast majority
of Nigerians and the interminable so-called
transition to democracy, the Nigerian Political

A

Science Association (NPSA) held its 20th Annual
Conference under
Nation

the theme

Democracy and

building.

The Conference which focused

on

theoretical

perspectives on democracy, democratization and
nation-building, leadership and nation-building,
the minorities question among others, observed
the
•

•

following:
That inspite of the various definitions and
conceptualisations of democracy, democracy is generally about popular rule and
participation, the details of which are bound
by time and place. In the Nigerian situation, genuine popular participation of the
people in deciding who governs them and
how are yet to be achieved. This has had
grave implications for nation-building.
Most national problems have assumed crisis proportions often tending to push the
nation to the edge of the precipice.
There is

an

absence of

a

credible and in-

spiring leadership, whethercivilianormilitary. In more .specific terms, the military
with the active connivance and collabora-

tion of

a

section of the civilian elite, has

been the

major obstacle to the emergence
of a credible democratic leadership in Nigeria. Military rule in Nigeria cannot be
the midwife of

a

and efficacy of democratic governance will
depend on the input and effort of democratie
forces in the civil society. In other words, any
hope of reform and strengthening of the perverted
institutions lies in sustained struggle by the
democratic forces in society.
The obstacles to democracy and nationbuilding are intrinsically tied up with the
problems of the Nigerian politieal eeonomy.
The failure of the political economy is
manifested in a phenomenon whereby in
•

vide at best,

Speeifically, past and current civilian
military have lost all
credibility and have shown themselves to be
incapable of ushering in democratic governance
in Nigeria.
collaborators with the

•

•
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Nigerian experience has clearly shown.
That the (Jender question is yet to be
resolved. It is also another variant of injustice and inequity in the Nigerian society.
only provide opportunities fora few women
agitators.

local government through state to the National level (the judiciary, the legislature,

recently banned political parties etc.) have
been subverted and perverted by the military and their civilian collaborators.
There is an appreciation of the role of
democratie forces in posing a credible alternative
to the decadent forces in society. The
possibility

short-term solution which

Failure to resolve it within this context will

The various institutions of government from

executive, the armed forces, the police, the

a

would later generate new minorities, as the

The Conference Resolved:
•

•

•

That

Military rule in all its ramifications is
unacceptable and stands condemned.
The issue of the military in Nigerian politics has to be frontally tackled. The military
question should be part of the agenda of a

in sub-

verting, and perpetuating the subversion of
democracy in Nigeria.
That all Democratic Forces should close

ranks, and intensify their efforts in provid-

ing

a

credible leadership and democratic
to the prevailing decadent or-

That all Democratic Forces should close

ranks, and intensify their efforts in provid-

ing

a

credible leadership and democratic
to the prevailing decadent or-

alternative
der.

That the Democratie Forces in

society
the challenge of restmcturing and reforming the institutions and struc-

should take up
tures

of governance.

That

the

increasing problem of
collapse, widespread poverty and increasing environmental degrainfrastructural

dation should be addressed with

utmost

urgency.
The reckless commercialisation and

privatisation as teleguided by multinational
corporations, the International Financial
Institutions and their local collaborators,
stand

totally condemned.
injustice and inequity,
especially as they affect the minorities,
must be urgently and squarely addressed.
All harrassment, persecution, and victimization of all champions of Minority Rights
That the issues of

should

cease

forthwith.

That all efforts should be made to eliminate
obstacles to the full realisation and devel-

opment of the potentials of women.
That the Constitutional Conference

as cur-

rently conceived and constituted by the
military government is unacceptable. A
forum where all legitimate interests and
forces in society are given full expression
and final say should be instituted, to chart
the way forward for Nigeria.Q

National Conference.

Prof Leo Dare is the President of the

The

Science Association.

military under General Babangida

eight

tary, both politicians and academics stand
condemned for their inglorious role

der.

•

for its

That the eivilian eollaborators of the mili-

increasing mass poverty and environmental degradation.
Babangida’s
eight year administration. These eight years of
misrule have generated crises that now constitute
a threat to the eorporate existence of Nigeria.
Overtime, the failure of the political economy
has manifested itself indifferent crises in society,
(Industrial actions, poor infrastructures, high
infant mortality rate, decay in social services
especially health and educational services,
heightened intercommunal and ethnic tension,
personal insecurity, massive corruption, increase
in fraudulent practices, etc.
The minorities question is real. The minority question is a particular manifestation of the general form of injustice and
inequity in Nigeria. It must be properly
located and understood within the general
context of the Nigerian political economy.
A failure to do this would invariably pro-

democratic order for

and

alternative

recklessness and wastefulness of

to account

of reckless spending, wastefulness
general mismle.

the midst of abundant resources, there is

The Conference viewed with seriousness the

the country.

should be made
years

Nigerian Political
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DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS

THE SOUTH AFRICAN ELECTIONS:
NOT YET UHURU
Phyllis P. Jordan

o

N APRIL 26, 1994, an historic event
took

place in South Africa. South

Africans, 18 years old and over, men
and women. Black and White, went to the polls
elect

to

a new

government to replace the White

minority regime that has ruled that country since
1948. Most Black South Africans voted for the
first time. I say “most” because up to 1936,
African men in the Cape Province had a limited
franchise. One of them. Dr W.B. Rhubusana,

represented the Wodehouse constituency from
1910 to 1914, making him the only Black to the
South African Cape Provincial parliament.
The

new

government is a

so-called

“government of national unity”, composed on a

proportionate basis, of representatives from the
various parties receiving a thresh-hold 5 percent
of the vote. One of the last election holdouts, the

Party;
post-Soweto period in South Africa

ground on which to agree to a new constitutional
dispensation?
and above those enjoyed by his fellow citizens
boycott tho.se dummy institutions).
In short, the ANC from its inception has been
and at theirexpense. Democracy in the sense that
bourgeois
in its outlook. There will be those who
government derives its authority from the
will argue that the very principles of equality and
governed. As a result, for most of its history, the
ANC's political practices have leaned heavily
democracy are revolutionary in the South African
context. However, it must be pointed out that the
on the traditions of European liberalism —
ANC never sought to overthrow the existing
petitioning government, sending deputations to
elected officials, adopting and proclaiming
bourgeois order in South Africa. It .sought to
charters (e.g. the 1923 African Bill of Rights,
join. It is in this .sense that it cannot be called
which appiealed to the authority of the Magna
revolutionary. Its formation can be viewed as an
attempt by the Black petit bourgeois to be
Carta). Even the ANC’s leadership and most of
included in the ruling class of the structure that
its membership reflected the spirit of European
was created in 1910; a structure whose primary
liberalism. They were from the Black
aim was to more efficiently exploit Black labour.
intelligentsia and the professional classes.
It was the Black petit bourgeoisie knocking at the
It made little or no attempt to recruit and
door, saying “Let us in. We belong, too.” This is
organise the Black working class or peasantry.
not to say that there were never revolutionary
Indeed, it kept at arms length any Black
elements in the ANC; their position was never
organisations which in any manner smacked of

(1976-1988).

radicalism. Thus, it was that

Inkatha Freedom

Party of Mangosuthu Buthelezi,

jumped onto the train during the last week. Only
the Conservative Party, the fascist AWB, and
other sundry Afrikaaner rightwing groups did
not participate.
As could be expected, the elections raised a lot
of questions among South Africans, at home and
abroad. Most of these questions concern the
meaning of the elections, and what they portend
for the future of South Africa. The first question
we will attempt to answer is: How could two
supptisedly sworn enemies, the ANC and the
National Party, find common ground on which
to agree to a new constitutional dispensation?
To answer this question, we will have to
examine and analyse two issues:
•

The histories of the ANC and the National

•

The

Class Character of the ANC
Let

us start

defined

as

with the ANC. If revolution is

the violent overthrow

of one class by

How did the

sworn

with .South Africa’s

enemies find common

it had

dealings
largest Black labour union,
no

Successive South African governments
race and colour, never understood

the Industrial and Commercial Workers Union;

obsessed with

that it withdrew from All African Convention, of

this.

another, the African National Congress has never

which it

been a revolutionary organisation. From its
founding, it has drawn its ideas and inspiration
from the Liberal Enlightenment of the late 18th
and early 19th Centuries; an enlightenment whose
two basic principles are equality and democracy.
Equality in the sense that no individual, group of
individuals, class, caste, or status group, by virtue
of .some purely incidental factor such as birth or
race, shall in the eyes of the law enjoy rights over

revolutionary elements within the Convention
(CP, Fourth International, Spartacus League,
etc.) were leading that organisation on more
radical paths; that it rejected the principle of noncollaboration in segregationist institutions. (It is
not surprising that many members of the ANC
Central Executive refused to resign from the
Native Representatives Council even after the
1949 Conference had passed a resolution to

52

dominant.

was

a

charter member, because

Only the White liberals did — liberals who
policy and the
guardians of the principles of bourgeois
democracy. Small wonder, then, that the first
Whites to take the ANC seriously were the
are

both the formulators of

liberals. The
liberals

were

political aims of the ANC and the
the

same:

the establishment of

a

bourgeois democracy in South Africa.
This is not said to denigrate the ANC. For. if
the nationalism the ANC represents is compared
to

Afrikaanernationalism, its strengths and basic
Sapem August,
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humanity become apparent: non-racism as
opposed to racism; equality as opposed to
privilege; democracy as opposed to tyranny; and
incorporation as opposed to exclusion.
The National

Party

The Refonned National

Party

was

Botha's scheme foundered

It was the sight of Afrikaaner children growing

1

majority of whom were small farmers, tenant
fanners, working class, and small businessmen.
It was on this seeming neglect of Afrikaaners
that Malan, Strydom, Cronje, and others broke
away from Hertzog’s National Party and founded
the Reformed National Party. In his
autobiography, D. F. Malan, speaking of his
days as a young predikant in Cradock, says:
/ had seen Afrikaanerfamilies living cheek
hyjowl with Nati refamilies on the outskirts
ofthe town, their children playing together
in the dumps ofthe edge of the city. It was
the sight of Afrikaaner children growing
up poor that made me leave the ministry to
devote my life to politics, to fight for the
improvement of the life of the poor
Afrikaaner.
We have noted that the Nats’ political
programme was exclusionary. As such, it
represented an ideology diametrically opposed
to that of the ANC. This ideology is one opposed
to the ideals of equality and
democracy. Instead,

improvement of the life of the poor Afrikaaner.

country had not changed).

it bases its claims on the differential treatment of

based on race and ethnic origin. In
practical temis, this translated into a doctrine of
privilege, tyranny, and exclusion. In this respect
the core ideas underlying these two nationalisms
persons

irreconcilable. How then, did these two

are

ideologies find themselves in
negotiating table'.^ To find the
look at the

agreement at the
answer, we must

development of the “Apartheid

economy”.
When the National Party came to power in
1948, the major sectors of the South African
industrial economy — mining and secondary

industry — had been in the hands of the English
and Jews before the formation of Union in 1910.

Farming and manufacturing

the only
the Afrikaaners. The
burning question of the government was how to
were

economic sectors open to

establish Afrikaaner dominance in these
.sectors. The

answer was

be viewed

can

as

two

Apartheid. Apartheid

nothing more than an elaborate

affirmative action programme to promote
Afrikaaner interests. Through mechanisms such
as

price supports, guaranteed low-interest

government loans, expulsion of Blacks from
arable lands, Afrikaaner domination of agribusiness

was quickly achieved
by the late 1950s.
manufacturing sector matured much later, in
the late 1960s and early 70s. It was dominated by
Afrikaaners through technology transfers from

The
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(After all. the basic economic relations in the
•

the

parastatals, financed by Afrikaaner
in.stitutions such as Volkskas, and kept humming
by the sweat of cheap Black labour. The 1960s
and 70s saw the rapid emergence of a sizeable
Afrikaaner bourgeoisie in the true sense of the
word.
It

during this period, however, that
Apartheid began to run up against its inherent

organisations of the oppres.sed. Instead, it
spent much time and money trying to create
new organisations which had no
legitimacy
in the Black community.
Negotiations
We will

now

turn

our

attention to how the talks

between the ANC and the National

dependent on consumer spending for its
growth. As the White consumer
market was close to saturation, the only logical
survival and

markets

were

the Black internal market, and the

export market. Blacks, however, were underpaid
and thus limited in their
The

second

capacity to consume.

contradiction

was

that

manufacturing demands skilled labour. The
migrant worker system made this nearly
impossible. Just as a worker after two years was
acquiring the necessary skills to perform
efficiently, the system demanded that he/she be
replaced by an unskilled and untrained worker.
As a result of this inefficiency. South African
consumer
goods were expensive and
uncompetitive on world markets. It was to protect
Afrikaaner manufacturers that the Vorster

imposed import controls on
goods in 1969.
It is. therefore, not surprising that it is during
this period that we see an easing of wage
restrictions on Blacks and the phasing out of
many aspects of job reservation. We also see a
greater tolerance of union activity among Blacks.
Hence Vorster’s celebrated remark during the
government

manufactured

Durban strikes

—

the first Black labour action in

which the government refused to intervene
“Business has to realise that Blacks have

—

as

much

right as anyone to earn a decent wage in
country”.
By the time Piet Botha and the “securocrats”
came to
power, the Afrikaaner bourgeoisie was
clamouring for two changes:
The abolition of the migrant worker system
(influx control) to improve efficiency;
this

•

The creation of
class — a class it

a

sizeable Black

hoped would have a stake in

the system and. therefore, act as a
radical impulses.

Hence Botha’s

consumer

brake

on

quick abandonment of two corapartheid system: the pass
system and restrictions on Black residency in
nerstones

of the

the urban

areas.

Party

came

about.
We will not dwell

on

most was a

class

•

The refusal of the government to recognise
the legitimate political, cultural, and social

was

contradiction. The class it benefitted

points:

by
changes made in the system.

the cosmetic

formed

the

on two

The refusal of Blacks to be bamboozled

up poor that made me leave the ministry to
devote my life to politics, to fight for the

specifically to address the economic disabilities
of Afrikaaners (Note: Afrikaaners not Whites)

•

the ANC between its

banning in I960 and the Soweto uprising in
1976. Suffice to say that following the Rivonia
Trial, most of the organisation’s secret network
had been rolled up by the Security Police, and the
ANC had taken such

a

series of blows

as

to

hardly exist as a coherent organisation within the
country. The same can be said of the PAC
following Leballo’s Poqo revelations.
We also will not dwell

Suffiee it

on

the ANC in exile.

that it was quite successful
abroad on the propaganda level, keeping South
Africa and the plight of its Black majority alive
to

say

in the world’s consciousness. As for its “anned

struggle”, distance and the ferocity ofthe regime ’ s

counter-insurgency operations kept MK
effectively bottled

in dreary camps in the
desultory bombings carried
out by MK merely served as a provocative for the
White regime to visit horrific devastation on the
neighbouring states.
Then came the Soweto Uprising. This uprising
is climacteric in the history of resistance in South
Africa. Although it and its confluent protests
were suppressed with a
brutality appalling even
by the regime’s brutal standards, it is still a
up

Frontline states. The

watershed event.

For it demonstrated to the government that
although the older liberation organisations had
been suppressed, resistance to apartheid was still
strong. The decade 1976-1986 was the highwater mark of Black protest: labour strikes, rent

strikes,

mass

demonstrations, protest marches

and neck-lacing.

A decade in which, to some, the

country seemed virtually ungovernable. It is

during this decade of seeming continual crisis
that the first contacts

are

made between the ANC

and the National

Party. But, why'?
By 1978, the National Party was faced with
two crises. The first was that the elaborate
police
state erected by B.J. Vorster and his
Security
Chief, Van den Bergh, was failing and no longer
up to the task. The .second was that the Apartheid
economy was fast approaching a dead-end for
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DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS
the

reasons we

have examined earlier.

The first crisis was

partially dealt with by

shuffling Vorster, Van den Bergh, and the Bureau
Of State Security to the sidelines. (After a few
name changes BOSS would resurface as the
National Intelligence Service, though it was now
dominated by the military chiefs and not the
police). But, there were still problems — the
unrest in the townships and the countryside
showed no signs of abating. Botha and the
“securocrats” tried to kill two birds with

one

They would stem the flood of Black protest
by abolishing what was termed “petty apartheid”,
while at the same time satisfying the Afrikaaner
bourgeoisie by giving them a stable Black urban

stone.

workforce. Thus the “Botha Reforms” of the

It is instructive, too, that the supposed
representatives of the Black South African
majority were not elected by that majority. They
simply took it upon themselves to attend the
negotiations and to “speak" for the African
people. Thus, there was no canvassing of ideas
and opinions from the masses. There were no
“report back” meetings at which the issues under
consideration at the negotiations could be aired
and explored. The only news the majority received
was sound bytes from predominantly White
media. The only party that could claim a mandate
was the National Party which had received it
from its White constituency in the 1992
referendum. An exercise more contemptuous of
Black South African would be hard to imagine!
The Elections

1980s.

They succeeded in the latter aim, but failed
totally in the former. It was clear that Black
South Africa would settle for nothing short of

exactly did South Africans vote for?

Those elected to Parliament

was

also in crisis. Effective abroad

only as a propaganda organ, virtually non-existent
within South Africa, its “armed struggle” reduced
to something resembling a farce, it faced the
prospect of being overtaken and marginalised by
within the country.
It is here that the convergence

events

of interests

between the ANC and the National

Party takes
place. The NP needed the ANC to bring stability
to the country; and the ANC needed the NP to
legitimise its claim to being the only true
representative of the African people. It was clearly
in the interests of both parties to negotiate. The
ANC could not overthrow the government by
force; the government could not hope quell the
Black struggle for equality. Which side initiated
the negotiations is irrelevant. What is important
is that the two sides found common ground on
which the negotiations could begin.

candidates

chosen

by the contending parties. They will not
particular constituencies. As such,
they will be answerable only to the parties that

political and economic. As we have stated before,
the ANC has always been a petit bourgeois
organisation. What has happened is that the
Afrikaaner bourgeoisie, to borrow the phrase
from Lyndon Johnson, “thought it better to have
the ANC inside the tent pissing out, than outside
the tent pissing it”.
The bourgeois character of the negotiations is
illustrated by the parties that eventually joined
them. The Black labour movement. Black

chose them, not the voters. Voters will have no
or recall. All will serve five-year terms.
The ANC, as expected, won rather easily, with

right

Nelson Mandela

becoming President. This new
dispensation is called “power sharing", as all
parties receiving at least five percent of the vote
will participate in running the country. Asked to
elaborate on how this “power sharing” would
work. ANC Secretary-General, Cyril Ramaphosa,
said, “The agreements could not be described as
‘power sharing’ since the majority party would
get its way on most matters.”
The new government will preside over a
country whose economy is in recession; a country

civic

organisations and Black peasant organisations
were denied independent representation, while
Nelson Mandela insisted that the Bantustan and

was a classical deal: the Afrikaaner bourgeoisie
ditching the White working class, and the ANC
dropping all pretence of ever having represented
the Black working class and peasantry. That the
ANC used the Black working class and peasantry

to

achieve its aims is undeniable. But, that is not

unusual. The French

bourgeoisie used the

peasantry to gain power in 1789. To quote a
modem source, Lenin observed:
The bourgeoisie ofthe oppressed thinks it
nothing to make deals with the oppressor
behind the back of the working class,
while at the same lime articulating the
demands of the working class.
Given the massive social and economic

problems in South Africa, the ANC government
is hard pressed to meet the demands of South
Africa. It is caught between a rock and a hard
place. If it reverts to form (satisfying the demands
of the bourgeoisie and international capital) it
will face massive opposition at home. Such a
course would lead to a fragmentation of the body
politic, with the petit bourgeois and bourgeois
elements of the Black parties coalescing into one
group (perhaps with White bourgeois parties),
and the Black working class and peasantry
coalescing in to an opposing group.
Such a fragmentation would indicate the
redrawing of the political lines in South Africa
on the classical pattern, as happened in Europe in
the first half of the 20th century.

where seven million Blacks live in shacks; where
the Black

work out broad outlines for the maintenance of

unemployment rate is over 50 percent;
where Black income is 10 percent that of Whites,
with 95 percent of Blacks earning only S220 per
clean water, where 14 million

people are
functionally illiterate; and where 1,5 million
Black children received no schooling in 1992.
That is the legacy of apartheid.
no

What of the Future?
a clairvoyant. However,
point we touched on at the
beginning of this essay; the questions people are
asking. The second important question: Is this
the revolution for which so many of our peopled

refer back to

a

have died? The obvious

answer

labour and civic peace.

Corporatism

was

(It should be noted that
the basis of civic and labour

peace in fascist Italy. Needless to say,
the short end of the bargain.)

labour got

In the final analysis, all we can say is that the
struggle for total liberation has only begun. The

majority of South Africa will get absolutely
nothing from the so-called “new dispensation” .
International institutions such as the World Bank

I do not claim to be

we

is: For the

and the International

Monetary Fund are even
preparing to impose draconian measures on
the South African people — the brunt of those
measures to be borne, as usual, by Black South
now

Africans.
The

answer to

the

question “What is in it for

majority of South Africans, the answer is NO! If

us?" will

we

accept the definition of revolution as the
violent overthrow of one class by another, then

Nothing! Only the bourgeoisie will gain! One
does hope that the various elements that have

taking place in South Africa is not
merely the replacement of one
administration by another, both drawn from the
same class
the bourgeoisie — albeit that one
administration was White and the present Black.
Another question is: Did the ANC betray

political dispensation will
articulating
clearly the goals of the majority of South Africas.
In that task, they cannot and must not allow
themselves to be distracted by the blandishments
of the Black bourgeois order. This is our tasklLJ

other so-called “traditional African leaders” be

what is

accorded full

revolution. It is

representation. This, of course,
skewered the whole basis of the talks to the right,
with no unwelcome “left” issues intruding on the
agenda. The only topics of discussion were those
of interest to the White and Black bourgeoisie.

Again, the answer is NO!
revolutionary dictum which states: No
class ever betrays its own interests. What we had
a

Another option, which is currently being
actively explored, is Corporatism, the coming
together of government, business and labour to

month; where 12 million Black households have

Confluence of Interests

This confluence of interest is, of course, both
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were

represent any

state

power.
The ANC

What

Black South Africa?

There is

—

soon

be answered. The

answer

is

been left out of the

find one another, stand up fearlessly,
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INFORMATION PROJECT

The First

SAFES Trust will be

launching a new project on Information for
Development, Democracy and Security in Southern Africa
during the forthcoming SAFES Trust annual colloquium. There
will be a special workshop on 24 September to review the first
drafts of the papers

prepared by scholars participating

on

the

project. Most of them aredrawn from the subregion and others from
Geneva. This workshop will enable the project coordinator, Dejen
Abate to collect information on preliminary research findings
which will be presented during the colloquium.

ANNOUNCING THE SAFES
BI-ENNIAL GENDER CONFERENCE
23

-

24

SEPTEMBER, 1994

Harare, Zimbabwe

SAFES/Gender Division will be hosting a two-day conference on
the 23
Hotel

24 September, 1994, to be held at the Harare Sheraton
Zimbabwe. The following themes will be covered.

-

,

Knowledge and issues of epistemology (re-conceptualising
gender from an African feminist perspective)
GenderedV iolence (raising issues of Women Rights as Human
Rights)
The Economics of Gendered Household (focus on Agriculture)
Each theme will comprise of papers critically evaluating the state
of the art, a critique of current approaches/strategies and the policy
implications which can be derived.
All persons interested are invited to attend. Conference organisers
are however unable to provide any financial support to anyone. For
more information about accommodation and registration, kindly
get in touch with:

-

-

-

Dr Fatricia McFadden, Head, Gender Division,

SAFES Trust,
732735

Secretary in the Tunisian Embassy to Zimbabwe,

reviewed the state of affairs

on

the African continent

ranging

from anned conflicts, new quest for democracy and the economic

performance of Africa after three decades of the OAU’s
chequered existence. Given this situation, he argued that one
should question the relevance of convening OAU meetings and
summits especially when the majority of analysts agree that so
far, they produced nothing except exacerbating the situation. In
fact, the organisation is constantly under fire for seeming
ineffective, irrelevant and powerless.
Sliman argued that the Tunisian summit which was attended
by 42 heads of states succeeded in providing a wide diplomatic
forum within which African problems ranging from conflicts to
economic crisis were seriously debated and addressed.
Resolutions were made on political issues namely South Africa,
Somalia, Rwanda, Burundi, Liberia, Mozambique, Angola and
Libya.
The OAU endorsed the 1992 Dakar mechanism of prevention,
management and settlement of conflicts. These suggestions
were mandated in Cairo (1993). The current organ set up to deal
with conflict, will meet in Addis Ababa monthly at the level of
Ambassadors, and once every three months at a ministerial
level. At the level of Heads of States, it will meet once a year in
the country which assumes the presidency of the OAU.
The discussion that sub.sequently followed at the AAFS
forum, focussed on the poverty of the African state in terms of
providing an alternative vision and path of development. Some
remarks were tantamount to characterising the bulk of African
leaders as unpatriotic, no wonder why the OAU could not carry
out its work because governments do not pay their dues, as
opposed to what they do for example in the United Nations.

F.O. Box MFl 11, Mount Fleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe. Fax
Fhone 727875/790815.

PUBLIC POLICY DIALOGUE SERIES
French intervention in the crisis of Rwanda drew mixed reactions

AAPS FORUM
Decolonisation and the OAU
Global

changes of profound importance over the past few years
a new political landscape in Afirca, and have
brought to the fore a new agenda for the Organisation of African
Unity (OAU). The rise of a newly independent and democratic
South Africa u.shers Africa into the phase of a “second liberation”
focussing mainly on how to promote economic cooperation and
realise the goal of African economic integration.
In a special review of the 30th Summit of the OAU which took
place in Tunis, Mr Riadh Ben Sliman.
have created
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from members of the international

community. Some argued
intervening to save remnants of the former
Habyarimana government in the face of a Rwanda Patriotic
Front (RPF) victory, whilst others welcomed the move which
they characterised as humanitarian considering that many people
had lost their lives in the April genocidal massacres.
Jacques Migozzi, the French ambassador to Zimbabwe, was the
guest speaker during the SARIPS, Public Policy Dialogue
Series, July seminar. He argued that the crisis in Rwanda —
after three years of civil war and three months of genocide —
has of course not been solved although the killings have
that the French

were
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stopped. In fact, the humanitarian crisis will probably worsen,
despite the international mobilization of assistance.
Migozzi further outlined that “Operation Turquoi.se” was a
follow-up of the French policy and efforts at the United Nations
for many years. At the UN, Rwanda has always been a difficult
issue, for which hostility or, at the best, indifference have been
the response of many countries, including at the Security
Council level.
In conclusion, he noted that the new situation called for

new

attitudes and procedures especially at the

UN level. France will
propose to her partners of the European Union, the constitution
of a “Humanitarian European Force” capable of intervening
rapidly in conflict situations. For Africa, such an initiative has
also been envisaged at the OAU level.

Commercial Farmers Union.

Congress, 3 August 1994. Papers
Cooperation. ADB
Congress, Harare, 15-16 August 1994. Background papers.
Realities in Suh-Saharan Africa, edited by Prof H Conradie.
Pretoria, Centre for Development Analysis, 1989
Convention on the Rights of the Child. New York, UN, 1991
Human Rights Education Workshop held in Chitungwiza, 2124 July 1994. Papers
1991 State and local government reorganizations in Nigeria,
by Rotimi T Suberu. Bordeaux, Inst d'Etudes Politiques/IFRA,
The Institutional Framework for Regional

1994

Saponé: village Mossi entre tradition et modernité, by JeanPierre et Nita Augustin. Bordeaux, Centre d'Etude d’Afrique
Noire, 1994
Hezvinoi zviri

NEWS FROM THE LDC
New

Acquisitions

National Consultative

Conference

on

General Elections in Zimbabwe, held

Electoral Laws and
on

25-26 July 1994.

Harare, ZIMRIGHTS, 1994

Transport Operators Association. Annual General Meeting. 15

July 1994
Violence and prospects

for democracy in South Africa, by
Herbert W Vilakazi. Pretoria, Centre for Development Analy.sis,
1993
Tentati ve analysis

ofthe emerging new world order, by W C A
Development Analysis, 1993.
African Women in decision-making positions, by Dominic
Milazi. Pretoria, Centre for Development Analysis, 1993
The African writer and the phenomenon of the Nation State in
Aa, by Prof Ke Agovi. Pretoria, Centre for Development
Analysis, 1990
Comments on democracy and its relevancy in Africa, by
Themba Sono. Pretoria, Centre for Development Analysis,
Slier. Pretoria, Centre for

International Centre for Economic Growth

Economic Development, by
Van Wyk. Pretoria, Centre for Development Analysis,
on

1989

lack economic empowerment:

reality or illusion in South
frican organisations, by Themba Sono. Pretoria, Centre for
Development Analysis, 1991
f Stef Coetzee. Pretoria, Centre for Development Analysis,
1994

Which

(ICEG) in

Collaboration with the Southern Africa

Regional Institute for
Policy Studies (SARIPS) of SAPES Trust. Harare, 12-15 June
1994

Chamber of Mines of Zimbabwe.

Fifty-fifth Annual General

Meeting. Victoria Falls, 26-27 May 1994
Civil Society, the State,

and African Development in the 199()s.
Report of a workshop on the Receding Role of the State in
African Development and Emerging Role of NGOs. Arusha,
All Africa Conference of Churches/MWENGO,

2-6 August

1993
We have also received

a

collection

of hooks

on

Human

Settlements, donated by the UN Centrefor Human Settlements

(Habitat), which

are too numerous to

list individually

VISITORS TO SAPES

influence of neo-Mar.xism

Pf L A

neESAP, by Ronah Mugadza and

Conference on Economic Reform and Liberalisation:
persepectives from the African E.xperience, sponsored by the

1993
The

maererano

Peter Balleis. Harare, Silveira House/Mambo Press, 1994

Capitalism: markets and democracies in the new world

disorder: report on

During the month of July. SAPES Trust Regional Head Office
was visited
by a number of scholars, academics and members
of the diplomatic community who were coming to familiarise
themselves with our, attend seminars and also use our Library
and Documentation Centre. Notable among these were;
Clement Kagaba. Uganda; S.Kabeya, UZ; A.A. Medard,
French Embassy; Daniel Compagnon, IFRA, Harare; Tim
D'Souza. Zimrights; Lena Mortensen, Streets Ahead, Harare;
A Gosset, French Embassy; Brig. H.M. Bonyongwe, ZNA; Air

the .state of the international system 1993.

Commodore K.R.T. Zimondi; Gen. Zvinavashe; Col A. McNeil,

Milano, ISPI, 1993

British

Idigenisation of the Zimbabwean Economy: problems and
University of Zimbabwe IDS and OSSREA, 18-19 August
1994. Papers
The New is not yet horn: conflict resolution in Southern Africa,
by Thomas Ohlson and Stephen John Stedman, with Robert
Davies. Washington, The Brookings Institution, 1994

Commission; Moh Lameen Metteden, Nigeria High
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High Commission; K. Fundafunda, Zambia High

Commission; Prof. Austin Chakaodza; Mohammed Tawfik,

Egyptian Embassy; Lt Col G. H. Mutize, ZNA; S Taka. ZRP;
W. Coley, UZ; D. Moschopoulous, Embassy of Greece; Eric
Theron, SA High Commission and Gu Xiaojie, Chinese
Embassy.□
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Dawn.

Blue Sky.
Cattle. Tobacco.
Maize.
Heat & Dust.
Wildlife. Safaris.
Hotels. Tourism.
Minerals. Mining.

Industry. Wealth.
Sunset.

Tranquility.
Dusk.
Zimbabwe.
A rich tapestry
of life.
ZIMBANK.
Your Bank.
Professional.

Progressive.
An integral
part of Zimbabwe.
Our people.
Our Government.
Our way of life.
Zimbabwe’s bank for your business
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HEAD OFFICE. ZIMBANK HOUSE. 46 SPEKE AVENUE, HARARE
P O BOX 3198. TELEPHONE 735011, TELEX:24163.

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION. ZIMBANK HOUSE.
PO.BOX 705 TELEPHONE:794474. TEIEX:26066;26087
SYFRETS MERCHANT BANK LIMITED. REGISTERED ACCEPTING HOUSE,
ZIMBANK HOUSE
P.O BOX 2540.TELEPHONE 794581 TELEX 26292.
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